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DISCHARGE AND DISMISSAL AS PUNISHMENT IN 
THE ARMED FORCES* 

BY CAPTAIN RICHARD J. BEDNAR" 

I. INTRODUCTIOS 
This article is concerned with two rather narrow facets of a 

rather braad subject. It involves an examination of one farm of 
punishment (viz, punitive separation from the armed forces) first 
as a concept, and particularly from the view of the imprints made 
by its employment, and second from the standpoint of the effect 
certain United States Court of Military Appeals decisions have had 
and may be expected to have on the use and usefulness of punitive 
separation a s  punishment. Accordingly, there is B blending of a 
conceptual approach with practical considerations. Essentially, 
this work, with respect to the subject concerned, involves an analy- 
sis of where we are, where we seem to be going and whether we 
aught to continue in that direction or take another tack. Is punitive 
separation as a form of punishment in the military sound concep- 
tually? Is it an effective form of punishment? These are the two 
prime questions to be answered. 

To further set the scene, it may be well to mention briefly some 
of the matters with which this article is not concerned. Except in- 
sofar as is related to the problem of what various forms a punitive 
separation may take, it is not within the scope of this work to 
consider "administrative" separations from service. Within this 
category are discharges resulting from action other than judicial, 
e.&. discharges for alcoholism, inaptitude, shirking of duties and 
aexual perversion. While it cannot be denied that  there are penal 
aspects attached to certain administrative discharges, they are ob- 
viously beyond the scope here because they result from action of a 
non-criminal forum. 

Treatment of the subject in this article does not extend to a can. 
sideration of the several means by which a punitive discharge may 
be changed in farm,  mitigated or expunged af t e r  execution. Hence, 

* Thi. article was adapted from B thesis preaented to The Judge Advocate 
General's School, U.S. Army, Chariattesv>lle, Virginia. whlle the author WBI 
B member of the Ninth Career Course. The opinions and conciwions presented 
herein m e  thoae of the author and do not necennsrily represznt the wew of 
The Judge Advocate General's School OF any other governmental agency 

**  JAGC, U.S. Army: Military ARaira D w i a a n ,  Office of the Judge Ad. 
vocnte General of the Army, W a i m g t o n .  D.C.; LLB., 1954, Creightan 
University School of Law, Member of the Nebraska Bar 
*oo ,1708 1 



JlILITARY LAW REVIEW 

there i s  no discussion of what authority the civilian courts may 
have in this area or a h a t  relief may be granted petitioner by the 
Army Discharge Review Board or Army Board for Correction of 
Military Records (or similar boards of the sister services). Simi- 
larly. rt is beyond the acope here to consider the authoritr  of the 
service secretaries to substitute an administrative farm of dis- 
charge for an executed punitive discharge or dismissal pursuant 
to .Article 74 (b ) ,  Uniform Code of Military Justice. 

Finally, this article is not concerned with parole and clemency as 
such. While I t  is generally difficult to exclude consideration of 
problems of parole. clemency, and rehabilitation of criminais from 
the general subject of punishments, the narrow aspect8 of the one 
kind of punishment with which this work is concerned permit auch 
exclusion without affecting completeness. 

11. WHAT IS THE SATURE OF THIS PL'SISHhIEST 

"To be dishonorably discharged from the service." It i s  well 
known to the practitioner and critic of military l a w  that these 
words,' when uttered by the president of a general court- 
martial in pronouncing sentence on an aecured, Set in mo:ion 
a series of mandatory reviews of that sentence within our  
system of military Justice and, depending on the outcome of such 
reviews, may signify loss of important benefits and rights f a r  
the offender to whom they are spoken.$ It 1s also common know- 
ledge that such sentence, when approved and executed, puts an end 
to the military service of the individual concerned. But  these most 
obvious consequences of a punitive discharge are hardly complete 
explanations of the fundamental nature of such punishment. 

During the hearings on a bill which was later to form the basis 
of the Uniform Code of Military Justice,3 the widespread concern 
aver the seriousness a i  the punitive discharge was quite evident.' 
Today, i t  is generally agreed that in most cases the punitive dls- 
charge is the most severe of several usual sentence elements. What 
is this thin=? How does it nunish? Why i s  it considered a grave 

A. A BROAD F O C r S  O S  T H E  A R E A  

-~ 
1 As ~ 1 1 1  be demonstrated later, the consequences af two ather ieeagnlzed 

fo rms  of punitive separation, 1 a , ,  "dinmlnaal" and "bsd-eonduct dlscharpe" 
are c lo rdy  parallel v i th  those of the dishonorable dmcharge 

2 For B ~ummar) of  these benefits and nghts  and the effects thereon by 
P B T ~ D U ~  discharger. see the Appendix. For another recent campllatlon of  
statutes treating incidents  of pumtwe dmcharge from the aerrlce, m e  Broan,  
The EBects of the  PimiLzw Dischaiga, The JAG Journal, Sanusry-February, 
1961 a t  p. 1 3  

8 Am of 5 May 1950. 64 Stat. 108, eodlfied into pmitrve law. 10 U S C 
( 3  801-940 (1958) (hereinafter referred t o  as the Code or UCMJ and cited 
as UCDIJ, B I Z  - - - - l  

4 See. e . 0 . .  Hearings on H.R. 2498 Befa i s  fhr Horae Aimed Services Cona- 
mdfer. 81st  Cong.. 1sL Seas 6 3 1 ,  691, 697, 839 (19491 

2 *oo U - Y B  



DISCHARGE AND DISMISSAL 
punishment? These are some of the questions which may be 
answered by examining the fundamental nature of discharge and 
dismissal as punishment. 

which invari- 
ably is found an or very near his desk is often the best place to 
begin inquiry into a particular problem in military justice. In this 
instance, the Manual for Courts-Martial is not too much help. 
From it we can learn that B dishonorable discharge "should be 
reserved far those who should be separated under conditions of 
dishonor, after having been convicted o f .  . , felonies, or of offensen 
of a military nature requiring severe punishment."r We can also 
discover from a reading of the Manual that a bad-conduct dis- 
charge e is ''lesa severe" than a dishonorable discharge and "is de- 
signed as a punishment f a r  bad conduct rather than a punishment 
for serious offenses."@ While the Manual does not define a "dismis- 
sal,"'o the term is often compared to the other farms of punitive 
separation authorized for enlisted men, and, by inference, is eQua- 
ted to a dishonorable discharge." Accordingly, in order to gain a 
fuller understanding of this punishment, it is necessary to look into 
the basis and authority for punitive discharge and dismissal, ana- 
b z e  certain canes and opinions of writers in the field, examine and 
compare its several farms, and scrutinize the consequences of such 
punishment. 

To the military practitioner, the red-bound book 

B. FEDERAL COSSTITCTIOIV AND STATL'TES 

Most studies in the science of military law may logically trace R 

theme from the Constitution af the United States. A consideration 
of punitive separations from the Armed Forces is no exception to  

6 U.S. Dop't of Defense, Manual for Courts-Martial. United States,  1951 
(hereinafter referred to m this article a i  the Manual 01 MCM. 1951, and cited 
8 8  H C Y ,  1951, para.  

0 Enlisted men may be punished by a dishonorable discharge only for 
certain d e n i e s  m violation of the Code. MCM, 1951. para  1270. 

7 MCM, 1951, para.  1 6 0 ( 6 ) .  
8 The lmparltion af a bad-conduct discharge l a  restricted to enlisted men: 

i ts  use to effect the punitive separation of offieerr OT warrant  offieern from the 
service is without statutory aanetian and neither a v t h o r m d  by regulations 
nor permitted by custom of the sernee. CM 396001, Morlan, 24 CMR 390 
/ , P i . i l  j . " " . , .  

9 M C M .  1951,pr ia .  7 6 a ( l ) .  
10 An officer may be punished by dlnmisnai and a warrant  officer may be 

punished by dinhonorable discharge for 8" offense m v i o i s t m  of the Code 
P C D I .  1961. para. 1 2 6 d .  United Stares V. Bell, 8 USCMA 193, 24 CMR 3 
(1857).  Dlimisssi is equivalent to dishonorable discharge. C M  368421, Bal- 
Imger, 13 CXR 465 (1953).  AJ an ''inchoate offieer." dismissal IS the only 
aPDropriate mesnr of punitively separating a cadet from the ~ e r w e e .  United 
States Y. Eilman, 9 USCMA 549, 26 CMR 328 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .  Unlike a dishonorable 
or bad-conduct discharge, no eerlficate ia h u e d  in the d m m s a l  of an officer. 

Innofar 8 8  meidents of discharge are concerned. a d m n m a i  18 e q u ~ r s l a n t  
to B dishonorable d m h a r g e  (see the Appendix) 
*GO 48708 3 
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this general rule. As will be established later, the history of our 
military law is much alder than the Constitution; however, the 
basic source of authority for  courts-martial ta impose punishment 
is found in that document.-% Pursuant to its authority under the 
Constitution, Congress has. from time to time, enacted legislation 
limiting the kind and amount of and prescribing the procedure for 
imposition of court-martial punishment. 

On May 5 ,  1950. Congress enacted the current comprehensive 
statute covering the administration of military justice, of which 
punishment is but a small part. Generally speaking, the punish- 
ments which may be inflicted under the Code are not expressed in 
certain terms ;I4 however, forbidden punishments are specifically 
listed.'s Most "punitrve" articles 18 of the Code, after defining the 
particular offense, declare that the punishment shall be "as a 
court-martial may direct." However, Article 56 provides that what- 
ever punishment a court-martial shall impose for an offense "shall 
not exceed such limits as the President may prescribe for  that 
offense." Pursuant to this authority, the President has established 
a Table of >faximum Punishments.'. which attempts to list the 
ceiling price for every transgression cognizable as a crime by 
courts-martial. It is in this table that we find authorized, far cer- 
tain offenses, punitive separation from the service. Not long after 
its enactment, the United States Court of Military Appeals held 
tha t  the power given by the Code to the Chief Executive is not an 
illegal delegation by Congress of legmlative authority.1s 

Not all types of courts-martial have jurisdiction to impose puni- 
tive discharges and dismissals, notwithstanding that the maximum 
punishment authorized fa r  the offense involved may include a puni- 
tive separation. Subject to the Table of Maximum Punishments, a 
general court-martial has jurisdiction to adjudge any punishment 
not forbidden by the Code..B While a special court-martial may not 

12u.s. Connt. a r t  I ,  I 1. nhieh grants all legmiatwe power t o  C a n g r ~ s n ,  
ar t .  I, 5 8, cI. 14. vhich  gives Congress power EO make r d e a  for the govern- 
ment and regulation of the land and nasal farces:  mt 11, 5 2. el 1. which 
designates the President as Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy 

11 uniform Code Military Suitlee [UCIIJ I .  See note 3 mpra 
I4 See. r . 8 . .  LICMJ, a r t  18. which p o i i d e s  tha t  general courts-martial  may 

" , , adiudge any pumrhment not forbidden by th[e] Code." In thin regard 
It 1s t o  be noted ths f ,  m drafting the current Code. the pumbhments whlch 
may be adiudged have been changed from those "authorized by l aw or  customs 
of the rerriee" t o  those "not farbidden by this code" because the law and 
curtomr of each of the ~ e m i e e a  differ. U.S Dep'r of Defense, Lepal and 
Leginlstlve Basis, Manual for Caurta-Yartlal, United States.  1961, P. 173 

I6 UCMJ, a r t  66, "Cruel and nnnsusl punmhments prohibited." 
16 UCMS. art8 17-134 
li MCM, 1051. para 1211, j A. 
IS United States Y. Prescotr. 2 USCMA 122, 124. 6 C>lR 122, 124 ( 1 0 5 2 ) .  
18 UChlJ,  ar t  18 

4 A 0 0  tL7OB 



DISCHARGE AND DISMISSAL 

adjudge a dishonorable discharge or dismissal, a bad-conduct di8- 
charge may be imposed, provided a complete record of proceedings 
and testimony before the court  is made.2a Finally, summary 
courts-martial may not adjudge any type of punitive separation.2' 
The differences in these punishment8 are discussed later. 

C. A QL'ICK LOOK AT HISTORY 
The basis and authority for the imposition of punitive discharges 

by courts-martial have roots extending very deep into history. No 
doubt the original "punishment" of a punitive discharge was the 
dishonor, shame and infamy which attached to individuals who 
were 80 discharged. A kind of dishonorable discharge was the an- 
cient and well-known punishment of banishment. In order to purge 
society of one who threatened the security of the group, exile was 
ordered. The custom of ostracism a8 punishment was well known 
even among the ancient Greeks.lz Blackstone referred to banish- 
ments a8 resulting in a "civil death."'3 

Special tribunals for the trial of military offenders have existed 
a t  least from the days of the Roman legions,l' and it  was an ancient 
rulez6 that only a court-martial could impose a punitive discharge: 

The Captain has power in his Company t o  make two Seqeants,  three 
Corporals, and five Landpsseades; but he cannot by his own authority 
earheer them, whatever their fault may be: that depends on B Cauned 
of war.za 

In the United States, courts-martial have been punishing crimes 
committed by military offenders since the adoption of the first 
American Articles of War by the Continental Congress in 1176,lr 
which, in turn, were based primarily on the then existing British 
Military Code.Ps 

Punitive separation wa8 recognized as a furm of punishment 
f a r  officers 88 early as the American Articles of War of 1716. Pur- 
suant to the American Articles enacted an May 31, 1786 (Article 
13), "on-commissioned officers and enlisted men could be dishon- 
orably discharged by the sentence of a general court-martial.ze 

10 U C W ,  art. 19. 
2 1  UCMJ, art. 20. 
U Barnen & Teeters, New Horizons in Criminology 839 (2d ed. 1855).  
*a 1 Blackatan.. Commentaries on the Laws of Engliind 32 (4th ed. Caaley 

24 Wmthrop, Dlilitary Law and Precedents 45 (2d ed. 1920). 
1b For a modern-day exception t o  this a n e m t  rule, see Pssley. Sentence 

Fhs l -VmdwL A/tm%e7ds. 41 Cornell L.Q. 645 (1916) 
28 DeCaya, The Art of War 1 1 - 3 1  iEnglmh trandsfmn f rom Fr. 1678) 

quoted in Mummey, A Brie! Hwto?y of Summary Puniahmsnt ZI the Annie; 
of the World, 15 Fed. B S. 286, 298 ( 1 9 5 5 ) .  

21 Winthrop, )hlitary Law and Precedents 41 i2d ed. 1 9 1 0 ) .  
28 I d .  at 21. 
38 I d .  at 973.  

18991. 

*GO '*?OB 5 
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And even in those early days, a soldier dishonorably disccharged 
lost certain military benefits such ad travel pay and retained pay,8o 

It should be noted that originally there x e r e  two forms of puni- 
tive separation far officers-dismissal and cashiering, The first 
form apparently was a bare dishonorable termination of service, 
while the second, in addition to a dishonorable separation from the 
sewice, involved a disability to hold public office. Eventually all 
distinctions between these two forms of punishment ceased to 
exist, and by 1890 cashierins meant the same as In 
the early days of our  nation there was no question whether the 
character of the punitive separation Q B S  appropriately publicized. 
For example, Article 4 of the Additional Articles of U'ar of l V 6  
prarided : 

In all cases where a commissioned officer is cashiered far eawardm or 
fraud, it be added m the punishment that the crime, name, place of abode, 
and punishment of the delinquent be published in the newspapers, in and 
abavt the camp. and of rhst colony from which the offender came. OT 
u~ual ly  resides: after which I t  shaii be deemed scandalma in m y  officer 
to aiioeiafe with him. 

An English writer of the seventeenth century, one Gittins, summed 
it up well when he said:  "A soldier should fear only God and Dis- 
honour."s* 

Although it  has long been known in the S a r y  (since 18861, the 
bad-conduct discharge is a comparatively new farm of punishment 
in the Army. It was first established as a proper means of punitive 
elimination from this service in 1948, by amendments to the then 
existing Articles of War.33 Bad-conduct discharges are now au- 
thorized punishment for enlisted men in all services under the 
present Code.s4 

D. T H E  FORMS O F  P C ~ V I T I V E  SEPARATIOX 
The regulations of the Army list fire types of discharge which 

may be giren. They are: dishonorable, bad-conduct, undesirable, 
general and honorable. No discharge certificate i s  issued when an 
officer is dismissed from As will be demonstrated later, 
the first two types of discharge are given under sentence of a 
court-martial: the last three listed are given as the result of a d m n -  
zstraticr action. Accordingly, the concern here ia with the first two 

30 Winchrap. A D I E L P ~  of O ~ n i a n a  of the Judge Advoearer General af the 
Army301 11895) .  

3 1  I d  at 214 
81 Earie. C u n o u i  Puniahmenti  of Bygone Day' 119 (1896). 
8 3  Selective Service Act a i  1048. eh 6 2 6 .  5 210. 6 2  Stat. 630 lrspesled by 

Act of 5 M a y  1950, 6 4  Star 147) 
3 4  see note 8 *.<P'rn. 
3 5  Army Regs. No 636-5. para. 411 IMar .  2. 1060) 

6 AGO U i U R  



DISCHARGE AND DISMISSAL 
types and with dismissal of officers, which also results from 
sentence of court-martial. In general, it  may be said that  general 
and honorable discharges are given under honorable conditions 
while the others are given under dishonorable or other-than- 
honorable c ~ n d i t i a n s . ~ ~  The effects of these characterizations are 
discussed later. 

1. Dismissal: As was indicated above:? only a general court- 
martial has jurisdiction to impose a dismissal. Dismissal is an ap- 
propriate sentence for an officer only, and is equivalent to a 
dishonorable discharge.a' Stated simply, a dismissal is a dis- 
honorable expulsion of an officer from the service.4o A noted 
author in the field has phrased it this way:  

, . . I t s  e l e c t  is t o  eompletely separate the omeer so sentenced from 
the military sewice, and to restom him t o  the atatus of a citizen. He 
can re-enter the aemm only in pnrnvanee of an appointment by the 
President with the consent of the Senate.al 

While this type of separation is labeled as "dishonorable," it seems 
that somehow w e  have last an appreciation of the ignominious 
character once attached to dismisaal. With the passing of time, the 
use of formal ceremony in connection with a dismissal, such as 
the breaking of an officer's sward, or the cutting off of his shoulder 
straps or other insignia, or the drumming out  of the camp, has been 
eliminated, and the original lasting Sting inherent in this punish- 
ment, %.e.,  degradation, loss of reputation and disgrace, has 
eeased.I2 

Today, it Beems that  dismissal is looked at, not so much from the 
aspect af the inherent ignominy involved, as from the material 
consequence8 of the event. With certain minor exceptions,'s a 
dismissal operates to bar to the recipient all rights under laws 
administered by the Veteran's Admin i~ t r a t ion ,~~  a8 well as many 
benefits administered by the armed services and other federal and 

38 See Appendix. 
s i  see note 19 BIpra 
88 An officer may be punished by dmmlasal for  any offense in wolation of 

the Code. M C I ,  1951. para.  126d; United State? V. Goodwln, 5 USCMA 647, 
18 CXR 271 (1955) 

80 JAGA 1 9 6 0 ' 4 0 i 5  (Aug. 9 ,1950) .  See alsonote 10 nupro. 
40 See United States V .  Bell, 8 CSCMA 193, 24 CXR 3 ( 1 9 5 7 ) .  
41 Dams, A Treatise on the Military Law of the United States 166 (2d ed. 

rex  1904).  
41 For a description of  some of the public humilities once facing an officer 

sentenced to dismissal, aee Wmthrap, Xili tary Law and Precedents 408 (2d 
ed. 1920). 

48 E g . ,  Sat ions i  Service Life Insurance 
44 38 U.S.C. 5 3103 (1958) For 8. detailed treatment of t he  e lec t  of punk- 

tive discharges on e l i g h h t y  fa r  veteran's benefits, see Lerner, EBeot o t  
Chwactrr of D i s c h w g e  and Length 01 S e ~ v i e e  on EQyibililU to Vrterans' 
Benefits.  Yd. L. Rev., July 1961, p. 121. 
*oo 48,OB 7 
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state agencies.'s One can only speculate as to the measure of 
stigma attached to a dismissal by prospective employers in p rha te  
industry and as to the extent of material "punishment" incurred 
by the dismiased job-seeker. 

A problem in this area is that there is nothing in the military 
sentence structure for officers which i s  equivalent t o  the bad- 
conduct discharge authorized for enlisted personnel. Hence, for 
an officer who has been convicted of an offense involving mere bad- 
conduct, a court-martial must either impme no discharge or the 
dishonorable-type discharge called dismissal. Or. stating the 
problem another way, an officer's conduct is either honorable or 
dishonorable-there is no middle g r o ~ n d . ' ~  

2. Dishomrahle Discharge: The rule is clear that  only a gen- 
eral court-martial may adjudge a dishonorable discharge, and. 
"being apunishment. i t  cannot be prescribed by an order."lr There 
has been one notable ex~ep t i an . '~  In January 1954, 21 American 
prisoners of the Korean War (all enlisted men) refused to be 
repatriated. Accordingly, under admmistrative procedures, the 
Army proceeded to  drop them from the rolls as deserters. In the 
wards of one author, here is what then happened: 

When word of thin p7oposed action reiehed the Secretary of Ddenae, the 
Honorable Chariea E. Wdson, he said tha t  the men should be dishonor- 
ably discharged. The Judge Advocate General of the Army advised the 
Secretary of the Army tha t  this could not be done except pursnant t o  
the aentenee of a general court-martial. When he iearnod of this. the 
Secretary of Defense requested the opinion of the General Counsel of 
the Department of Defense. the Honorable H. Struve Hensei, who said 
tha t  I t  could be done. Secretary Wilson thereupon ordered the Secretary 
of the Army to miue dishonorable dincharges to the  men. He compi>ed.49 

The same writer, in a well-reasoned article, concludes that because 
the men were not tried by court-martial the Defense Secretary's 
action was illegal.so He is not alone m that 

45 For a graphic illustration of rhess many benehtr and rlghtr  whmh are 
affected,  thc reader 's  atfentian 13 inwted t o  the Appendix. a chart  prepared 
in the Military ARaira Dins i an ,  Ofhee of the Judge Advocate General of the 
Army. October 1, 1960. 

6 4  Under the former Aruele of War 86, any officer eonvlctid of "conduct 



DISCHARGE AND DISMISSAL 
Insofar as the inherent ignominy and after-service consequences 

are concerned, a dishonorable discharge for an enlisted man is 
exactly the same 2s a dismissal far an officer.$* In theory a t  least, 
a person sentenced to dishonorable discharge is "practically an 
outcast,"s3 and is saddled with a burdensome handicap which fol- 
lows him through life,h' Any offense in the military which may 
result in a dishonorable discharge bears a heavy load of moral 
turpitude and properly may be considered B felony.6e While a dis- 
honorable discharge IS a Severe penalty today, it once was the rule 
that  such discharge, when based upon conviction of wartime de- 
sertion, automatically resulted in the offender losing his United 
States nationality.56 Only recently has the Supreme Court of the 
United States declared unconstitutional the statute providing for 
such loss af nationality.17 

3. Bad-Conduct Discharge: This f a rm of punitive Separation 
may be adjudged by either a general or special and 
is appropriate for enlisted personnel only.6s The bad-conduct dis- 
charge is generally regarded as less severe than a dishonorable 
discharge;'O the latter is frequently "mitigated" to the former. 
However, a bad-conduct discharge may be adjudged upon convic- 
tion of any offense far which dishonorable discharge is author- 

E1 See Append-. 
13 Holtzoff, AdminisLmiion of Y i l r t a r ~  Justtoe in the Cniled Slotra Army, 

22 N.Y.C. Law Q. Rev. 17 ( 1 9 4 7 ) .  
66 See statement of Mr. John J. Finn, Judge Advocate, D a t .  of Col Depart- 

ment of the American Legion. H r o n n g s  on S. 851 and H R. LOBO Belore Y 

Subearnmillee o l  the Senate Commilt~r on AImed Sermosa. 81rt Cone ,  1st  
sess. 195 c1949j. 

6 1  United State8 V. Moore, 5 USCMA 687, 18 CMR 311 (19651 
Lb 66 Stat.  241 (1952).  8 C.S.C. $1425 119581. 
57 Trap V.  Duliea, 366 U.S. 86 (1958) 
SB UCMJ, arts 18 and 19. 
60 MCM. 1951, para. 126d. 
60 The following remark8 from the eongresaional hearings,  in emneetion 

with legislatian to adopt the bad-eondliet dincharge far the Army, give iome 
inslght info the intended differences between a b a d a n d u e t  and dishonorable 
discharge: "Mr. Elston. Now for the sake of the record. what is the dlfferenee 
between B bad-conduct discharge and a dishonorable discharge? General 
Hoover It IS a littie hard to define. The bad-conduct discharge IS, frankly, 
taken from the Navy procedure. It 1s m degree af severity, we think, B  rep 
lower than  a dishonorable discharge. , . . I t  is a I ~ S Q ~ T  punishment. 8 8  we 
eonceire it, than B dishonorable discharge. Ita usefuinesr would apply 
partieulsrly to the military type of eases, BQ dlstmgwshed from the felony. 
type cases. M r  Eliton Well, fo r  all p'actieai purpores. i t  i s  about the same 
thing 8 s  B dinhonorable discharge. General Haaver. There isn't a tremendous 
amount of difference." Hrerings on Caurt-YiurtioI Legwlehon, Smmta Com- 
mittee on Armsd Se7vioes. 80th Gong, Zd Sess 2026,  quoted m JAGJ 1953! 
4141 (May2Z. 19531. 
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The Table of Maximum Punishment@ lists some 21 offenses 

for which a bad-conduct but not a diahanorable discharge may be 
imposed. Mast of these are "military offenses" or common law 
crimes not involving moral turpitude. Additionally, an accused 
may be punished by B bad-conduct discharge if he is convicted of 
two or more offenses, none of which are punishable by a punitive 
discharge, or if he has previous conrictians of two or more offenses 
punishable by a punitive d i s ~ h a r g e . ~ ~  There are some conditions 
to this last rule not relevant ta the purposes of this article." 

For 811 the services, but for the Army in particular, e, significant 
problem exists because of the very different consequeneer which 
may R o w  from a bad-conduct discharge imposed by a general court- 
martial 8s compared with one adjudged by B apecial court-martial. 
This problem is discussed in Part 111, infra. It is sufficient here 
to observe that a bad-canduct discharge imposed by a general 
caurt-martial results in a loss of the same federal rights and bene- 
fits last because of dismissal or dishonorable discharge. 

4. A Synthesis: Ta conclude this study in paralle1a and 
differences, discussed in an endeavor to gain an insight into the 
essence of punitive separation as punishment, it is well to put 
together the important similarities and dissimilarities of the three 
types. Perhaps the most significant feature is the fact that the real 
punishment which flaws from any of the separations adjudged by 
a general court-martial is not prescribed by the Code, but is a re- 
sult of the adverse treatment ascribed to  such discharge by other 
laws and by other individuals. The Code merely calls for the char- 
acterization of the severance from service. It is for other laws 
and far society in general to draw the after-service penalties 
which are attached to any farm of punitive separation. In this 
regard, a punitive separation from the service is not unlike certain 
discharges by employers in American industry. The dishonor or 
shame experienced by those who are discharged depends upon the 
reason for the discharge, the individual's personality and sens- 
itivity, and the manner in which he is treated by others following 
the discharge. 

This particular aspect of the punishment weighs differently on 
each individual and is difficult to  measure. More easily gauged are 

8 1  M C M ,  1961,psra. 127s. 
62 MCM, 1861. para 1 2 7 ~ .  3 A. 
6 3  M C M ,  1951, para. 127s. 3 B;  Exec. Order KO. 10665. Sep. 28, 1951, 

amends this section t o  permit a dishonorable discharge for three prev1oYLi 
c m v i e t m s  during the year next preceding the camniission of the instant 
offenae. 

04 For a good discussion of additional punishment baaed on either previous 
cmvict ians or multiple offenses, see Pemberton, Puniahmenf o/ the Guilty. 
The Rulre and Some of the P?oblrms. Mii. L. Rev.,  October 1869, pp. 114-17. 
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the material consequences of the discharge-ioss of government 
benefits and rights and the certain handicap in obtaining other 
desirable employment. Herein, for most, lies the real and lasting 
punishment, the real pain for the offense. 

The dissimilarities in the three forms of punitive separation lie 
in the fact that  one (dismissal) is appropriate for officers, the 
remaining two for enlisted personnel. The difference in degree 
between a bad-conduct and dishonorable discharge seems mare ap- 
parent than real. In the wards af one autharity."l the oft-spoken 
distinction between a dishonorable and bad-conduct discharge is 
"80 much double talk." 

111. THE EMPLOYMENT O F  DISCHARGE A S D  
DISMISSAL AS PCNISHMENT 

Having established some nations respecting the nature af dis- 
charge and dismissal as punishment, it is appropriate to turn 
next to the significant problems which arise out  of the employment 
of such punishment. Not ail problem areas are discussed, but only 
those which are  within the scope of this article and appear to  be 
most vexing. The important area to be probed here is the use of 
punitive separation, particularly from the view of the impressions 
recently struck thereon by the heavy-and frequently ill-defined- 
blows of the Court af Military Appeals. Rather than attempting 
the rather artificial division of these matters into pre-trial, trial 
and post-trial groupings, the problems are treated according to 
subject matter. 

A. A CIRCUMSCRIPTION OF FORMS 
Traditionally, there has been a definite distinction between 

discharges given as B result of administrative action and dis- 
charges imposed as punishment by courts-martial.66 The current 
statute establishing this distinction insofar as enlisted personnel 
are concerned-statutes similar in language date back to 1 7 1 6  
appears in titie 10, United States Code, section 3811: 

(a )  A discharge certlfleate shall be given to each lawfully inducted or 

(b) No enlisted member of the Army may be discharged before his 
enlisted member af the Army upon his discharge. 

term Of sewice expires, except- 
(1) as prescribed by the Secretary of the Army; 

06 Hrarznys on S. 857 and H.R.  LO80 Before a Suboomnittce a i  fhs Senale 
Cornmittem on ths A m e d  Serwces ,  81rt Cong., 1st Seis. 249 (1949).  

68 Snedeker, Military Justice Under the Uniform Code 437, 441, 442 (1953), 
Elerett,  Military Jvstiee ID the Armed Forces of the United States 2 4 3 4 7  
(1966). 
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(2) by sentence of  a eeneial or special court-martial;  or 
( 3 )  BQ othemiae provided by Iaw.81 

The authority fa r  separation of regular officers of all of the armed 
services is found in title 10, United States Code, section 1161: 

(8) No commissioned officer may be dismissed from any armed farce 
e x c e p L  

(1) by aentenee of  a general court.martia1: 
12) in commutation of a aentenee of a general court-martial: or 
( 3 )  In t ime of war, by order of the President. 

(b)  [not here pertinent]. 

(8 )  Subject to  other pmvia ion~ of this title, reserve eommiasioned 
offieem may be discharged at  the p l e a s u e  of the President. Other Re- 
s e w e s  may be diaehsrged under regulations prescribed by the Seeretam 
concerned. 

This authority i s  subject to title 10, United States Code, section 
1163 (a ) ,  which provides: 

Section 1162 of title 10 applies to discharge of reserve officers: 

(b)  [not here pertinent]. 

(a )  An officer of B reserve component who haa a t  least three years of 
service a i  B commissioned officer may not be separated from tha t  compo- 
nent wlthout his consent except under an approved recommendation of 
a board of offiears convened by an authority designated by the Seeretsry 
eoncern~d,orbythespproved renteneeofseourt-martial . . . .  

This clear distinction between punitive and administrative dis- 
charges extends even to the terms used in characterizing dis- 
eharges.69 The following terms are uniformly applied by all the 
3ewices : 

1. Hanorable-administrative action only. 
2. General-administrativs action only. 
3. Undesirable-administrative action only. 
4. Bad Conduct-general or special court-martial sentence. 
5, Dishonorable-general court-martial sentence only. 

The Appendix indicates the conditions under which these various 
discharges are issued. 

If doubt ever existed tha t  there are only three forms of di8- 
charge recognized as punitive (dismissal, dishonorable and bad- 
conduct), recent opinions of the Court of Military Appeals have 
unequivocally obviated that doubt. In  1955, a Navy board of review 
was the first appellate body under the Code to proclaim that a 
special court-martial was without power to impose an "undesir- 
able discharge" and tha t  such sentence was a nullity.6s 

$7 An identical statute exists for thg Am Force, m z .  10 U.S.C 5 8811 (1858) .  
In the Kavy. Marms and Coast Guard, the power t o  1 8 8 ~  admlmntratlve 
discharges is regarded a% a ''hauaekaepmg device" dependent not on statute,  
but on inherent executive power. Poi  B dmcusrm of fhs prmc~ple ,  see NCM 
5505513, Calkins, 20 CMR 643(1865) .  

8 8  A common policy with respect to  administrative discharges was estab- 
lished for  all ~ezvieea by Dep't of Osfenae Dlrectwe No. 1332.14 (Jan 14, 
1959).  
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I t  was not until November 1960 that the Court of Military 
Appeals had occasion to speak in this area, and then concluded 
that there a re  only two forms of punitive separation for enlisted 
men-dishonorable and bad-conduct discharge. The case was 
United States V .  Phipps.'o The accused airman had been tried by 
a special court-martial and sentenced to  a bad-conduct discharge. 
After intermediate appellate authorities affirmed, the Court grant- 
ed the accused's petition for review on the issue of whether it was 
correct for trial counsel to have advised the trial court that "the 
only punitive discharge which this court by its very nature can 
adjudge i s  a bad canduct discharge."'l In  an unanimous opinion 
upholding this advice, the Court of Military Appeals observed 
that Congress provided fo r  appellate review only in the case of 
bad-conduct and dishonorable discharges, "thus according recog- 
nition to the fact that only these two methods of separation may be 
used in court-martial sentences."7* Additionally, the Court relied 
on the fact  that, a t  the time the Code was enacted, courts-martial 
of all three of the armed services were limited to dishonorable and 
bad-conduct separation from service, and that Congress did no 
more than recognize military practice as i t  existed a t  that time.73 

That case was soon followed by United States II. B e d ~ o d , ~ '  
wherein Judge Latimer, in concurring in the result, stated that a 
general court-martial could not legally adjudge a general dis- 
charge; United States 8 .  Goodman, 76 holding that a law officer 
was correct in refusing t o  instruct a court-martial that  it might 
adjudge an undesirable discharge or a general discharge; 
United States u.  O"eal,'6 holding that a law officer properly re- 
fused to permit a sentence work sheet to  be revised to indicate that 
permissible penalties included an undesirable or general discharge; 
United States v ,  Plnmmer,7r wherein the Court held that a con- 
vening authority had no power to change a dismissal to an ad- 
ministrative discharge; and Cnited States 2). Middleton,'B standing 
for the proposition that a board of review has no power to direct 
an accused's separation from service by way of an administrative 
discharge. 

As a result of all of these recent cases, it may be said. in sum- 
l 0  12 USCMA 14, 30 CJIR 14 11960). 
7 l  A special court-martla1 has no iuiiadietion to ~rnpose a dishonorable dia. 

charge. UCMJ, art 19. This accounts for "80 of the word8 ''thla muit by Its 

12 United States V. Phippa, 12 USCMA 14, 30 CMR 14 (19601. 
7 3  I d .  st 16, 30 CMR at 16. 
7 4  12 USCMA 16, 30 CMR 16 (1860). 
IS 12 USCMA 25, 30 CMR 21 11960).  
71 12 USCMA 63, 30 C X R  63 11860).  
77 1 2  USCMA 18, 30 CMR 18  (1960). 
78 12 USCMA 54,  30 CMR 54 (19601, 

w r y  nature." 
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mary, that  neither a court-martial, a convening authority nor a 
board of review may lawfully direct an undesirable or a general 
discharge as court-martial punishment. I t  is the conclusion of the 
Court that Congress, in enacting the Uniform Code, did not intend 
to expand the traditional forms of punitive separation. Accord- 
ingly. the recognized forma of discharge which a court-martial 
map adjudge hare been clearly circumscribed. 

Ought there be additional forms af punitive discharpe? Should 
the permismble characterizations of court-martial imposed separa- 
tion be expanded? Perhaps what those who would expand the 
types of punitive separation h a w  been seeking is a vehicle by 
which a court-martial can r id  the service of an accused who, 
although thoroughly unworthy to  remain in service, is not deserv- 
ing of the permanent stigma inherent in a dishonorable or bad- 
conduct discharFe In view of the present law, a court-martial ma? 
be faced with the dilemma of not being permitted ta adjudge what 
It considers an appropriate farm of separation and having, there- 
fore, to choose between too much or too little, between the tradi- 
tional forms of punitive discharge or no discharge at  all. In effect, 
Congress has declared a minimum sentence in this area, v i z :  bad- 
conduct discharge for enlisted personnel, dismissal far officers. 
S o  similar minimums have been established with respect to con- 
finement or forfeiture of pay. 

I t  may be argued that there really is no problem. While a court- 
martial is prohibited from adjudging a discharge less severe in 
degree than a bad-conduct discharge, and for that reason may 
elect to adjudge no discharge a t  all, the offender may nevertheless 
be separated administratively after trial as an undesirable. How- 
ever, it would appear that the commander who uses administrative 
procedures in lieu of established judicial machinery violates the 
spirit of the Code and flies in the face of the very reason for the 
distinction between administrative and judicial discharges. And 
does it not ~ e e m  to be an extreme waste of effort to go through two 
long procedures when one may do? 

Obviously, to expand the forms of punitive separation would 
create inestimable confusion bath inside and outside the military 
departments. This would be particularly true if the military estab- 
lishment were to use the same terms now applied to administrative 
separations for punitive discharge. (Unless, of courae, the ridicu- 
lous measure of doing away with all administrative separations 
were taken. This problem is more fully discussed in Part IV, 
infra.)  If this should O C ~ U L I ,  one couldn't readily determine whether 
a former soldier with a "general discharge" had been separated far 
a blamelens inaptitude or because of a court-martial conviction f a r  
14 *co 4llOB 
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a serious crime. To expand the forms of punitive discharge by 
using different labels would not only require a vast public re- 
education as to what the new forms signified, but would require 
new legislation and new regulations for the many state and federal 
agencies who determine eligibility for benefits on the basis of the 
characterization of discharge made by the military establishment. 

The more feasible alternatives, therefore, would be to leave 
untouched the law as i t  is with respect to forms of punitive dis- 
charge or to abolish degrees and have only one form of punitive 
separation for all. The better solution is extenaively treated in 
Pa r t  IV, inpa. 

B. T H E  SPECIAL COCRT-MARTIAL  BAD-CO.\'DCCT 
DISCHARGE 

Closely related to the problem of the circumscription of forms 
of punitive discharge is the problem resulting from the power of 
special courts-martial to impose bad-conduct discharges. It will be 
recalled that the Code'a permits both general and special courts- 
martial to impose bad-conduct discharges. Howerer, since special 
courts-martial have no jurisdiction to impose a bad-conduct dis- 
charge "unless a complete record of the proceedings and testimony 
before the court has been made,"ao and since current Army Regula- 
tions" effectively preclude the assignment of a reporter to make 
such complete record, i t  is the rule that, in the Army a t  least, 
such discharges a re  imposed only by general courts-martial. The 
Xavy and Air Farce have no similar restrictions; special courts- 
martial in these services frequently adjudge bad-conduct dis- 
charges. 

Since legally trained personnel are not required on special 
courts-martial (even the president of the court need not be and 
usually is not a lawyer), i t  takes little imagination to guess the 
quantity af legal errors and the quality of fairness and justice 
afforded an  accused before this tribunal in comparison with a 
general court-martial. There appear to be several goad reasons 
why a special court-martial should not have jurisdiction to impose 
a punitive discharge. Specifically: 

(1) Unavailability of and lack of requirement far legally trained per- 

( 2 )  Psvclty Of cavit reporters. 
sonnel 8s court members or eauniel. 

78 UCMJ, arts. 18 and 19. 
80 UCMJ, Irt. 19. 
*I  Pviauant t o  Army Regs. Po. 28.146 (Feb. 13. 1957).  reportera are not 

available for  special eourta-martial without p r m  sppmvs l  by The Judge 
Advocate General. 
*co 'BlOB 15 
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appellate TeYleU ia complete.*z 
( 3 )  Mlsximum time of confinement [SIX manthal completed before 

If a bad-conduct discharge is imposed by a general court-martial, 
the offender i s  ineligible for veteran's beneAts;83 however, if the 
discharge is imposed by a special court-martial, eligibility for 
veteran's benefits 1s dependent upon an adjudication by the Vet- 
eran's Administration.&' If the discharge is determined by them 
to hare been under conditions other than dishonorablep the 
offender 1s entitled to veteran's benefits. Admittedly, loss of vet- 
eran's benefits is only a part of the punishment which flaws from a 
punitive discharge; however, it is a significant part. The inequality, 
of course, lies in the fact that mere differences in commanders' 
attitude may determme whether a thief or adulterer winds up 
tried by and discharged by a special or by a general court-martial. 
Another inequality lies in the fact that  the Army uses general 
courts-martial almost exclusively for trial of those eases likely to 
result in sentence to bad-conduct discharge. 

The alternative solutions to this problem are fairly obvious. 
Congress could change the statutes giving the Veteran's Adminis- 
tration discretion in this area; the services could standardize their 
practices; Congress could act IO revoke jurisdiction to impose bad- 
conduct diacharges from special courts-martial or eliminate special 
courts-martial or eliminate bad-conduct discharges. The most 
recent comprehensive study of military justice in the Army was 
conducted by a committee appointed by former Secretary Wilber 
M. Brucker and headed by Lieutenant General Herbert B. Poweil. 
This committee-referred to as the Ad Hoc Committee-submitted 
its report on January 18, 1960; it was approved by the Secretary 
on October 13, 1960. Among its many farsighted recommenda- 
tions was one to eliminate Summary and special courts-martial.86 
Adoption of this recommendation would certainly obviate the prob- 
lem of unequal treatment described above. 

* Z  \Is? I95l--Yay 1852 DSCMA and The Judge Adweares General of the 
Armed Forces and General Counsel of the Dep't of Treanvry Ann. Rep. 4 
(heremafter cited a& DSCMA and TJAG Ann Rep.] 

83 Except for war.riik I ~ S Y T B ~ C ~ ,  Government or Natronal Service Life 
Insurance, all benefits t o  those dmharged b) general court-martmi are barred. 
38 C.S C. S 3103 (1858). 

8 1  38 U.S.C. 5 101(21 (1958) 
( S Y A  Regs. 1012. 38 C . F R  5 3.12 (1961), contains 8. list of the type of 

conduct uhich will be determined t o  be "under conditions other than dia- 
honorable." 

*B K.S. Dep't af Army. Report of The Committee on The Uniform Code of 
Mditary Justlce, Goad Order and Discipline in the Army 4 ( 1 9 6 0 )  (hereafter 
referred to 8 8  Ad Hoe Comm~tfee Report) 
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C. SUSPENSION A.VD VACATION OF SVSPENDED 
DISCHARGES 

A court-martial sentence to discharge or dismissal does not 
necessarily mean expulsion from the service. Several acts can and 
often do occur during review procedure@ to modify or remit such 
sentence. 

Except for those offenses for which a mandatary punishment is 
provided/# the Code does not appear to prohibit a court-martial 
from suspending B diacharge or dismissal.EQ However, a eourt- 
martial is not specifically granted power to suspend. The reasons 
appear to be that suspension is considered a mitigation of the 

and that hiatorically power to mitigate has been closely 
linked with the executive power t o  order into execution. Therefore, 
such power i8 vested only in those reviewing authorities who have 
the power to order B sentence into execution.O' Hence, a board of 
review does not have authority to suspend.92 Power to suspend a 
punitive separation ia vested only in the Chief Executive, the 
Secretary and the convening a ~ t i l ~ r i t y . ~ ~  

In addition to having the power to suspend, a convening author- 
ity has a duty to carefully review each sentence and to consider 
possible suspension t h e r e d o '  While he may not suspend a. sen- 
tence beyond expiration of the current enlistment or period of 
service,*s and should not suspend discharge or dismissal oi one 

81 Briefly, the appellate atepa are as follows: Before acting on a record of 
trial of B case involvine a sentence to discharge or diammai,  the officer 
exereiiing eenersi  court-martial junsdxt ion  (reviewing authority) IS re- 
quired to refer ~t to  his 8ts.T judge advocate ( U C M J ,  arta.  til, 6 5 ( b i  i who, 
in turn.  m w t  z ~ v e  the reviewme authority his writ ten a ~ i n i a n s  and reeom- 
rntndatians (UCMJ, a r t .  til). F&owing Such review, the &wewing authority 
is required to take his forms1 " a e t m "  on the sentence (UCMJ,  arts 60, 64) 
i n  w e n  case where the sentence. DL/ aooroved bu the reviiwine aufhoritv m .. . 
his aetibn. extends to diamirnal or punitive discharge (or s f fecc  a generii  or 
flag offleer or extends to death or confinement fa r  one year OT morel,  the 
record is referred to a "board of review" in the office of The Judge Advocate 
General for P second ~ e v i e w  (UCYJ,  art. 6ti(bi i .  No smtenee to dismissal 
may be executed until affirmed by a board of review and approved by the 
Secretary of the military department (a r t .  71(b l  i :  no dishanorabie or bad. 
conduct discharge may be executed until affirmed by B board of review and, in 
proper eases renewed by the Court  of  Mhtary  Appeal% ( U C M J ,  a r t .  71 ie i  i .  

88 UCPJ, ar t .  106 (Spying) ;  UCMJ,  a r t .  118 (Murder ) .  
88 See Ez P W ~ C  United States,  242 U S  27 (1916i.  A court-martial ,  BQ a 

ju ry ,  has  no authority to svapend a sentence. United Stater Y. Samuels, 10 
USCJIA 206.27 CMR 280 (1969). 

Q ~ ~ C b l T l , C i a p p , 2 C J I R 6 9 0  (1962).  
81 United States Y. Simmona, 2 USCMA 106,ti  CMR 106 ( 1 9 6 2 i .  
91 United State. V. Woods, 1 2  USCMA 61, 30 CMR 61 ( 1 9 6 0 ) .  
Q* UCMJ,  a r t .  71. 
04 United States Y. Wise. 8 USCMA 472, 20 CMR 188 (1865); accord, 

95 MCJI. 1951, pars. 97a. 
Unitad States V. Laune, 6 USCMA 478, 20 CMR 194 (1966).  
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whose offense clearly indicates disqualification for further military 
service.@6 a convening authority may otherwise ampend a dis- 
charge or dismissal without regard to approval or disapproval 
orexeeution of other sentence elements.” 

Since these rules regarding suspension are quite clear, na sig- 
nificant problems exist today with respect to suspension. How- 
ever, when it comes to vacation of a suspended sentence to punitive 
discharge. many tender areas become apparent. The pertinent 
Portions of Article 72, Uniform Code of Military Justice, provide: 

(8) Prior to the vacation of the suspension of a weciai  court-martial 
sentence r h i e h  81 approved includes B bad-conduct discharge, (IF of any 
gensrs l  eourt-martial sentence, the ofleer having special enurt-martial 
juriadietion over the probationer ahsil hold P hearing on the alleged via. 
lntion of probation. The probationer ahaii be represented a t  aueh hearing 
by eounael if he so desires. 

( b )  The record of the hearing and the recommendation of the officer 
having special court-martid jur iadictm shall be forwarded for  action to  
the oflsor exercising general court-martial jurisdiction D Y I ~  the proba- 
tioner. If he Vaeates the mspenaioh, the vacation shall be effective, nub- 
jeet ta applicable re8tpiotims in Anieie  71(c),  to execute m y  unexecuted 
portion of the sentence except B dismiaasl. The westion of the auspen- 
m n  of B dismisrinl ahall not be PRectiw until approved by the Secretary 
of the Department. 

Article 71 ( c )  provides: 
KO sentence which meiudes, unsuspended, a dinhanornble OT bad-eon- 

duct discharge, or eonflnement for  one year or more l h d i  be executed 
until affirmed by a board of review and, in cases reviewed by i t ,  the  Court 
af Military Appeals. 
Until recently, not all suspensjons of discharge and dismissal 

were thought to create a probation within the meaning of Article 
72. A type of suspension of punitive separation, which would end 
automatically when the offender concerned completed his period 
of confinement or when appellate reivew in his case waa com- 
pleted, whichever oceured later, was recognized.@8 Employment 
of this provision provided the accused with the opportunity of 
redeeming himself in the military service. If he “soldiered” well 
and demonstrated that he was a fair  risk for further service, he 
could be reatored to duty and his punitive discharge could be 
remitted. Conversely, if he did not demonstrate his worthiness for 
restoration, the discharge waul4 be executed upon the occurrence 
of the latter of the two conditions. Now, however, i t  ia the law that  
any suspension of a punitive discharge places the accused in a 
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status of probation and that  this status cannot be changed to his 
detriment without independent cause and without a hearing a t  
which he may be represented by counsel. Unless the suspension is 
80 altered, the accused must be fully restored to  duty a t  the com- 
pletion of the period of probation fixed in the Hence, 
restoration to duty, which was formerly contingent on a positive 
demonstration of worthiness, apparently ia now dependent on mere 
abstention from 

The most important advantage of the former nonprobationary 
type suspension was that  it gave commanders a convenient oppor- 
tunity to size up prospective candidates for  restoration to duty 
without incurring the r i ik  of an automatio restoration based on 
mere abstention from misconduct. Now, convening authorities 
who are  responsible for  approving or suspending punitive dis- 
charges are extremely selective in whom they choose to make 
probationers. Since the cases IO1 deciding that  any suspension of a 
punitive discharge created an Article 72 type probation, the dis- 
charges are being suspended in only about ten per cent of the eases, 
whereas over 60 per cent were formerly suspended.loa Hence, an 
important device once widely used in the fieid of rehabilitation and 
restoration is failing into disuse. 

Another perplexing problem has developed in determining 
whether there has been a breach of probation of such a nature as to 
authorize vacation of the suspension and execution of the dis- 
charge. It will be recalled that  once a punitive discharge has been 
suspended it may not be vacated without independent cause.10s 
This means cause other than that  which resulted in the court- 
martial trial and sentence to punitive discharge. The problem 
stems from the fact that, prior to recent court decisions, probation 
was ordinarily predicated upon conditions over which the accused 
had some control and with which he had to comply to escape 
punishment. But when the only condition in a case is the mere 
passage of time (when the punitive discharge is suspended until 
completion of confinement or appelate review) what can be alleged 
88 the violation of probation-the independent cause-in order to 

99 United States Y. Pay. 10 USCMA 358, 27 CMR 432, @fimi%rr CM 400193, 
May, 27 CMR 670 ( lY6S);  United Stetes V. Cecil, 10 USCMA 371. 27 CMR 
""I: , 3 o c o >  
11" ll""O,. 

100 An observation contained in Ad Hoe Committee Repart 131. 
101 United States V. May and United Stnteli V. Cseii, note 98 wpra. 
103 Ad Hoe Committee Report 131.82. According to the 1859 Annual Report 

of USCMA and The Judge Advocates General of the Armed Force% for the 
period November 1858 through March 1959, 62.26% of ail aenteneea to puni- 
tive diecharge were suapended by convening authorities, wheresi only 9.1% 
were auapended for the period July 1958 through November 1958 (after M a y  
and Cecil) .  Id. at 45. 

IO8 United States V. May, note BY wpra. 
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vacate the suspension? With reference to this very issue, Judgt 
Latimer remarked : 

, , . how wovid the accused either live up  t o  or violate tha t  t e rm or 
eondilion? And, what posaibly could the government establish 88 the 
"alleged violation of probation"? 10' 

The recent decisions, therefore, have created new problems for the 
military a s  a whole as well a8 for the individual commander. What 
does the court mean by "independent cause," or stated another 
way, what must be established in order to vacate the suspended 
discharge? Is it sufficient "independent cause" that the proba- 
tioner was 16 minutes late to duty? Must he commit avidation of 
the Code? Is mere lack of proper attitude and motivation suffi- 
cient? This is the problem, and there is no easy answer. Further, 
since the Code provides no appellate review of a vacation of suspen- 
sion of discharge, i t  is unlikely that this problem will be judicially 
tested. One possible judicial avenue would be in the Court of 
Claims on the theory of arbitrary or capricious action in vacating 
the suspension and ordering the discharge. However, a t  this 
writing, no such tearhas occurred. 

Apparently, an accused may knowledgeably request execution of 
a suspended punitive separation.106 But short of this easy out, one 
can only speculate as to the proper criteria for vacation proceed- 
ings. Some guideposts were planted during the House hearings on 
the bill which was to become the Uniform Code of Military Justice. 
Statements of one of the chief draftamen of the Code seem to in- 
dicate that some misconduct short of an offense under the Code is a 
sufficient basis for vacation of a suspended discharge: 

To PSBYI~ tha t  when B man who has been returned to duty and is 
charged d t h  violation of thrs atale of probation, tha t  the suspended sen- 
tence tha t  he has received or the  aumension of the execution is not Capri- 
eioualy revoked or arbitrari ly revoked, and tha t  the discharge will not be 
eaprieiovrly executed and have him discharged from the aemiee. we have 
provided this hearing so tha t  the dementa of ths abenae 07 the facts of 
the emduct which i e  charged amount8 to B violation on hi8 p w t  aye cleorl# 
est forth.lO6 

. . . .  
Now when he i s  back on duty on probation there am a number of 

instances where aueh peraoni commit add,tionol abmaea 07 in l o n e  W W  
bs their conduct uiulate the standard o/ rood behamar. In the BPme 

104 10 USCMA at 363, 27 CMR s t  442 (dissenting opinion).  
IO6 Dicta ~n United States Y. Smith,  11 USCMA 149, 23 CMR 573 (ISBO). 

A i  s.n interesting sidelight to  the problem under considerstmn. this eaae 
atsnds for the propamtian tha t  an accused is entitled to B probationary sua- 
penman of a bed-conduct dmeharge imposed by s sentence an rehesrmg, where 
the setion of the convening authority on the prior sentence had included sus- 
pension of such diacharge. 

106 Teatmany of Felix Larkin, Ass't Gen. Counael, Dep't of Defenae, Heor. 
ingr on H.R. 9498 B e f o r e  the Hauar A m a d  Sormerl CommrLLeo. 81st Cong., 
1st  Sens. 1208 (18491 (emphasis added).  
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fashion as in eiviiian courta, upon nueh violations, they may be returned 
to S P ~ W  out the unexpired portion of their sentence OT the dirhonorsble 
diaeharee 07 bad-conduet dixharge which has been ampended may be 
revoked."' 

Hence, i t  would appear that  some conduct short of violation of the 
Code may afford sufficient basis far vacation proceedings. Thus, so 
long as his actions were not arbitrary or capricious. a commander 
apparently could vacate a suspended discharge and order its execu- 
tion on the basis of any conduct or behavior developed during the 
required hearing which manifested unworthiness fo r  restoration 
to duty. 

I t  would appear that  for any such behavior or conduct during the 
probationary period, the commanding officer of the probationer 
may: (1) impose non-judicial punishment under the provisions of 
Article 16, Uniform Code of Military Justice, if the conduct can- 
stitutes a violation of the Code; (2) prefer court-martial charges, 
if the conduct constitutes a violation of the Code; (3) initiate 
proceedings to vacate the suspension; (4) where appropriate, use 
anycombinationof (1) and (5) or ( 2 )  and (3). 

Another problem arises with respect to the hearing required in 
order to vacate the suspension. This problem exists whenever the 
probationer is tried, convicted, and sent to prison by civilian 
authorities,l" or is absent without authority. If the commander 
does not wish to eliminate the wrongdoer administratively,loQ but 
desires to vacate the suspended punitive discharge, how does he 
meet the requirement for a hearing? Obviously, mme arrange- 
ments must be made to bring the accused to the hearing. The only 
real problem. therefore, is the practical difficulty of arangementa 
with civilian confinement authorities or of waiting until the indi- 
vidual returns to military control. No broad rules can be laid down 
here 

A recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee110 would cure most 
sore spots in this area. Under the Committee's proposal a sentence 
control board would be established by the Secretary of each mili- 
tary department. I t  would be granted authority to manage allas. 
pects of the disposition of prisoners serving confinement. I t  is 
envisioned that after the convening authority has acted in a case, 
the entire responsibility for discretionary review of sentences to 
confinement would rest with the board-including ail sentences of 
enlisted men to punitive discharges. According to the plan, no dis- 
charge could be executed until reviewed by the sentence control 

107 I d .  at 1208-1208 (emphasis added). 
106 Baaed on material contained in Johzson. Vacation o l  Suamnaion. The 

JAG Journal, Oebber 1952, p. 14. 
10s Army Rcguistionn of the 635-200-serier 
IIO Ad Hoe Committee Report 136-37. 
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board. This would eliminate the problem of whether a punitive 
discharge should be suspended by the convening authority, since 
no discharge would be executed until the individual had received an 
evaluation by the board as to  suitability for restoration.lll If, upon 
such review, i t  were determined that punitive discharge was ap- 
propriate, the sentence control board would merely direct its execu- 
tion. The board would also have authority to direct that  another 
type (even administrative) discharge be issued.1'2 

D. COMMCTATION 

Initially, i t  would be useful to define commutation. The United 
States Supreme Court in Mullan u.  L'nited Stateslla described it 
thusly : 

I t  may be conceded tha t  there is B technical dinrrenfe between eom- 
mutation of B sentence and the  mitigation thereof. The first i i  a change 
of  punishment to which B person has been condemned into one lelis severe. 
substi tuting I leas for a neater punishment by authoiity of law. To 
mitigate a sentence is to reduce or iei ien the amount of the penalty or 
punishment.ll4 

Accordingly, commutation differs from mitigation in that the 
former is a change of punishment to one of B different nature,"' 
and contemplates a substitution,l16 whereas mitigation is "a reduc- 
tion in quantity or quality. the general nature of the punishment 
remaining the same."11' The power to commute a dismissal or 
punitive discharge to a sentence of a different nature may be 
exercised by the President or by the Secretary of the Army (or his 
designate) Far good cause, the Secretary may substitute an 
administrative discharge "for B discharge or dismissal ezeeuted in 
accordance with the sentence of a court-martial.""g In t ime  of 
war, a dismissal may be commuted to reduction to an  enlisted 
grade.'z0 

Prior to the case of K n i f e d  States v .  Ruaso,12' decided April 8, 
1960, it was thought to be the law that neither a convening author- 
ity nor a board of review had power to commute a court-martial 

As an exception a board of review, upon a determina 
111 Id a t  136. 
>I* Id. a t  137. 
113 212 U.S. 516. 
114 Id. st 619. 
116 MCM, 1951, para. 1050 
l l b  Webster'a New World Dietionsry (College Ed. 1556) 
111 MCX, 1951, para. 880. 
l l b  MCM. 1551. para. 106a; United States V. Goodwm, 5 USCMA 647, 18 

110 UCMJ. a r t .  74(b) iemphaais added).  
I loOCMJ,s r t .  7 l ( b ) .  
1x1 11 USCMA 352.29 CMR 168 (15601 
122 United States V.  Hunter,  2 L'SCMA 87, 6 CMR 37 (1552). 

CMR 271 (1556) .  
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tion that the evidence in a case wa8 sufficient to support only an 
offense included within the offense of premeditated murder, could 
commute the death sentence to a period of ~0nf inemen t . l~~  In 
Russo, the accused vas found guilty of premeditated murder and 
sentenced, inter alia, t o  be put to death. Although the convening 
authority approved the findings and sentence, he recommended 
commutation to dishonorable discharge, total forfeitures, and life- 
time confinement. The board of review thought the recommenda- 
tion appropriate, but considered itself powerless to change the 
penalty. Hence, the board affirmed the findings and sentence. 
Upon automatic review, the Court of Military Appeals held that 
both the convening authority and board of review have authority 
to "lessen the severity" of a death penalty by "converting" i t  to 
dishonorable discharge and confinement a t  hard labor. 

Any thoughts that the Ruaso holding would be limited to death 
cases were short-lived. In United States Y. Plumme?,'" decided 
Xovernber 18, 1960, che accused officer w a ~  sentenced to  dismissal 
and total forfeitures. The Court had the following comments 
regarding the commutation power of the convening authority: 

. . , I t  may be tha t  he found a dismisaal fully appropriate. I t  is  aiio 
arguable that  he did not believe accused deserved such a severe penalty 
but  was unaware of h a  full authority with reipeet to changing the form 
of puniahment. In thii eonneetion i t  i i  important  t o  note t ha t  the action 
was taken before publication af our opinion in . , , Runso . , . wherein 
we h 4 d  tha t  a convening authority or B board of review might properly 
reduce s. sentence through exerei~e of the power of commutation. , , , 

In  taking his new action an the sentence, the convening authority should 
do 10 with full recognition both of the fact  t ha t  the eeeuaed stands eon. 
vieted of only one charge and the full  breadth of his  duty and authority 
eoneerning the Bppmpdstene19 of the penalty to be spproued.lZ6 
However, the scope of the commutation power is still wide open 

to speculation. To what sentences may a punitive discharge be 
commuted? What sentences, other than death, may be commuted 
to  a punitive discharge? Thus far, all that  is known is that the 
punishment of a court-martial may not be added to,1zB and that a 
punitive discharge may not be changed to one "administrative" in 
character. In his dissenting opinion in Rwso ,  Judge Latimer 
observed that allowing reviewing authorities to change aentencea 

118 L'nited States Y .  Bigger, 2 USCMA 297, 8 CMR 97 (1953). Ai- 
though not strictly eommutatmn, the eases of United States Y .  Bell, 8 USCMA 
193. 24 CMR 3 (1957). and United States Y. Alley, 8 USCMA 559, 25 C P R  
63 (1958).  hold tha t  B Court-mP~tiel rientenee of an ofleer to dishonorable 
discharge may be changed to dismissal. 

124 12 USCMA 18, 30 CMR 18 (1960). 
l l b  Id. a t  19-20. 30 CMR at 19-20, 
116 MCM, 1951, para .  88a. 
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not only as to amount but as to  kind could ". . .lead to a erazy-quilt 
pattern of punishment . . . ."I21 He also remarked tha t :  

. . . [Bleneath the doetrine of commutation is the right of the seeuaed 
to accept the wbsti tution. . . . I wander if he is not entitled to B hearing 
an [the issue of  whether the newly imposed punishment is le88 than the 
original sentence of  the court] . . . and whether s l i  reviewing authorit ies 
will become boards for the reimposition of sentanees.l*l 
Notwithstanding the apparent unlimited breadth and scope 

attached to tne powers of commutation by the Court in Rwso 
and Plummer, a redefinition of "commutation" by the Court 
seems inevitable. The only alternative would be confusion and 
chaos. I t  is anticipated that eventually the Court's definition of 
"commutation" will be much the same as what is now regarded as 
"mitigation." Hence, the power of reviewing authorities to change 
a sentence will be limited ta lesser degrees within the same b r a d  
class or Thus, with respect to the question of what sen- 
tences may be "commuted" to a punitive separation, the rule will 
not be extended beyond death eases. The clue to  this result is found 
in Chief Judge Quinn's comment on the Rwso holding in Cnited 
States v .  Woods:'*o 

We pointed out tha t  whether it be called mitigation, commutation, OF 
alteration, each reviewing authority,  under the  t e r m  of its 8tatutom 
power to ''nflnn , , , avch part  or amount of the rentancs" s i  i t  dater. 
mine8 t o  be correct, can approve B sentenc$ whioh doer not exoeed in 
ieveii ty tha t  adjudged by B court.maltiai. L'ndrrlymg thia p?inciplc in 
the idea thot G muit "mml m a m e  that e v e n  rational p m o n  d s r w s a  to  
I m e  a8 Ions 08 he may." . . . . On thot oaeumption. we hod no drh%irllu in 
concluding tha t  ohonging s 88ntenoc from death to life impriaanment 

I t  would appear, a fortiori, that a punitive discharge "does not ex- 
ceed in severity" a death sentence, as execution is unquestionably 
the most severe farm of punitive separation. While this article is 
not concerned with sentences other than to discharge and dis- 
missal, the same principle of ejusdem generis should apply to other 
sentence elements. 

It is further submitted that the problem of to what sentences a 
punitive discharge may be "commuted" may be solved by again 
applying the "same class or genus" rule suggested above. The 
crucial point is that the "commuted" sentence may not be ''more 
severe than the original.'' The answer to this problem was s u p  

mrreiy mitigotea it8 BI"wity.lsl 

12'United States r. Ruaro. 11 USCMA 852, 362, 28 CMR 168, l i s  (1960). 

181 I d  at  62. 30 CMR at  62 (emphasis added).  
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gested by the Court of Military Appeals in 1954 in a case involv- 
ing not commutation, but a sentence on rehearing. However, t he  
same rule applies in both instances, i.e., the sentence on rehearing 
may not be "more Revere than" the approved sentence of the 
original trial. The case was United States c ,  Kelley,laz and the 
issue was what, upon a rehearing, constitutes a sentence no more 
severe that a previously adjudged punitive discharge? In posing 
the problem, Judge Broaman, in his concurring opinion, remarked: 

Of cour~le. I am sure that all reasonable men would agree that the 101s 
of m e  day'a pay must be regarded as a lesser punishment than aepara. 
tion from a mil i tav  i e r ~ i e e  by means of B bad-canduet discharge. But 
whatof tendnya? Orthirty?oraixmonths? , , , . l a 8  

In suggesting a solution to the problem, Judge Brasman observed 
tha t  all punishments imposable by courts-martial may be roughly 
divided into five categories, viz: (1) loss of life: (2) loas of 
money (either directly, by forfeiture or fine or indirectly, as by 
reduction in grade);  (3) loss of physical freedom; (4 )  loss of 
military grade (which involves both loss of money and loss of 
reputation) : and ( 5 )  loss of reputation (the most severe form of 
which is punitive discharge). In finding a punishment "no more 
severe than the one adjudged," one should remain within each 
category. 

Hence, to apply Judge Brosman's logic to the problem of to what 
sentences a punitive discharge may be "commuted," one need only 
remain within the boundaries of the category. It would thus ap- 
pear that  a punitive discharge could properly be "commuted" to 
(1) a lesser degree of punitive discharge, (2) loss of military 
grade, (3) reprimand or admonition. No doubt there are other 
punishments which logically fall within the category of IOSR of 
reputation.'a6 

And why? For the plain reaim t h a t . .  .one ilmply csnnot. o w e  for the 
roughest iort of pmetied purpoi-omp~re chalk with ehee ieW 

IV. THE EFFECTIVENESS O F  DISCHARGE AND 
DISMISSAL AS PUNISHMENT 
A. WHAT IS ITS PURPOSE? 

I t  is probably a self-evident proposition that an evaluation of 
any sort requires the application of some standard or norm. 
Clearly defining the norm is particularly difficult here, since the 

181 6 USCMA 269, 17 CMR 259 (19541 
113 I d .  st 264, 17 C I R  at 264. 
131 I b d  
156 In United States Y .  Batron, 12 USCMA 48, SO CMR 49 (19601, the 

Court tacrtly approved B commutation of dmmisasl, confinemint for 10 weeks 
and a forfeiture to a loas of 600 unrestricted numbers and B forfeiture. The 
commutation action was done by P board of review. 
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subject under consideration is only one type of punishment. The 
typical sentence to punitive separation usually includes additional 
elements, such as confinement, reduction in grade and lass of 
pay. How then should one judge the effectiveness of discharge 
and dismissal as punishment? Much has been written about 
purposes and theories of punishment in general and of military 
punishment in particular.186 While i t  is f a r  beyond the scope of 
this article to analyze the several theories, it is necessary to  
pose what appears to be the proper purpose of discharge and 
dismissal so that its effectiveness may be judged. In  the civilian 
community a t  least, the modern trend seems to be that punish- 
ment should be designed ta rehabilitate and restore the criminal 
t o  society. Hence, an first impression, it would appear that puni- 
tive separation, which expels the offender from the military cam- 
munity, i s  out of step with the modern trend. One author phrased 
it this way: 

Ideally, puni8hment must not have an effect of disgracing the indivld. 
us1 in the eyes of his peers. but rather i t  "muat bring about B [moral 
and psyehologieal] . . . regeneration . . . . T o  this end punishment ahould 
prepare and give ~ ~ s u r ~ n e e  of mcial reinstatement and neve7 impose 
an indelible st igma . , , , There i s  a growing sentiment in favor of abal- 
iahing punishment tha t  dishonora and of discarding the distinction made 
between infamous and non-infamous puni8hment." 131 

Quite obviously. however, the needs of the military society 
are different from the civilian society. In the military there i s  
a need for discipline138 and regimentation quite without counter- 
parts in a civilian community. In the words of a well known 
student of military law, Mr. Frederick B. Wiener: 

. . . The object of the military law% punishment is . . . to give the firat 
offenders such B d u g  tha t  other8 will profit by t h a t  example and not do 
ihkewise. . . . 

Harsh?  Yes, undoubtedly; but the underlying concept of an Army IS 
obedience. And while an Army eompoaed of l i terate free men can be 
led in large meamre  by precept, example, and exhortation, there i a  
always L large indifferent segment, and always an irreducible minimum 
who reapond only to fear. I t  i i  only through punishment and the fear  
of punishment t h a t  this laat group and many in the indifferent group 
e m  be made t o  obey. The Army needs obedience and must have i t .  . . . 
Tho Army not only wants ita men to refrain from striking each ather;  

lddE r., Benthsm, Rationale of Punishments and Rewards (1825);  Gillin, 
Criminology and Penology (3d ed. 1 9 4 5 ) ;  Sutherland and Cresaey, Princlplea 
of  Criminology (6th ed. 1 9 5 5 ) ;  Wines, Puniahment and Reformation ire". 
ed. 1919).  

131 Salle~llea, The Individualization of Punishment 269 n. 18 (26 ad. 1911). 
quoted in Note, Punwhment. The Reward io? Guill, 5 Buffalo L. Rev. 304 
i1956i.  

'38Army Regs. No. 600-10, para. 1 (Dee. 19, 1958). deflne discipline as ''an 
outward manifestation of mental att i tude and s ta te  of training which renders 
obedience and 010ner conduct intuitive under all conditions. I t  is founded 
upon reapeet fa;, snd  loyalty to, properly constituted authonty." 
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it want8 them ail to march in m e  prearranged direction. How can you 
mount a D-Day invasion without regimentation? And how attain regi- 
mented obedience unleai such obedience e m  be made attractive by e m -  
psiilion with the fpte in store for those who prefer individualism? 18s 

While it cannot he disputed that  "the power to command depends 
upon discipline, and discipline depends upon the power to pun- 
ish,"140 there are. it  is submitted, additional factors to consider. 
I t  would seem that, in general, the proper purposes of military 
punishment should he parallel with the purposes in the civilian 
society. with the added factor of discipline. 

The Ad Hoc Committee stated what it regarded as the prime 
requisites of an effective system of justice in the military: 

(1) the militaw justice system muat foster good order and discipline at 
all times and ohcer: (21 it must srovide for rehabilitation of wabls  
military manpower.lll 

Logically and historically this standard is a good one to apply 
in this area, particularly in an evaluation of punishment. Effec- 
tive control of usable manpower is manifestly a keystone to 
success in battle. In adopting this standard as the  one by which 
punitive discharge and dismissal ought to  be evaluated, it should 
he borne in mind that  the days of the need in war far  vast numbers 
of troops may have expired. There are few places in today's 
modern armed forces for  those lacking in ability or willingness 
to learn new skills. Even the guerilla fighter is a skilled specialist. 
Just as there is ever decreasing room for the inept and unskilled, 
there should he ever decreasing effort expended on the recidivist, 
the hoodlum and the incorrigible "an-conformist. At the same 
time one cannot lose sight of the fact that the "high-in-spirit," 
and the occasional trouble-makers, often become the heroes of the 
fire-fight. Accordingly, while the first element of the committee's 
standard may be applied without modification, the emphasis 
within the second element should be on the word "useahle." 

B. WHAT IS THE X E E D  FOR PLrNITIVE SEPARATION? 

It sincerely may be asked if the stated purposes of military 
punishment might not effectively be fulfilled without the element 
of punitive discharge and dismissal. Are not sentences to  can- 
finement, 1058 of pay and lass of military grade sufficient sanctions 
to maintain usable manpower? I t  is submitted that  they are not 
and that  punitive separation has a proper place in the scheme of 
things. 

1 8 s  Hsaringa an S. 867 and H . R .  LOBO Beiorc a Subommillee a i  the Senots 

140 See Swnm V. Unitad States, 28 Ct. C1. 173, 221, 222 (1803).  afd, 165 

141 Ad Hoe Committee Report 119. 

Committes on Ihc A n e d  Services, Slat Cong., lat Sess. 140 (1949).  

U.S. 663 (lS97). 
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In the first place, i t  stands to reason that an honorable dis- 
charge is an esteemed goal to be achieved by those who are sum- 
moned or who volunteer to 8erve their nation in uniform. I t  is 
a poweriul motivation to endure the discomforts of military life 
and to respond u4llingly to its demands. Conversely, the threat 
of permanent dishonor and potential loss of federal and state 
benefits represented by the punitive separation poses no small 
measure of restraint upon the would-be offender. Even for those 
who never intend to apply for a "G.I." loan, vocational training 
or civil service employment, the handicap of B punitive discharge 
when it  comes to applying for a job a t  the corner garage or upstate 
construction company is well known. And far those who have 
accumulated some credit toward retirement, the punitive dis- 
charge spells the loss of many thousands of dollars. Mere canfine- 
mentis not enough. 

In the second place, the impact on discipline necemarily involved 
when one who has been in and out of the stockade is kept in 
service is immeasurable. To allow such an individual to remain 
in cloae association with other good soldiers 02- Bailors or air- 
men is unthinkable.142 

In time of war the need fo r  the punitive discharge in the mili- 
tary catalogue of punishments is most obvious. While there is a 
great demand for manpower, there is an even greater demand 
that offenders be punished by something more than mere imprison- 
ment while the real soldiers are dying in cold snow or steam- 
ing slime. In the wards of a former United States Secretary of 
War : . , , Soldiers are entitled to the 8muranee that no soldier C B ~  dodge the 

perils of battle without paying B hesiy p~i~e .148  
Particularly in time of war or national emergency the punitive 
discharge-with its characterization of dishonor-amplements 
a sentence to confinement. I t  would be manifestly unfair to those 
who are serving loyally and well to grant to the offender a warm 
bed in jail or "an easy ticket back to civilian life.""' 

C. IS THERE A MORE EFFECTIVE W A Y ?  

All will concede that there is always B need for 8ome method of 
involuntarily separating unwanted offenders from the military 
service, but some will not agree that court-martial action is the 
best way. In judging the effectiveness of discharge and dismissal 
a8 punishment, i t  seems necessary to dwell briefly on this issue and 

142 See United State8 Y .  Barrow, 9 USCMA 343, 345. 25 C M R  123, 125 
(1968).  

143 Patterson, Military J u s h ~ e ,  19 Ten". L. Rev. 12 11945) 
141 Ward, CCMJ-Does It Worhv, 5 Yand L .  Rev 226 (1863). 
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consider the alternative. If we abolish discharge and dismissal as 
forms of court-martial punishment, the only remaining method of 
eliminating offenders is through some sort of administrative ac- 
tmn. 

Admittedly, there will always be a need for the administrative 
avenue of separating certain categories of individuals from the 
service. As examples, it  would be preposterous to require caurts- 
martial to determine eligibility for separation by virtue of hard- 
ship or dependency, minority, inaptitude, and character or behav- 
ior disorders. These are  but a few examples which illustrate the 
necessity of an administrative means of expelling unwanted indi- 
viduals. And. many of these individuals are separated with dis- 
charges characterized in such a manner that certain real penalties 
result."' 

Acknowledging the need for an administrative means of ridding 
the service of certain categories of personnel is f a r  from establish- 
ing a reason for transferring the task of adjudging punitive dis- 
charges from a judicial to an administrative forum. On the con- 
trary, It is submitted that  only a court-martial is the proper forum 
for  determining such matters. Putting aside for the moment the 
important consideration of the good order and discipline fostered 
by the employment of the punitive separation, there are  a t  least 
four good reasons for not disturbing the status quo in this area. 

. 
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judicial proceedings can adequately protect the substantial righta 
of the potential candidate for punitive discharge.". 

3. An administrative procedure to determine whether an 
offender should be retained or discharged after conviction by 
courts-martial of a felony or serious military offense would entail 
unnecessary duplication of effort. 

4. The general public would not tolerate a shift  from a judi- 
cial Accordingly, i t  is submitted that courts-martial 
action is the most effective method of accomplishing punitive 
separation of offenders from service. 

D. HOW CAN DISCHARGE A.VD DISMISSAL AS 
PC"ISHYE.VT BE MADE YORE EFFECTIVE?  

Having examined something of the nature, employment, pur- 
poses and effectiveness of this punishment, and having identified 
the most significant problem areas involved, i t  is appropriate to 
close with a few notions on how discharge and dismissal might be 
made a more effective punishment. Again, it is to be remembered 
that a punitive discharge 1s typically adjudged in connection with 
a term of confinement, forfeiture of pay and loss of military 
grade. Accordingly, punitive separation is to be reviewed here in 
its normal setting, and the following should be read with that in 
mind : 

147 For the general rules applicable to the conduct of adminiatrative I". 
veatigatians and hearings m the Army, see Army Reg.. No 15.6, 5 I1 ( h a v  
3,  19601. 

3 4 8  Criticism of the ''undesirable discharge" is enpeeially strong. See note 
145 supra. To illvetrate something of the Ravar of recent cri~1cism. the fol- 
I o w l n ~  IS quoled from JAGA 1555 1684 (February 16, 15551 : "It  8rmesri 

ministering the procedures-and iequiriments entabliahed fa r  the undesirable 
diacharee of a member. Although not strictly pertinent to the present dis- 
CYIIIOII. an indication of Dublie interest and concern in miil lsrv s d m m s t r a -  
tive matters i s  contained ;n B recent report  of a committee of ;he American 
Bar Association which recommended l eg ls la tm 10 provide for judicial rev ier  
by Federal courts of the setion taken purrvsnt  TO findings and recammenda- 
t i m s  of boards fa r  eoirecfmn of military records.'' I t  i s  to be noted tha t  
about 40 bills were introduced in the 86th Congress (colleetiwly referred 
to DI ''Doyle BdIs,'' because mast are patterned af te r  Congrearman Doyle's 
H.R. 88. 86th Gong., l a t  Sesa. (1965) 1 prwiding generally for  sdmmmtmtme 
boards t o  give mandatory review of avldinee of good character and eonduet 
I" the elvlllan e~mmunify  a f te r  discharge In determmmg whether correction 
of discharges ihovld be made or eertlhcetes of "Exemplary Rehabihfstmn" 
uiiued. 
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1. I t  appears that a shift of emphasis from the spiritual to 
the material in the way we look upon the penal aspects of courts- 
martial discharge and dismissal has been experienced. The ten- 
dency is to measure the punishment not 80 much from the aspect 
of the character judgment involved as from the view of the lass of 
federal benefits which result."' The real punishment should be the 
haunting realization to the offender that he haa been judged to be 
"dishonorable" and that honorable men bath in and out of the mil- 
itary community will shun him and seek ta avoid the malodorous 
taint which he bears. Unfortunately, however, it  is the loss of 
"G.I." benefits which receives the most prominent attention. Par t  
of the difficulty, it  seems, is that  it is not the military departments 
(which actually impose the discharge) which determine eligibility 
for many of the benefits, but rather other executive agencies, with, 
in some instances, other standards.lb0 Mainly, however. it  would 
appear that  the reason for the shift in emphasis must be attributed 
to the papular sense of what is and what is not important in our  
modern society. Obviously, for a problem of such complexity no 
single step toward solution seems significant. Perhaps the one 
thing which the military services can do is to embark on a more 
vigorous program of inculcating traditional notions of patriotism, 
fidelity and honor among its members, especially the young mem- 
bers. We need to  underscore the honorable discharge a8 a most 
esteemed prize to be won and its antithesis as the most damning 
judgment in the catalogue of military punishments. Just  as those 
who are inclined to serve weli should be motivated toward the 
highest levels of achievement in order to win their honorable 
discharge, those with propensities toward crime ahould he turned 
from that  direction by the heat of certain shame and disgrace 
which emanates from the brand of the dishonorable discharge. 

2. The nature of the bad-conduct discharge was examined 
above in Par t  I1 and the significant problems in its employment 
were treated in Pa r t  111. I t  will be recalled that  whereas there is 
only one kind of punitive separation for  officers, viz. dismissal, 
enlisted men may be given either a dishonorable or bad-conduct 
discharge. I t  is submitted that  punitive separation would be made 
mare effective by either more precisely defining the distinctions 
between dishonorable and bad-conduct discharge or by eliminating 
the latter entirely. Apparently Congress sees no real distinction 
in the two, for they have provided for  the same appellate review 
with respect to both and have required the Veteran's Adminis- 

149 See, e.9 . .  U S. Dep't a i  Army, Pamphlet No. 27.0. Military Justice Hand. 
book-The Law Ofleer 67 (Instructma as to Sentence) ( 1 9 6 5 ) .  

150 See note 86 supra. 
UCMJ, arts. 66 and 71. 
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tration ta accord both the same treatment when imposed by a gen- 
eral court-martial.1s2 As was pointed aut aouw, rnS uiriinction 
drawn in the Manual is extremely vague.15a Probably, the mast 
important difference is that a bad-conduct discharge sounds less 
severe. In  the absence of a clear distinction, the inequality of 
treatment which is bound to result is obvious. Conduct which to 
one court-martial is "dishonorable" is regarded as "bad" by 
another. A convening authority who believes he is granting 
clemency by "mitigating" a dishonorable discharge to a bad- 
conduct discharge is deceived. Some leveling-out may be accomp- 
lished by the boards of review, but again there are certain to be 
some differences between one board and the next, between an Army 
board and one in the K w y  or Air Force. Aditionally, all a board of 
review may do in leveling-aut is "reduce" a dishonorable to a bad- 
conduct discharge. 

After service, another kind of problem concerning the bad- 
conduct discharge becomes apparent. A sailor who has received 
a bad-conduct discharge upon trial by special court-martial may 
receive veteran's benefits, whereas his counterpart-perhaps also 
a former sailor-is denied all veteran's benefits because his bad- 
conduct discharge was imposed by B general court-martial. 

Finally, i t  seems that conditions of war or national emergency 
cast a graver significance an all offenses committed by those in 
uniform. Trudy, all military offenses committed in such times 
should be regarded as serious, thus rendering inappropriate a bad- 
conduct discharge. 

I t  would appear that the interests of justice would be served and 
better uniformity of treatment accomplished by adopting the 
following changes: 

a. Standardize the practice in all services with respect to the 
special court-martial bad-conduct discharge.ls4 

b. Suspend uae of the bad-conduct discharge in time of war or 
national emergency. 

c. In time of peace, authorize imposition of bad-conduct dis- 
charge only for certain military offenses and "an-felony type 
comman law crimes. 

3. The problem of the criteria t o  be used in vacation of BUS- 
pended sentences to punitive discharge was discussed in detail in 
Part  111. If the problem has not been strongly voiced heretofore, 
the reasons probably lie in the fact that commanders are now 
suspending discharges in less than ten per cent of the cases 165 and 

112 See Appendix 
1583<C>l,  1951,psras 7 6 0 ( 6 )  and ( 7 )  

For another aalution, see the recornmendaban ~n A d  Hoe Camrnlttee 
ReDort 136-37. 
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that  there is na appellate review of proceedings to vacate a BUS., 
pended discharge. The value of the suspended discharge in any re- 
habilitation program is obvious. Equally obvious is the importance 
of the commander having swift and workable authority to vacate 
the suspension. Accordingly, it is submitted that the military 
departments, following the lead of the Air Force in this regard, 
should take a bold stand an the feasibility of establishing a liberal 
criteria to be applied in vacation of suspended diseharges.ls6 I t  
would appear that, so long as his actions were not arbitrary or 
capricious, and so long as the procedural requirements of affording 
a hearing and counsel to the respondent were followed, a com- 
mander should be permitted ta base the vacation of a suspended 
punitive discharge on any act or conduct reasonably indicative of 
unworthiness for restoration to or continuance on active duty. 
Thus armed, commanders may be expected to return to their pre- 
vious liberal practice of suspending discharges in more than 60 per 
cent of the cases.'67 

4. The potential mar l  of difficulties implicit in the Russo and 
Plummer decisions concerning power of convening authorities and 
boards of review to commute sentences was described in Part 111. 
The maze which threatens to result from exercise of the power to  
commute is readily apparent.'LB It would appear that  the only 
workable measure which may be taken to halt the impending con- 
fusion is to redefine our notions as to commutation. This may re- 

151 The present praettee m the Army and Ksvy  IS tha t  the vacation must 
be based on aome violation of the Code committed nubaeqvent to the BYP- 
pension. U S .  Dep't of Army, Cir. No. 633-1 (May  20, 19591 : Dudley. V a r a -  
tion of Szspended Sentences, The JAG Jaumai,  No".-Dee. 1959, p. 15. In 
addition to  acts of misconduct occurring suta:quent t o  the date a i  the sen- 
tence, the Air Force practice recognizes such factors a i  payehaneurotic dis- 
order8 character and behavior traits ,  and lack of motivation to perform 
furthe; mili tsry service 8 s  s r tab l i~hing  a basis fa r  vacation pmceedmga. 
Am Force TJAG Letter 5 9 , 8 ,  subject: Vacation of Suspended Punitive 
Dinzharges (Ma" 18. 1959) 

167 see "ate 102 BuPIa. 
168 This point LQ aptly illustrated by events occurring subxquemt to the 

writ ing of this article. On February 23, 1962, in United States v Jahnian, 
No. 15.467, the Court  of Military Appeals held tha t  one year's confinement 
could not be commuted by the convening authority t o  a bod eandurt  disehorge 
even with the writ ten eonsent of the accused. In United States Y. Rodriguez. 
Garcia. T o .  15.510, decided the same day, the Couif held invsild a eammuta- 
tion from one year's confinement to a BCD s m p P n d r d .  And. finally ~n United 
States Y. Fredenburg. No. 15.854, also decided the same day, the Court  held 
illegal a commutation from m e  year's confinement to B dishonorable diarhawe 
An Army board of r e ~ i e w ,  I" a ease not certified to the Court. CM 406450, 
Danenhour,  4 Dec 61, has stated,  however, tha t  B commutation from 18 
months' confinement to a dismissal, wtthoul the accused's consent. was legal, 
but only approved P sentence of six months' confinement For a review of 
thiae esses and B chranologieal development of the doctrine of eommutatlon, 
see U.S Dep't of Army, Pamphlet k o .  27-101-96. pp. 8-11 (1962) (Judge 
Advocate Legal S e w l e e ) .  
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quire legislation. What is needed is a return to the traditional 
concept that  only the President and Secretary of the department 
may change the nature of a punishment, Le., commute. However 
we may choose to describe the clemency powers of convening au- 
thorities and boards of review, they should not have the power to 
alter the nature of the imposed punishment. Particularly with 
respect to clemency action regarding punitive discharges, conven- 
ing authorities and boards of review should be required to remain 
within the limits of the category into which a given sentence ele- 
ment, by its nature, appropriately falls. The principle of eiundein 
gene* should prevail. 

V. APPENDIX1 
INCIDENTS O F  DISCHARGE 

T s b b  I ;  T w e a  of DBahows8 
C*"dii,O" "ndw 

Tms A"th0ili" io, d U l h . i l l  vhirh * N o d  

Honorable ----.-----..AR 635-200 ( E M )  . . ~ ~ ~  Convenience of  the Go". 
AR 635-5 (Officers) ernment;  Expiration Of 

eniiatment: Mmorlty; 
Resignation; Depend- 
ency OF hardship: Dis- 
abil i ty;  Revocation or 
terminstla" of appoint. 
ment ;  Discharge ta  ac- 
cept appointment 

General -------.-.--..-AR 635.20~ (EM) ----..Convenience of the Go". 
ernment; Diaabiiity, dis- AR 635-6 (Ofheera) 

Discharge2 (under AR 636-5 (Offieera) 
other than honorable 
eonditmna) 

Bad Conduct Discharge Sentence of s specml 

Bad Conduct Discharge -Sentence of 8 general 

D i a h o n o r s b l ~ . . ~ ~ ~ . ~ . . ~ . S ~ n t e n c e  of a general 

eourt.martis1 

eDYlf-maltiQi 

caurt-martia1 
i D i a m i a d  by sentex*  

of genera1 court-mar- 
tis1 is equivalent to 
dishonorable dia- 

loyal or aubverewe: Ex- 
piration of enlistment:  
Minority; Resignation 
-Unswtsbility: Hamo- 
lEXYslltY 

~ Miieonduet: Homosexual. 
i ty;  Qualified resigna- 
tion, unfitnena: Didoyal 
and subversive: AWOL 
or Desertion 

emil authorit ies;  Secu- 
.Conviction af fdony by 

ri ty violation 

charge) 
See footnotea on page 42 
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C0"dlli." ""dt. 

TVII "uthorii" ,or d"Oh&70. W h i O h  b a e d  
Resignation for  the AR 636-120 (Omcern) 

goad of the service AR 635-5 (Offieera) 
AR 631-89 (officers) (The  provisions of AR 
Hamanexuaiity 635-5 apply to all offi- 
In heu of courts- e m  of  the Army; A R  
martmi  140-175 provide tha t  

~ ~ ~ e r ~ ~  omeera being 
separated will be 
furnished diaeharge 
certificates in seeord- 
anee with AR 635-5) 

Table 11: Benefit8 Adminzatwed by the A m y  
Tuna a, L.".L1 El'Oibiii'" 

1. Death Gratuity 
(10 U.S.C. 1475 s t  'sg.) 
Honorable 
General  eligible 
Undesirable .................................  e eligible 8 
Discharge Under Other Than  Honorable Condi- Eligible 8 

tion. 
Bad &duet Discharge by Sentence of P Spwis l  Eligible 8 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a General Not Eligible 

Dishonorable .................................. Not Eligible 
Resignation for the Good of the Service sew ice not Eligible 

(Section 1, se t  of 1 Ju ly  1948, 62 Stat.  1215, 8s 

Court-Martial  

Court-Martial 

2. Headstone Marker 

amended. 24 U.S.C. 279aI 
Honorable ................................... El ig~ble  
General  eligible 
Undesirable  not Eligible 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi- Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Diaehsree bv Sentence of B Sneeial Not El idble  
tions 

. .  
Court.Martial 

Court-Martial 
Bad Conduet Discharge by Sentence of B General l o t  Eligible 

Dishonorable ha nor able not Eligible 
Resignation for  the Good of the Service ........... Hot Eligible 

(38 U.S.C. 2101 e t  B B P . )  

3.  Muatering-out Payments 

Honorable .................................... Elieibla 
~~~ 

~~~~ ~ 

General  eligible 
Undesirable  eligible not Eligible 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Candi- Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of B General Not Eligible 

Dishonorable  eligible not not Eligible 
Resignation for  the Goad of the Service .......... l o t  Eligible 
see footnotell on page 42. 

tiana 

Court-Martial 

Court-Martial 
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4. Payment for Accrued Leave 
1"s. 6, b."W hi,.ibii,i" 

(Armed Foreia Leave Act of 1546, 60 Stat.  563, 

Honorable ..................................... Elipible 
a i  amended, 31 U.S.C. 22 e t  m q . )  

36 

General  eligible 
Undesirable .................................. Not Eligibie 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi- Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Diaeharge by Sentence of B Special l o t  Eligible 

Bad Conduet Discharge by Sentence of a General Not Eligibie 

Dishonorable  eligible lot Eligible 
Resignation for the Goad of the Service .......... Not Eligible 
Retirement Pay  for Nan-Regular Service 
(10 U.S.C. 1331 e t  ~ q . 1  
Honorable .................................... E l  
General ...................................... El 
Undesirable  eligible hot el 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi- E l  

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of B Special Eligible 

Bad Conduet Discharge by Sentence of P General Elig1hk 

Dishonorable ................................ ~ ~ ~ E i i g i b l e  
Realgnation for the Good of the Service .......... Eligible 
Transpmtation Allowsnce for Dependent. and 

(Paragrapha  1011-5, 80094, Joint Travel Regulations) 
Honorable .................................... Eligible 
General ...................................... ~ E l i g i b l s  
Undesirsbie ................................... Not Eligibls 
Diecharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi- Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of B General Not Eligible 

Dishonorable  el not Eligible 
Reaignation far the Good af the Service ........... Not Eligible 
Tramportation m Kind 
(Paragraph  5100 a i  as*., Joint Travel Regulations) 
Honorable .................................... E l  
General  el not el 
Undesirable  el not el el 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi- El 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special Eligible 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of L General Eligible 

Diahonorrble  eligible 
Resignation for the Good of the Service ........... Eliglbls 

tionr 

Court-Martial 

Court-Martial 

tiana 

Court-Martial 

Court-Martial 

Shipment of Hovaehold Gmda 

t iom 

Canrt-Martial  

Co"rt.Jlartis1 

tiona 

Court-Martini 

Court-Martial 
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I".. 0, b.I.6t m s @ > h d u "  

8. Burial  in National Cemetery 
(Section 1. act of 14 May 1848, 82 Stat.  234; 24 

Honorable .................................... Eligible 
General ......................... ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . E l i g i b i e  
Undeairabie  not Eligible 
Diaeharge Under Other Than Honorable Cmdi- Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of D Special Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Diieharge by Sentence of P General Not Eligible 

Dishonorable .................................. Not Eligible 
Resignation for the Good of the Service .......... Not Eligible 

8. Use of Wartime Titie: Wear of Uniform of War- 
time Grade when authorized by Presidents1 
reg"l8tio". (10 U.S.C. 772(P)) 

U.S.C. 281) 

tionll 

Court.Martisi 

Court.Mnrtisl 

Honorable .................................... Eligible 
General ....................................... Eiimble 
Undesirable .................................... Not Eligible 
Disehsrgs Under Other Than Honorable Cendi- Not Eligible 

Bad Conduet Diieharge by Sentence of a Speeisl Not Eligible 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a General Net Eligible 

Dishanorable .................................. Not Eligible 
Resignation for  tha Good of the Service ........... Not Eligible 

10. Admiidon to Soldbra' Home 4 

tim. 

Court-Martial 

Court-Martld 

Table 111; Bsnefila Admmiatered by the Vstsrani' Admini.tration 6 

TYI6 0, b."*b, hllpib4,t" 

Dependency and Indemnity Campenastion 
(38 U.S.C. 410 st  r e g . )  
Honorable ..................................... Eligible 
General ....................................... Eligibla 
Undesirable ................................... Eligible * 
Dimhawe Under Other Than Honarsble Candi- Ei idbie  8 

tionli 

Court-Martial 
Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of P Special 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a General 

Eligible 8 

Not Eligible 
Court-Martial 

Dishonorable  not Eiimble 

Penaion for  Servnce-Connected Disability 
(38 U.S.C. 301 d m9.I 
Honorable ..................................... Eligible 
General ...................................... -Elig>ble 

Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi- 

Resignation for the Good of the  Service .......... Not Eligible 

Undesirable ................................... Eligible 8 

Eligible 8 
tmns ...... 

~ 

see footnotea 0" psige 42. 
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P W ' d  h " * i t  EliB.briifV 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of  a Special Eligible3 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a. General b a t  Eligible 

Dishonorable  bot Eligrbie 
Resignation far the Goad of the Service ~~~~...... S o t  Eligible 

Caurt-Msrtlal  

Court-Martial 

tmns 

Ca"rt.Msrnal 
Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of B General 

Eligible 3 

Not Eligible 

Elinible 

tlanS 

Caurt-ulsrflal  
Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a General 

Eligible3 

X'ot Eligible 
Court-Martial 

Dishonorable .................................. Not Eligible 
R e s x n a t m  for  the Good of the Service ~~~~~~~~~~ Not Eligible 

tions 
See footnotes 0" page 42. 
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TVI' 0, brnrbl 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special 

Bad Conduet Discharge by Sentence of B General h'ot Eligible 

Dishonorable ~ . ~ . . . . ~ . . . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . . . . . - - - h ' o t  Eligible 
Resignation for  the Good of the Service .-..-...--. Kot Eligible 
U n e m p l o p e n t  compenaation 
(38 U.S.C. 2001 e t  'q.) 
Honorable .... ~.~~~~~~~ ....... ~~~~~~~~~~~~ .... Eligible 
General . . ~ . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ . ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ .  Eligible 
Vndai rsb le  ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . .  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E l i g i b i e  3 
Discharge Under Other Than  Honorable Condi- Eligible 3 

Bad Conduet Discharge by Sentence of a. Special Eligible 8 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of B General Not Eligible 

Diihonarable .................................. Not Eligible 
Resignation for  the Good of the Service ....~~~~.~ Not Eligibie 
Special H w i i n g  
(38 U.S.C. 801 et seq.1 
Honorable 
General  eligible eligible 
Undesirable ................................... Eligible 3 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi. Eligible 3 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special Eligible 8 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentenee of B General Not Eliglbie 

Dishonorable con duet not Eligible 
Reaignation far the Good of the Service ....-...--. Xot  Eligible 
Haapitalization 
(38 U.S.C. 801 e t  'q) 
Hanorable .... ~ ....... ~ . . ~ . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~  El 
General  el 
Undesirable  el 
Discharge Under Other Than  Honorable Condi- E l  

Bad Conduet Discharge by Sentence of B Special Ehgibles 

Bad Conduct Diaeharge by Sentence of B General Not Eliglble 

Dishonorable . ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ . . . . . . .  Not Eligible 
Resignation for the Good of the Service ....~~..~~ Not Eligible 
Domieilisry Care 
(38 U.S.C. 601 st n a p . )  
Honorable ........................... ~ ....... ~ Ei 
General  el 
Ondesirable on desirable el 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi- El 

See footnotea on page 42. 

Court-Martial  

Court-Martial  

tmns 

Caurt.Msrtia1 

Court-Martial  

tlml 

Court-Martial 

Court-hlartial 

tmns 

Court-Martial 

Court-Martlsl  

tmna __ 
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*"re a, *sn.nt Ell ib. l>l l  

Eligible9 Bad Conduct Diaeharge by Sentence of B Special 
Court-YartIal 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of 8. General Not Ehglbli  

Dishonorable ~.~~~~~~~~ ..... ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~  ....... Xot Ellglbie 
Resirnation for the Good of the Serviee .......... Sot Eligible 
Out-Patient Medical and Dental Treatment 
(38 U.S C. 601 d mq.)  
Honorable ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~ Eligible 
General ~~~~~~ .......... ~ .... ~~~~~~~~~~~ ...... ~Ei ig ib le  
Undesirable ................................... Eligible 8 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Candi- Eligible 8 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special Eligible 3 

Co"zt-hlart,al 

t m m  

Court-l lart lai  
Bad Conduct Dincharge by Sentence af a General Not Eligible 

Dishonorsble ................................ ~ ~ l l o t  Eligible 
Resignstion far the Good of  the Sermee ~~~...~~.. Not Eligible 

Cour t - la r t la i  

Prosthetrc Appliances 
( 3 8  U.S C 6131 
Honorable .......... ~... 
General  el 
Undesirable  el el 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorabie Candi. El 

Bad Conduct Diacharge by Sentence of P Speersi Eligible 8 

Bad Canduet Discharge by Sentence of L General Not Eligible 

Dishonorable .................................. N o t  Eligible 
Resignation for  the Good of the Service ~~~~...~.. Not Eligible 
Seeing-Eye Dog8 and Mechanical Electronic 

Equipment 
(88 U S.C. 614) 
Honorable ......... ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ 

General ..... ~ ....... ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~  
Undesirable . . . . . . . . ~ ~ . . . ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  (Eligibility dependent 
Discharge Under Other Than Honorable Condi- > "pan entitlement to 

tmnr disability compen- 
Bad Canduet Discharge by Sentence of a S p e e d  

Co"rt-Mart>sl 
Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of B General 

Court.Martia1 
Dinhonorable ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ h T  a t  El 
Resignation for the Good af the Service ~~~~~~~~~~ k a t  El 

tiona 

Co"rt.YBlr1e.I 

caurt.nfartiai 

aation) 

Kat  Eligible 
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DISCHARGE AND DISMISSAL 
TVP. 0, b.".Ti ELVlbOUY 

14. Automobilea 
(38 U.S.C. 1801 61 Llwi 
Honorable ................................... (Eligibility dependent 
General ..................................... upon entitlement t o  
Undeairnble .................................. > disability compen- 
Diacharge Wndsr Other Than Honorable Condi. sation for one of 

tion. apeeified diaabill- 
Bad  Canduet Discharge by Sentence of P Spicisl 1 

Bad Conduct Dmchsrge by Sentence O f  a General Not Eligible 

Diahonor~ble ............................... ..Nat Eligible 

t ies) 
Court-Martial 1 
Court.Martisi 

Realgnation for the Goad of the Service .......... Kot Eligible 
15. Compenaation for Service-Connected Death 

(38 U.S.C. 1301 e t  a q i  
Honorable .................................... Eligible 
General ....................................... Eligible 
Undesirable ................................... Eligible 3 
DischarzE Under O t h u  Than Honorable Condi- Elimble 8 

tiona 

Cour tMar t i s l  

Court-Martini 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of a Special 

Bad Conduct Dliehlrge by Sentence of B General 

Eligible a 

Not Eligible 

Diehonorable .................................. Not Eligible 
Reiignatian for the Good of the Service ........... Not Eligible 

18. Campenastion for  Non-Serviee Connected Death 
(88 U.S.C. 501 st a6q.3 
Honorable 
General die honorable eligible eligible 
Wndeiirable .................................. -Eiigible 8 

Discharge Under Other Than  Honorable Condi- Eligible 8 

Bad Conduct D m h s r m  by Sentence of B Soeeisl E l i ~ i b l e  B 
tion* 

. .  
Court.Martia1 

Court-Martial 
Bad Conduct Diaehsrge by Sentence of P General Not Eligible 

Dishonarable .................................. Kot Eligible 
Reeignation for the Good of the Service ........... Not Elrgible 
Burial  Expenaes 

Honorable .................................... Eligible 
General ....................................... El~gib le  
Wndemrable ................................... Eligibie I 
Discharge Under Other Than Honarsble Condi- Eligible I 

Bad Conduct D i a e h a r g ~  by Sentence of B Special E1:gible 8 

Bad Conduct Discharge by Sentence of I General Not Eligible 

Di ihonor~ble   not Eligible 
Realgnation for the Good of the Service ........... Not Eligible 

(3% U.S.C. 902 e t  wq.3 

tiona 

Court-Msrtid 

Court-Martial 

~ 

see faatnotel  0" page 41. 
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S P A C L A  LEGAL VACUUM* 
BY JOSEPH J. SIMEONE, JR.'* 

I. INTRODUCTION 

When the first Sputnik pierced the atmosphere enveloping the 
earth just  four short years ago, the words of H. G. Wells, in one of 
his fascinating stories, echoed prophetic: 

We have learned now t ha t  we cannot regard this  planet I S  being fenced 
in and B lieenre abiding-piaee fo r  mm; we can never anticipate the unaeen 
good 01 evil tha t  may come upon us avddenly out of space. I t  may be 
tha t  in the larger design of the  m i v a n e  [what has happened1 Is not  
without ita ultimate benefit for men: i t  has robbed us of tha t  ierene con. 
fldenee in the futuie  which is the mast f rui t ful  LID VIE^ of deeadence.l 
And now that Gagarin, Shepard, Grissom, and Glenn Titov, have 

penetrated the threshold of infinite space the legal aspects of these 
space activities became urgently important in order to achieve 
order and stability out of the numerous scientific achievements. 
For without law and order in any field of man's achievements, 
chaoa, rivalries and uncertainties result which lead to either in- 
dividual or national conflicts. Both former President Dwight D. 
Eisenhower and President John F. Kennedy have emphasiied the 
critical need for cooperation and agreements to  limit the use of 
outer space to peaceful purposes rather than to have another 
"focus for the arm8 race." 

To discuss a few of the many pressing problems is the Furnose of 
this article. Obviously the legal problems cover every phase of 
man's activities. Suppose, an astronaut blasts off from the earth in 
the new Saturn or Nova rocket and is never heard from again. 
When is his wife entitled to collect his life insurance? Suppose, BS 

has recently been suggested, that the first manned moon shot be 
made by one American, one Russian and one citizen of a neutral 
country and a tort occurs on board. What law would govern liabil- 
ity, if any? Would the same rules governing neutrality, belliger- 
ency, piracy, tortious violations or business transactions be applied 
to svace activities or will new coneeots have to be created to meet 

* T h i s  article IS baaed on an address given by the author  on October 20, 
IR61, in conjvnetion with the St. Louis University Founders' Week. The 
opinions and e o n ~ l ~ ~ ~ i ~ n s  presented herein m e  those of the author and do not 
n e e e s ~ ~ r i l y  represent the Y ~ P W P  of The Judge Advoente Gmersl'a School OF 
any other governmental aqtney. 

**Professor  of Law, St. LOUIS University, St.  Louis, Missouri; B.S., St. 
Louis University: LL.B.. 1946, WYarhmgton Uniuerslty; LL.M., 1954, Uni- 
Yemity of Michigan; Member Of Mi8souri and lllinoia Bsm. 

1 Wells, W a r  of the Worlds, Epilogue (1895).  
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SPACE LAW 

passed the point .  , . where it can afford to sashay into space with- 
out some anticipation of the consequences or permit the concept of 
space regulations to 'just grow'."e 

It is submitted that the following major legal problems are 
critical : 

(1) Is outer space free for all nations to use and explore for 
scientific progress or is outer space subject to the sover- 
eignty of the subjacent s ta te?  There are  various ways of 
stating this question-What right does one country have 
to orbit a satellite over another without ita consent, or 
how fa r  up may one nation exercise its rights of saver- 
eignty so as to prohibit the orbiting of satellites? 

(2) Can the proliferation of space hardware continue with- 
out some international regulation? 

(3) What is the liability, if any, for  damages caused by 
rockets, boosters, satellites etc.? 

(4) What is the legal status of celestial bodies? May they 
be appropriated by one of the space powers to the exclu- 
sion of all other countries? 

11. SOVEREIGNTY 

The problem of sovereignty has probably cayLured the attention 
of most writers in the field. The problem was discussed a s  early a8 
1951 by Professor Cooper and by many authors since then. The 
old doctrine--Cujua est aolz~m ejua et  usque ad coelvm*-was 
the guiding principle in English law.@ But with the development of 
a i r  power. such a doctrine, of necessity, gave way. The first 
attempt to make "airspace" free was at  the 1902 Brussels meeting 
of the Institute of International Law. Paul Fauchille first ad- 
vanced the case for "freedom of the air." His argument was based 
on the law of the aea-that complete freedom of the air  should 

a Keating, mpra note 6,  a t  482, 435, 
7 Cooper. Hzuh Altilude Flight m d  Nal tond  Souerezunly, an address given 

k f o r e  the Escwia Libre de Dermho in Mexico City in 1950, reprinted in s. 
Doe. Xo. 26, a t  1. 

BThe doctrine is fully diseusiied in MeNnir, The Law of the Air, oh. 2 
(1953); Klein, Cui=. Est Svhm Ejus Est, 2% J. Air L. & Com. 287 (1959);  2 
Blaekatane, Cornmentaras 18 (8th ed. 1778). Profewor Cmper has traced the 
hiatory of the doetrine in 1 MeCill L. J. 23 (19621. 

*Horizontal  sovereignty of a state  hsa not been queat iond since the 
doetrine of  territoriality brsime established in Anglo-American law. And 
either by s te tute  or by custom each sovereign exercises jurisdiction over the 
high sea8 to B prescribed distance from the shore. Since the days of G o -  
Washington, the United Statea has elaimed jurisdiction up o m e  sea league 
or t h w e  nautical milea f rom the 3 o r e .  1 Hyde. International Law. Chiefly as 
Interpreted and Applied by the United Statea 451 (2d ed. 1945). In some 
instances the United States  ~xeieises jurisdiction k y o n d  this  limit. 18 in the  
case of the anti-smuggling act. 49 Stst .  517 (1935). 19 U.S.C. 8 1701 (1968). 
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be guaranteed 80 that the a i r  could be used without violation of the 
sovereignty of the subjacent state.lo But Fauebille was challenged 
in 1906 by the eminent British lawyer, John Westlake, who urged 
state savereignty.11 With the pressure of events in the second 
decade of this century, the Paris Convention of 1919,'* signed by 
the United States but not ratified, provided that each sovereign 
atate had exelusive sovereisnty over the air  space above i ts  terri- 
tory. This doctrine was carried over into subsequent conventions 
and is presently embodied in the present Chicago Convention.ls 
The question whether this convention governs flights besond the 
"airspace" has been debated by many authors snd various theories 
have been set forth.  I t  is fair  to say that most authors believe that 
the convention does not npply to  activities in space, f a r  many 
reasons. Practical considerations refute the vertical sovereignty 
theory as well as the language of the convention itself. Limitless 
sovereignty cannot practically be achieved, 80 that  outer space is to 
be "res extra commercium." One authority holds to the view that 
fundamental difficulties preclude the sovereignty principle : 

The Rrat is t ha t  any projeetion of territorial sovereignty into space 
beyond the atmosphere wovid be inconsistent wlth the basic astronomical 
facts. The revolution of th8 ear th  on ita 0- axis, its rotstion around 
the  sun, and the motions of the sun, and the motions of the BY" and the 
planeta through the galaxy all require t ha t  the relationship of paTtlcYlar 
sovereignties On the iudaee of the ear th  to spaee beyond the s tmasphere 
i s  never constant for the amalleat eoneeivable frsccion of time. Such a 

10 ass the Project drafted by the Inr t l tvte  of lnternstlonal Law for  the 
Regulation of Aermiali and Wireleas Telegraphy in I Am. J. Int'l L. SUPP. 
147 (1913): , ,Art  1. The sir 1s free. State8 have no authority over It, in 
timp d pcnee in tlm% of war, other than tha t  which 18 neeaaaary for their 
own oreaerustion." I t  I P  i n t e re i t iw  to  note tha t  the esdy  pdota were known 
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us to maintain that under the Chicago Convention the sovereignty 
of the United States extends 10,000 miles from the surface of the 
ea r th .  . ."'? 

The question may properly be asked whether there is any need 
at  all for specifying a line above which there is complete freedom 
of use. Fo r  several years now each nation has orbited satellites 
without protest. Hence, i t  is argued that consent to operate in 
space has already been given. This is the view of the Ad Hoc Com- 
mittee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space of the United Nations 
In its report it is said: 

The Committee . , . believes that, with thin practice, there may have 
been initiated the recognition or reestablishment of a generally accepted 
rule to the effect that, in prineiple, outer apace 18, on conditions of equal- 
ity. freely svniisble for exploration and use by all in accordance with 
exiating or f"t"re internations1 law or agr.ementl.18 
At present, however, there is no agreement defining sovereignty 

and it has been said that this existing vacuum may lead to "grave 
international misunderstanding if permitted to continue too 
lo"g."l2 

Whether there is a definite need for regulatory agreements fixing 
the sovereignty of nations in outer space has been seriously ques- 
tioned. On the one hand the absence of definite rules would and 
could lead to grom misunderstanding, A definite agreement fixing 
"outer space'' would inform the world when a particular type of 
conduct has become unlawful. The uncertainties that will develop 
with increasing space activities would demand that specific rules 
be established to specify international legal conduct, Yet the 
United States cannot afford to fix a particular boundary in outer 
space above which is free territory f a r  the use of other space 
powers to the detriment of the United States without Some effee- 
tive eontrals. In the first place there are many scientific uncertain- 
ties a t  this stage of space development. Secondly, national security 
and self-protection would Seem to prohibit the United States (and 
ather space powers) from permitting freedom for a11 types of 
space activity which may be highly injurious to  our own self-inter- 
ests. There in no permanent dividing line between a i r  and space. 
The recent events of the X-16 and the Dynasoar program empha- 
size this point. Hence the policies a t  the present time would pre- 
clude a definite agreement defining the limits of sovereignty, and 
-~ 

17 Beeker, M n j o ?  Aapeoti  0 1  the Piobiem of Outw Spaoc, B statement made 
before fhz Special Senate Committee on Space and Aatronrutlca. May 14.  
1568. ID S. Doc. No. 26. et 356. 401. 

18 Report of the Ad Hoe Committee on the Peaceful Uaea of Outer Space. 
U.N. Doe. No AI4141 (1558) (hereinafter referred to as the U N. Ad Hoe 
Committee Report) 

10 Cooper. P m c e s d m g e  a i  the Amenom Society 01 Intrrnotianai Law, April 
1956. ~n H.R. Doe. No. 89,  8up70 note 15. 

48 A 0 0  'BWB 
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would seem to postpone for  an indefinte period a binding multilat- 
eral space agreement detailing a fixed 

Yet, such policies would not preclude an agreement that "space 
is free" for  the use and exploration of all nations. "Outer space" 
should be explored to the utmost f a r  scientific and "peaceful," 
<.e., "non-aggressive" purposes, so as to prohibit the oribiting of 
"space-weapons." Such an agreement Is easier to be reached than 
a specific agreement defining a limit, And such an agreement would 
have the effect of marking the aggressor if such conduct were pur- 
sued in violation thereof. 

The most that  can be hoped for a t  the present time in these 
years of early space exploration is that  space should be free far 
the peaceful uses of any nation engaged in space activity and the 
prohibition of orbiting space weapons. If this were accomplished, 
it would not only be highly beneficial for  all mankind, but would be 
a great stride forward to ease the mounting fears. 

111. REGULATORY NEED FOR ACTIVITIES 
I N  SPACE 

A second problem that  will become increasingly more difficult 
a s  more and more satellites are placed in orbit is the need for some 
rules regulating the many apace ventures.21 The report of the Ad 
Hoc Committee of the United Nations recognizes that  priority 
treatment should be given to the allocation of radio frequencies, 
identification and registration of space vehicles, landing and re- 
entry of space vehicles.an Since some of the satellites will continue 
their orbit indefinitely and emit radio sigmls far  long periods, 
interference with presently allocated frequencies will become a 
serious problem.28 Furthermore, with the increase in activity there 
is a need far  the prevention of physical interference between 
aerospace vehicles and satellites or their propulsion units.2' The 
, 10 See Kate, .Vationai Souevsignti of Outer Spaoe, 74 Harv. L. Rev.  1164, 
1169-74 (1961). 

* I  As of Cctaber 8, 1961, there were 27 United States satellites still ~n orbit 
and four Russim satellites. See Diagram, New York Timea, October 8, 1961, 
Space Section. For a eamplrte list of aatellitea launched through the end of 
1860, see the 1961 World Almanac 147, and S. Doc. No. 26, at 1806 et 8eq. 
By the end of 1960, 76 satellites had been launched, some unsuccessfully. 
S. Doe. No. 28, Appendix F. 

I* U.N. Ad Hoc Committee Report 24. 
28 See Haley, Space Age Piesrnta Immediata Legal Problems, in First 

Colloqvivm on the Law of Outer Space 6 (1958). 
1 4  The U.N. report considered this a S F I ~ O Y S  problem: "As the lavnchinp 

of apace vehicles became mom numerous and widespread throughout the world, 
prseticsl problems will clearly arise m regard to the prevention of physical 
interference between mace vehicles. oaitieularlv rockets. and eonventianal 
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first violation of the rules with reference to radio frequencies was 
the frequency used in Sputnik I. The frequency used-20.005 
megacycles-interfered with the frequency assigned by interna- 
tional authorities to Koatwijk, The Netheriands.25 As more and 
more satellites are orbited with more powerful and longer lasting 
radio transmitters, the problem will worsen. "A failure to 
allocate frequencies for national space programs increases the diffi- 
culty of prescribing norms with regard to either intentional or 
unintentional jamming of communication facilities. Interference 
by one state with another's space program, or interference by apace 
vehicles with normal communication channels, could lead to retali- 
ation and a serious situation or dispute among nations."2s Some 
progress in this area is being accomplished. A conference is sched- 
uled for 1963 to  discuss and resolve major matters related to 
astronautical radio allocations." Whether this will be successful in 
solving the multitude of problems remains to be seen. What may be 
needed is a study within the United Nations to adjust the radio fre- 
quencies used in apace craft with those frequencies already 
assigned. 

With reference to the increasing number of satellites, rules and 
regulations will eventually have to  be established to govern space 
navigation and to  regulate the numerous simultaneous activities 
by apace nations. As the numbers of hardware increase, suitable 
means f a r  identifying satellites, identifying orbits, prescribing 
the times, manner and sites of launch, certification of astronauts, 
fiight patterns, etc. will aureiy have to be developed.P' 

IV. SPACE SATELLITE TORTS 
A third problem that  exists for  which there is no present solu- 

tion is the question of liability of the space powers for  injuries 
caused by space activities. This was dm one of the legal problems 
susceptible of priority treatment in the Ad Hac Committee report 
*I See Hsley, supra note 23, at 15. The whole i m e m  i f  international law 

rewiatinp tPleeommuniestions culminated in the lntsrnstionsi Teieeommuni- 
cation Union, currently governed by the provisions of the Bum01 Aims 
Convention of 1952. International Ttlrommunie~tion Convention, Annexes, 
and Final Protocol, Dee. 22, 1852 [1955] 6 U.S.T. I O.I.A. 1213, T.I.A.S. No. 
3288. For the history and ~ e o p e  of the Teleearnmvnieation Umon, w e  
Aaronaon, Space Low, reprinted in S. Doe. No. 26, at 221, 227. 

26A.B.A. Rep., Comm. on Law of Outer Space, lnt l  & Comp. L. Sect., 
Proeeedinss. at 215. 22s 11956). 

27 Hale; A Eaaie P ~ o i r o m  io? the l S S J  Eztroardinnry Adminiatratwe 
Radio Canfwsnoe on Spaoe Cammunzcotiona, an address delivered to the 
Eleventh Congreer of the International Astronautical Federation, 1860, re- 
printed in S. Doe. No. 26, st 694. 

21S0me pmporala have already been made. Jsnka, 8upva note 14;  Cor and 
Stmko, Spaeepower, What It Mema To You, eh. 13. The Nesd far a United 
NnLiona Space Luw (1958); Mente?, Aafrvnoutioai Low (1858) (unpublished 
theam, No. 66, Industnal College of the Armed Foreen). 
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of the United Nations.*' Suppose a portion of a satellite, or one of 
the stages of the rocket falls back to earth and injures person or 
property. Scientists tell us that  when a rocket is launched the first 
stage will accelerate to a height of about fifty miles and then fall 
back to earth. The first stage may fall as f a r  away as three hundred 
miles from the launching site. I t  has been said that  the carrier of 
Sputnik 111 which fell into the South Pacific Ocean was about the 
size of a pullman car, and weighed between two and five tons. I t  
could easily have fallen into a populated area. If such a disaster 
should occur, what is the liability of the sovereign launching the 
vehicle? More complicated situations may result. What is the 
liability of the Soviet Union to a citizen of the United States who 
is injured by a Sputnik. or the liability of the United States for  
injuries to foreign citizens? Liability for space vehicle injuries 
has been discussed by several writers.'O 

The doctrine in the law of torts-that of ultra-hazardous activ- 
i ty-could possibly be transferred to apply to  damage from space 
activity.81 And combining this doctrine with the responsibility of 
the United States under the Federal Tort Claims Act,'P it would 
be arguable that  liability should result. But in Dalehite ZI. United 
Statea the Supreme Court of the United States held that  the 
federal government was not responsible for  damages resulting 
from the explosion of nitrate, nor did liability arise by virtue of 
carrying on an extra-hazardous activity, in the absence of negli- 
gence. Under the present state of the law, there is a question 
whether the doetrine could be applied against the United States to 
an injury caused by a falling satellite. 
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Perhaps the decisions involving falling aircraft establish a 

closer analogy Despite the comparable safety of aircraft, many 
decisions and writers hold to the view that any injury caused by 
an aircraft to pemons on the ground should be compensated with. 
out proof of negligence.8' In one decision, United States v.  
P r a ~ l o u , ~ ~  a government plane exploded and fell in South Carolina 
injuring the plaintiffs. Negligence was neither alleged nor proved. 
Under the law of South Carolina absolute liability WBB imposed. 
The Fourth Circuit held the Government responsible for the re- 
sulting injuries and stated: 

One a h a  Ries an aeroplane i s  opposing mechsnieal forces to the force 
af gravity and is angaged in an undertaking which is fraught with the 
gravest danger to pemaonr and properry k n e a t h  it if it i s  not carefully 
operated. At common law the h a m d o u s  nature of the entarprim s u b  
jetted the operator of the plane to a mle of absolute lisbility to one 
upan the ground who was injumd.*l 

But the difficulty lies in the fact that many states have abandoned 
the doctrine of absolute liability with reference to aircraft." and 
if governmental liability would turn upon the state law. no uniform 
rule could be established. Therefore, whether a citizen could re- 
cover against the United States under the present Federal Tort 
Claims Act without showing negligence in launching the satellite 
is doubtful. Furthermore, the peeularities of local law would deter- 
mine liability--an unsatisfactory solution. An amendment of the 
Federal Tort Claims Act would provide a clearer solution. Liability 
could be imposed for  any injury caused either by negligence or 
"harm caused by aircraft or spacecraft, regardless of negligence." 

Notwithstanding the deficiencies in the Federal Tort Claims 
Act, an injured person has limited redress under the National 
Aeronautics and Space A d a B  Section 205 (13) (a) of that  act pro- 
vides that  the Administration is "authorized . . . to consider. , . and 
pay, on behalf of the United States . , . any claim for  $5,000 or less 
, . , for  bodily injury. death, or damage. ,  . resulting from the con. 
duet of the Administration's functions , , , " If damages in excess 
of this amount are claimed and the Administration considers the 
claim a meritorious one, it is then to report the facts and circum- 
stances to the Congress for consideration.s8 Under this act there is 

84 Uniform Aeronautic8 Act S 5 i m ~ o i e i  sbaolute liability for dmazes. 
See d i m k a n a  of this liabilit; in H i e y ,  wpro note 30,  i t  288, and ?he 
excellent article by Wolff, Liobilily of Airoreit Ownsra and Opsrolow (07 
Ground Injury, 24 J. Air L. Q Corn. 208 (1857). See elm Restatement, Torts * KO" I1BPEl  
~ I." ~~""",. 

s1208 F.2d 281 (4th Cir. 1953) 
I I  I d .  at 293. 
87 six stetea have retained the doetrine of absolute liability; seven states 

have repealed the absolute liability p ~ ~ v l a i e n s  of the Uniform Aeronautical 
Act; and eight state8 have statutes that apply the ordinary mles of 
negligence. See the clas8ifif~tmn8 of states in W d R ,  aupm note 34, s t  21C18. 

8 8  12 stat.  426443% (Isas), 42 U.S.C. 5 s  2451-2459 (1958).  
z s i 2  Stst .  429 (1968). 42 U.S.C. 5 2473 ( 1 3 ) ( A )  and (B) (1968). 
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no requirement that negligence be alleged or proved. While this is 
a step in the right direction, the act is limited by administrative 
settlement to $5,000 and the provisions of the act are not the 
equivalent of legally enforceable rights. 

Many difficulties arise in the event B Russian rocket or satellite 
injures a citizen of the Uni:ed States. In the absence of any inter- 
national convention on the subject, claims would have to be pre- 
sented through diplomatic channels by the individual (0 or the 
government would assert the right of the individual through the 
International Court of Justice." 

There is no positive formulation, as yet, dealing with injuries 
from space-craft. The Rome Conventions,'* which impose absolute 
liabiblity upon proof of damage caused by aimmft to a limited 
extent ($33,000 for injury or death),  may not be applicable to 
spacecraft. Individuals have urged, therefore. that an interns- 
tional agreement similar to the Rome Convention be adopted for 
injuries by space-eraft.'B In the absence of such agreement, 
recovery, if any, would be difficult to achieve. 

V. EXPLORATION AND APPROPRIATION O F  
CELESTIAL BODIES 

Now that Major Gherman S. Titov has orbited the earth, scien- 
tific sources Predict that it will not be much longer before the 
Russians will land a man on the moon and perhaps other celestial 
a Haiey. 8up7o note SO. a t  313-14. 
( I  Haley, mupro note SO, a t  314. See aim H.R. Doc. No. 89, supra note 15. 

a t  25. 
International Convention for  the Unificntion of Certain R u b s  R e r t i n g  

to Damage Caused by Aircraf t  to Third Part ies  on the Suriaee. May 28, 1933, 
COmmeniY known as the Rome Convention, this t reaty has k e n  ratified by 
Only a few eountrios. See Shswcroas and Beaumont Air Law 5 WO4 t 1187 
(1950). There ale actually two Rome Conventions, :ne sipned in l g s d t n d  the 
other in 1952 . F o r  the proviiiom of the 1933 convention, we Shaweroas and 
Beaumont,  pia, a t  SOb613. Far P report  of the 1952 convention, me 10 
J.Air L. & Cem. 89 (1968). Fifteen etetea iigned the 1952 emvention a t  the 
conelullion of the Conference which drew it up. For a list of theie  8 t . b ~ .  M 
19 J. Air L. & Com. 443 (1962). 

48 Ienka, mp7a note 14; Cooper, Mmorandum of Suggsiliolu for an Inter. 
n o l i o ~ l  Convsntian on Third Porly Domaps Cauasd by Space Vshials*, L 
paper presentA to the Eleventh International Aatmnaut ied Federation 
Congress, AYg. 18, 1960, reprinted in S. Doe. No. 26, at $80. 

((Van Der Heydte, Diaoovcry in Intamliaml Low, 29 Am. J .  I n t l  L. 448 
(1936); Sehaeter, Who Own8 the Unrvarir, in Senate Comm. on Science and 
Astronautier, 85th Cang., 2d Sess., Space Low-A Symponvrn (Comrn. Pr int  
195s) ;  Jscobini, Effeclive Cantroi LIIJ Related la Eztnuion of Souwewnty in 
Space. 7 J. Pub. L. 97 (1968); Fineh, Tsrritorioi Claim8 t o  Cslaitid Bodre., II 
papsr  presented to the Tenth International Astionauticai Federation Can- 
grean, Sept. 4. 1958, reprinted in s. Dm. No. 26, s t  828: Yenger, The Mom- 
C m  Earth Claim It?, P paper delivered s t  the Eleventh International Asto- 
nsuticai FederBtion Congress, Aug. 18, 1960. reprinted in S. Doe. No. 26, a t  
757. 
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bodies." The present Administration is committed to landing a 
man on the moon within the decade. When this fact occurs, what 
will be the legal status of these celestial territories? May these 
bodies be subject to appropriation by any nation which claims 
them? What, under present principles of international law, is 
effective appropriation? Will claims be made by any or a11 of the 
space powers for tactical advantages? Or will theae bodies be sub- 
ject to use by any and all nations without specific appropriation? 
To date no nation has claimed any celestial body. But it is worthy 
of note that  when Lunik I1 struck the moon on September 13, 1959, 
Premier Kruschechev stated : 

The Saviet people . . . are proud of their  aeientiatr, engineera, teehni- 
eisns and workers who have been the  first  in the world t o  send to the  
moon a container with scientific equipment and LI pennant with the Soviet 
Union's coat of arms and thereby aeeured priority for our eountri. Thus, 
we, t he  Soviet Union h a w  made certain of priority in the fimt ~ucce~sfuI 
locket flight to the mom46 
Has he, by this statement, claimed the moon and appropriated i t ?  

If 80, how effective is this appropriation under international law? 
In the early days of world discovery claim8 rested an symbolic 

actsof p o s s e ~ s i o n . ~ ~  In thosedaysof exploration, claims weresettled 
sometimes by war and sometimes by Papal Bulls.4B As time pro- 
gressed other solutions prevailed. Under these solutions neither 
discovery nor symbolic acts have been held sufficient to award new 
territories to a particular country. For example, in the dispute 
between Norway and Denmark relating to the legal status of 
Eastern Greenland, the Court of International Justice stated : 

[Cliaim t a  sovereignty baaed not upon same partieuisr ac t  or t i t le 
such 8s P treaty of cession but merely upan continued diaplay of suthor- 
i ty,  involves two elements each of which mui t  be s h o r n  to exist:  the 
intention and will to act  as ~overe ign ,  and some actual exercise or display 
of such authority.4Q 
Under present international rules claim8 to iand or bodies re- 

cognized as t e w a  nullius rests on "actual occupancy." And this 
implies the intention to act as sovereign and to exercise sover- 
eignty over the body capable of appropriation. This modern 
principle has been applied in a number of decisions of interna- 

4 5  Kenneth Gatiand, Vice-President of the Brltieh lntergisnetary Society, 
ban raid tha t  he expects the Russian8 to iand D man on the moon by 196i. 
St. Louis PoaLDiapatch, Aug. 7, 1961, p. 1. 

(4 New Yark Tlmea, Sept. 15, 1959, p. 22, E d .  5.  
(1 1 Hyde, o p .  cit. m p ~ a  note 9, a t  321: Keller, Liimtryn and Msnn, Creation 

of Rights of Sovereignty Through Symbolic Acta 14849 (19381. 
4 8  On May 4, 1493, Pope Alexander VI iaaued the ''Inter Caetera," sue- 

Beating a division of the New World between Spain and Portugsl. See Finch, 
mpra note 44, a t  626. 

4 s  Lesal Status of Eastern Greenland, P.C.I.J., iier. AIB,  No. 53, a t  45 
(19331. 
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SPACE LAW 
tional courts," and is recognized by leading authorities." If these 
doctrines were applied to acquisition of celestial bodies, mere 
symbolic exercise of authority would not be sufficient to acquire 
interests therein. Before a race develops to  oecupy celestial 
bodies the successful negotiations concerning Antarctica may sug- 
gest an answer.61 But the only true remedy to  offset competing 
claims is to adopt the suggestion of the late Secretary General 
of the United Nations. In an address in 1958 he expressed the 
hope: 

[Tlhs t  the  General Aasembly, as a resuit  of i ts  eonnidsrstion, would 
find the way t o  an agreement on a basic rule t h a t  outer ~ p a e e ,  and the 
celestial bodies therein, are not eonsidered PI capable of appropriation 
by any state,  and tha t  i t  would further sflrm the overriding interest  of 
the  community of nations in the peaceful and benefieid use of o u b ~  
space and in i t iab  step8 for an international machinew t o  fur ther  this 
end.Er 

VI. SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS TO SPACE PROBLEMS 

Many diverse groups and agencies have begun to concern 
themselves with the legal problems presented by space achieve- 
ments. And there are  many resolutions offered and solutions 
proposed. The General Assembly established an Ad Hoc Com- 
mittee on the Peaceful Uses af Outer Space in 1968; the Com- 
mittee became a permanent one in 1959, but as yet it has to 
hold its first meeting. Each House in the Congress has established 
a standing Committee on Space Sciences after Special Com- 
mittees on Space and Astronautics were appointed. The American 
Bar  Association appointed a special Committee on the Law of 

EO E.#., in The Island of Palmas (United States Y. The Netherlands),  in 22 
Am. J. Int'l L. 857 (19281, the arbitrator held tha t  the claim of the United 
States,  based on discovery without subsequent exercise of authority,  was not 
iufieient to overe~me The Netherlanda' claim, bared on continuous peaceful 
dominion. 

6 1  Professor Oppenheim rtatea:  "Theory and practice agree nowadays upon 
the rule tha t  oecupstion is  effected through taking pmaesnion of, and ertab- 
iirhing an administration over. territory in the name of, and for,  the aequir. 
ing State.  Occupation thus effected i s  rea1 meupation, and, in contradistine- 
tion to fictttzous occupation, i s  named cbsrtive oeeupation. Pasaession and 
adminisfration are the two easentml facts tha t  constitute an effective 
oeeupstion." 1 Oppenheim, International Law 5 222 (1965 ed.). See also 
Lmdiey, The Aequiaitlon and Government of Backward Terri tarres ~n lnter- 
nationai Law 159 (1920). 
i* The proposed t rea ty  on Antsretics i8  diacvased in Finch, aupa note 44, 

a t  636 et  aeq  For the tex t  of the treaty,  ~ e e  S. Doe. No. 26, sf 1297-1303. 
Article I provides: "1. Antarctica shsli  be vied for peacefvi ~ u r p o ~ e s  only. 
There shall be prohibited, inter aha, any messurea of B military nature,  sneh 
as the eatabliahment of military bases and fortiflcations, the carrying out of 
military maneuvers, 8 s  well LIS the testing of m y  type of weapona. . . ." 

13 Address by Seere ta rsGenerr l  Dag Hammsrskjold, The United Sationa 
and O u t e r  Spoee, The U.S. Governora' Conference, May 19, 1958, reprinted in 
S. Doe. No. 26, a t  253. 
*oo ,1708 65 
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Outer Space which dealt with the legal problems." The American 
Bar  Foundation also has made its report to the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration in October 1960.5' The Ad 
Hoc Committee an the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space of the 
United Nations published its report in 1959.66 

A number of other groups have been seriously concerned with 
the legal questions. The International Astronautical Feders- 
tion founded in 1950 by a number af national societies interested 
in rocketry and space exploration has held numerous conferences 
and discussed the legal questions.67 

Despite all this activity no great progress has yet been made. 
At the present time we are slowly drifting along with the hope 
that rules will be developed and that they will somehow be worked 
out without great disaster. This is a dangerous practice. I t  
would Seem that the time is now ripeSB to achieve agreement be- 
tween the space powers an certain broad policy questions con- 
cerning outer space, The initiative must come from the President 
to propose certain resolutions 80 that  the United Nations can 
provide the forum for achieving international agreements. A hint 
of what is to  come was given in the President's address to the 
United Nations. He stated that "we shall urge proposals extend- 
ing the United Nations Charter ta the limits of man's exploration 
in the universe, reserving outer space f a r  peaceful use, prohibiting 
weapons of mass destruction in space or on celestial bodies, and 
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opening the mysteries and benefits of space to every nation. We 
shall further propose, finally, a global systems of communication 
satellites linking the whole world in telegraph, telephone, radio 
and television. The day need not be far  away when such a system 
will televise the proceedings of this body to every corner of the 
world." le 

Once certain broad resolutions are introduced and agreed upon, 
then more detailed programs under the direction of already exist- 
ing international bodies could be established. For the present it 
would seem that  now Is the time to introduce in the United Nations 
the following six point program concerning outer space : 

( 1 )  That outer space be declared free only f a r  the peaceful 
use of all nations. thus explicitly prohibiting orbital 
weapons. 

(2) That a permanent agency of the United Nations be set 
up to establish rules and regulations governing the reg- 
istration, Right plans, navigation and radio communica- 
tions of orbital satellites. 

(3) That the use of certain scientific satellites, e.g., weather 
and communication satellites, be utilized for the benefit 
of all nations, whether that  nation be a space power o r  
not, for  international communication, broadcasting or 
telecasting. 

(4 )  That nations engaged in space activity officially recognize 
their liabilities f a r  any injuries to persons or property 
resulting from space activity. 

( 5 )  That celestial bodies be declared incapable of appropria- 
tion by any one country. 

( 6 )  That a permanent committee of the United Nations be 
established to coordinate and collate scientific interna- 
tional data for the benefit of all mankind. to appraise 
the effectiveness of early resolutions and to suggest 
further detailed aggreements and proposals. 

While it may seem impossible, in the view of the difficulty of 
the world powers to achieve agreements in the past, would it 
not be a great gesture f a r  this country to propose and offer to 
the world, as soon as possible, suggestions f a r  an agreement for 
a global Bystem of weather prediction. a global system of com- 
munications, the prohibition of all orbital weapons, and the free 
use of celestial bodies? While the Eastern world may shock man- 
kind with explosions of fifty megaton bombs, let the United 
States shock mankind with an explosion for peace. Perhaps no 
agreement will ever be reached, but despite frustrations and heart- 

$0 Addrean by Prerident Kennedy, U.K. General Assembly, Sept. 26, 1881. 
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aches on the long road to achieve solutions t o  the most fascinat- 
ing exploration in history, one must continue to work hard and 
long toward achieving those solutions. One might bear in mind 
the old saying: "When you reach for the stars, you may not 
quite get one; but you won't come UP with a handful of mud, 
either." 60 

6oTwo days a f te r  the address upan which thin article i s  based was given, 
Harlan Cieveland, Assistant Secretary of State for  International Orgmizn- 
t ioni,  in addressing the faculty convocation of St. Lovia University's 
Founderr' Week, stated t h a t  the Kennedy administration would propose P 
seven point program to the U.N. General Aaaembly. The sewn points were 
jls foliors: 
(1) Ex licit confirmation tha t  the U.N. Charter applies to the iimite of 

(2) A declaration tha t  space and heavenly bodies are not n u b j r t  to elaims 

(SI An internrtional system far registering all objects launched into apace. 
(4 )  A specialized apace unit  in the U.N. Secretariat. 
( 6 )  A world weather watch using satellites. 
( 6 )  A cooperative search for  ways toward weather modification. 
( 7 )  A global nyatem of communication8 to link the world by telegraph. 

telephone, radio and television. New York Timea, Oet. 23. 1961, p. 1, mi. 1. 
s *EO &11108 
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ARGUMENT O F  MILITARY COUNSEL ON FINDINGS, 
SENTENCE AND MOTIONS: LIMITATIONS 

AND ABUSES* 
BY LIEUTENANT COMMANDER GARDINER M. HAIGHT *' 

I. INTRODUCTION 

An undisputed, and most valuable, right of counsel in adversary 
proceedings is the right to present argument to  the triers of the 
facts. Of course. the value of oral argument is in direct propor- 
tion to the skill of the advocate presenting it, but even when 
employed by the novice it is an effective tool in the trial lawyer's 
kit. There is no way to empirically ascertain the number of case8 
in which the forensic ability of counsel has been the factor which 
tipped the scales of justice in favor of his client or, conversely, the 
number of cases in which justice was not done because of inept 
argument. Suffice it to say, the fact that  such can happen en. 
hances rather than diminishes the value and importance of oral 
argument. 

Judicial recognition was given to the value of argument of de. 
fense counsel in United State8 v. Siremore.' when Chief Judge 
Quinn of the United States Court of Military Appeals said: 

The r i g h t - a n d  duty-f defense eounael t o  pmaent a dosing argument  
is not t a  be lightly brushed aside. Whew the tale 18 ieng and hotly am. 
tented. and a planned strategy has been pursued by defense. the eioaing 
argument  may be C N C ~ ~  Out of the wealth of testimony adduced, de- 
f e m e  must b d n g  together the portions tha t  are favorable to the aecuaed 
and present thsm in a l ight t ha t  will appear mast  convincing to the tr ierr  
of fact. If thin is net done by defense coun~el, t h e n  is L danger tha t  the 
court may not understand 01 appmeiate the defeme t h e o n .  I t  is not 
exaggeration to  SPY tha t  many criminal casea are yon for the reeuaed 
in th s  course of dosing argument.* 
In order for counsel to consider himself proficient in this field 

it is by no means enough that  he should be able to speak clearly 

* This article was adapted from a the& presented to The Judge Advwate 
General's School. U.S. A m y ,  Charlothwiile,  Virginia. while the author was 
8 member of the Ninth Career Course. The Opinions and eoneiuaiona pre. 
seated herein are those of the author and do not necewsriiy represent the 
views of The Judge Advaeste Generri'a School or any other governments1 
agency. 

*+Lega l  Specialist. U.S. Navy; Member, Staff and Faculty, U.S. Naval 
Justice Sehwi,  Newport, Rhode Island: LL.B.. 1854, University sf Virginis: 
M e m b r  Of the Virginia State Bar. and the bars of the U.S. Court of Military 
Appesls and U S  Supreme Court. 

L z USCMA 672, i o  C M R  70 (is6a). 
%Id. a t  514.10 CMR a t  12. 
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and well. In  addition to this he must understand, and mold his 
argument to conform to, the rules governing this aspect of his 
work. I t  ia the principal purpose of this article to examine and 
delineate these "ground rules" of oral argument. 

In military procedure, argument to  the "jury"-the members 
of the court-martial-takes place after both sides have rested 
and prior to instructions by the law offieer.3 At this stage of the 
prweedings the court has before it, depending upon the skill of 
counsel presenting the case, either an orderly and logical unfald- 
ing of the facts of the case or a jumble of matter which it must 
unravel in its search for  the truth. In either case, and more 
particularly the latter, the argument of counsel is of inestimable 
value in convincing the court that  the array of evidence supports 
his contentions. I t  is not necessary for  counsel to attempt to 
overwhelm the court with bombast. oratory or theatrics. Many 
counsel have found to their dismay that histrionics are calculated 
to dissuade, rather than persuade, the knowledgeable officers 
composing B court-martial. I t  is when counsel veers from an 
orderly, straight-forward, logical and sincere presentation that 
he commits error by falling into the traps that  await the rabid 
partisan. For while counsel does have a right to argue, this 
right does not extend to an absolute freedom of expression. 

The rules governing argument might appear simple on their 
face, but their practical application in the trial forum is often 
complex. I t  is the heat of litigation which causes the transgression 
that  results in error. 

The trial counsel may waive the right to argue to the court. 
He has the option of presenting argument or remaining silent and 
resting on the evidence he has adduced.' Except in the most un- 
usual case, the defense counael does not have such a choice and 
is subject to judicial rebuke should he fall to support the eauBe of 
his client to the fullest extent of his forensic ability.& Judge 
Latimer said this regarding the duty of defense coun8el to present 
argument : 

While he who defends must prepare, wmult ,  examine and e r o ~ s -  
examine oppaaing witneaw,  and, if possible. produce evidence of his o m ,  
his duties do not end there. A i  important 81 any of thaae 18 the over. 
riding necessity of presenting to the court membem, by mal argument. 
the iseta.  eireum(lt.neea, and inferences in a light moat favorable ta an 
aecu*ed. Except in YTIY~Y~I  eireum~tsncen. B failure to do that is, far aii 
Practicnl P Y T ~ ~ F I ,  an admisdm of guilt. Certainly, the presentation of 

8 U.S. Dep't of Defense, Manual for Courta-Martial, United Stptali, 1851, 
para. 730. (The Msnud for Caurtr-Martial will be referred to hereinafter 
in the fmtnotel) 8s "MCM, 1851, pais .  --.."and In the text a8 "the Manual.") 

4 MCM, 1961, para. 7 2 ~ .  
6 United State8 V. MeMnhan. 6 USCMA 708, 21 CMR 31 (1956). 
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ARGUMENT OF MILITARY COUNSEL 
B "jury argument'' is a virtual corneratone of the univemd right to 
amistpnce of counsel . . , .I 
If counsel are  to be bound by rules in the presentation of oral 

argument, where are the rules to he found? The Uniform Code of 
Military Justice" is silent with respect to argument. The Manual 
sets forth only the most general guidelines with regard to the 
orders and content' of argument on the findings. The Law Officer 
Pamphlet provides a modicum of elarifieation.l0 With regard to 
argument upon motions and other interlocutory matters, the 
Manual merely states that  they may be made." While it d w s  pro. 
vide that  both sides are  entitled to an opportunity properly to 
present and support their respective contentions upon any ques- 
tion or matter presented to the court for  decision,'P it is silent on 
the specific subject of argument upon the quantum of punish- 
ment." The Law Officer Pamphlet contains some material con- 
cerning arguments with respect to the sentence," but for  a variety 
of reasons the language contained therein is open to question." 
I t  is obvious, then, that  in order to find meaningful rules to which 
the limits of hi8 argument must conform, the military counsel 
must seek them in the decisions of the Court of Military Appeals 
and other appellate bodies. These decisions will be analysed in 
this article. 

The leading judicial pronouncement of the rules governing 
argument of counsel is contained, most succinctly, in the case of 
B w g w  Y. United States.16 After recounting the pronounced and 
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persistent misconduct of the prosecuting attorney, the Court said: 
He may prosecute with esrneatneia and vigor-indeed, he should do $0. 

But while he may atdke hard blows, he is not a t  liberty to strike foul 
onea.li 
I t  is one purpose of this article to deflne the boundaries between 

such hard blows and foul ones. 
Suppose that counsel, through stratagem, ignorance or careless- 

ness, exceeds the bounds of proper argument or fails otherwise 
with regard to it. What effect will this have upon the rights in- 
fringed, or the conviction obtained, thereby? A further purpose 
of this article is to  examine cases in which such error has been 
committed and the measures which have been held effective in 
dealing with it either a t  the time of the trial or subsequent there- 
to. 

11. ARGUMENT ON FINDINGS 

A. BY THE PROSECUTION 
1. Inflammatory statements 
Among the errors committed by trial counsel most often noted 

are those of a nature calculated to inflame the passions and prej- 
udices of the court or to weigh upon its sympathies in favor of 
the specific victim of the wrongdoing of the accused, the class to 
which the victim belongs or Society in general. 

Many crimes, particularly  ex offenses, are  by their very nature 
inflammatory. The courts in dealing with allegedly improper 
arguments in such cases have distinguished between inflammatory 
statementa inherent in the offense and those which might be 
termed excessively or recklessly inflammatory. 

In the rape ease of United States u .  Ransomla the accused can- 
tended he was prejudiced by inflammatory statements in the trial 
counsel's closing argument. The Court of Military Appeals did 
not restrict its examination to the remarks [not set forth in 
the opinion] singled out by the defense as improper, but studied 
the entire closing argument with great care. I t  concluded that 
the remarks of the trial counsel were essentially comments on 
reasonable inferences to be drawn from the circumstances BUT- 
rounding the offense and an such they did not overstep the 
bounds of propriety and fairness. 

Sa also in United States 9. Day.lB the trial counsel in his clos- 
ing argument mentioned not only the indecent assaults by the 
accused upon his victim, but parenthetically mentioned the fact 
that in furtherance of his intent ta ravish he roughly tossed the 

17 I d .  at 88. 
18 4 USCMA 196, 15 CMR 195 (1954) .  
19 2 USCMA 416, 9 CMR 48 (1953) 
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baby of his victim into his truck. The Court concluded that  since 
there was evidence of this fact in the record the trial counsel did 
not exceed fair  argument in utilizing the totality of circumstances 
surrounding the offense to substantiate his views. In both the 
Ransom and Day cases the test seems to  be whether there is 8ome 
evidence in the record upon which the remarks of counsel can be 
reasonably based. The Court in Day summarized by stating 
that, "While inflammatory comments should be avoided, facts 
and circumstances interwoven with the offense need not be 
shunned even though they cast the accused in an unfavorable 
light." 

The analogy of this latter rule with that  regarding evidence 
which might be considered inflammatory is obvious, and the 
rules applicable to the one apply similarly to the other. With re- 
gard to inflammatory evidence, if the item of proof is admissible 
for  a legitimate purpose, the fact that it may also tend in this 
undesirable direction is, in and of iteelf, no ground for reveraaL2' 
In United States ZI. Harrie,22 the Court of Military Appeals said, 
"Whether or not they [photopraphs of the victim's body] were in- 
flammatory is not the matter of importance. They served a 
legitimate purpoae and that renders them admissible . . . . We do 
not view them as of such a nature as to be likely to be unduly in- 
flammatory." 13 The sense of this is very near that  of the excerpt 
from Day quoted above. 

Doubtless the reason that  there is a judicial tendency to dis. 
courage the use of evidence or argument that  might be inflsm- 
matory is the fear  that  sensationalism will overshadow proba- 
tive value and that  logic will yield to passion. Nonetheless, there 
is no need to avoid any legitimate argument solely because it may 
have inflammatory aide effects. 

Another factor included within the question of inflammatory 
argument is the manner in which the trial counsel chooses to 
characterize the accused. Apparently a specious judicial distinc- 
tion was d r a m  between a "sex maniac" and "sex fiend" In the  
Army board of review cases of United States v. Thomasz' and 
United States v .  JemQan.zs In the former, a rape case, the board 
concluded that the trial counse1'8 characterization of the accused 
88 a "sex maniac" in a lome sense did not go beyond fair  comment 
and was not erroneous. On the contrary, in Jemigan, which in- 
volved indecent liberties, the trial counsel's reference to the ae- 

10 I d .  at 425. 9 CMR Bt  65. 
8 1  United States Y. Bartholornew, 1 USCMA 307, 3 CMR 41  (1952) 
11 e USCMA ~ 6 . ~ 1  CMR 58 (1956). 
11 I d .  at  744, 21  CMR st 66. 
24 Cld 365107.12 CMR 385 (1953). 
36 CM 365353,13 CMR 396 (1953). 
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cused as a "sex pervert" and "sex fiend" wa8 held to operate on the 
emotions, passions and prejudices rather than reason and to be 
intemperate, ill-advised and unduly denunciatory. 

Another judicial examination of the characterization by a trial 
counsel of an accused sex offender occurred in United Slates D .  
Hu7t.Z' Comments by the trial counsel that perhaps the accused 
felt that he could only find virginity in a six-year-old child and 
that because of feelings of sexual inferiority the accused sought 
out prostitutes and little girls were held to be proper comments 
an the evidence. The Court af Military Appeals again allowed 
considerable latitude in comment upon the evidence and stated 
that these comments did not amount to an unjustifiable injection 
of the accused's character into the case. 

Crimes of violence other than sex offenses are also calculated 
to  raise a question of whether given language is improper or 
inherent in the offense under consideration. One such area in- 
volves language used to describe an alleged murderer. In United 
Slates 9. Lee,l' the trial counsel said the accused was a "cold- 
blooded murderer." This language was held not to overstep the 
bounds of propriety and fairness. A t  least one civilian jurisdiction 
has reached a contrary result on nearly identical language. In 
Commonwealth v .  Capalla,z' the Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
said, "No man on trial for murder can be officially characterized 
as a murderer or as a 'cold-blooded killer' until he is adjudged 
guilty of murder or pleads guilty to that eharge."zg 

From the foregoing cases i t  should be clear t ha t  no hard and 
fast  rule can be advanced concerning language which is utilized 
by the prosecutor to characterize the accused. but It does appear 
that  the Court of Military Appeals is willing to be more liberal 
regarding such language and reluctant to hold that any such 
language is improper. I t  may well be that B decision will rest 
upon the facts of a given case: however, unwarranted epithets 
should be avoided and the skillful advocate will have no need of 
them. 

Counsel may argue as forcefully 8s his skill permits, but he 
must take care not to  mistake infiammatory matters fo r  force. 
He may not utilize such matters for their own sake and must 
make certain that anything he says which may have a tendency 
to  be inflammatory has a firm foundation in the evidence. In 
determining whether his remarks are inflammatory in fact, they 
will be examined in their entirety and not removed from context. 

21 8 USCMA 735. 27 CJIR 3 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .  
I 4  USCMA 471, IS CMR 145 ( 1 9 1 4 ) .  
*8  322 Pa. 200. 186 Atl. 203 (1836). 
29 Id at 204. I86 AtI. st 206. 
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2. R e f e r m e s  to the Accvaed 

Trial counsel for  various reasons often feel constrained to make 
reference to the presence of the accused in the courtrwm. Most 
of the time this belaboring of the obvious is a rather thinly veiled 
attempt to call attention to the fact that  the accused has not testi- 
fied. As such, several civilian jurisdictions consider the remarks 
erroneous.30 However, the military has taken a more qualified 
view. In the Hurt case,J1 where the trial counsel commented upon 
the accused's lack of emotion a t  the trial, the Court of Military 
Appeals held that  calling attention to the accused's presence and 
demeanor is not improper comment on his failure to testify. 
This view finds support in several Circuit Courts of Appeals.aP 

If the trial counsel may comment upon the presence and ap- 
pearance of the accused, to what extent may he characterize, 
denounce or vilify the accused during the course of such com- 
ment? I t  will be recalled that  in the Lee case $8 i t  was permissible 
to call the accused k "cold-blooded murderer." what other com- 
ments are within the bounds or propriety and fairness? 

Until the deeiaion of the Court of Military Appeals in L'ntted 
States v .  Doetor,B4 the boards of review. while recognizing the 
rule that  it is improper for  the prosecuting attorney to denounce 
and vilify the defendant, had difficulty in determining when the 
trial counsel had in fact done this. In a barracks larceny case, it  
was held not improper under the circumstances to refer to the 
accused as a "barrscks thief of the worst type.''s5 To call one 
accused of forgery a "wicked and conniving" "scoundrel" and 
"liar" was classified as improper denunciation, but non-preju- 
dicial.8' The trial counsel was held to have exceeded the scope 
of permissible argument in a false official statement caae by 
calling the accused a liar.8' Such vilification of the accused was 
deemed intemperate and inflammatory, but under the circum- 
stances of the ease not prejudicial. 

In the Doctor case, the accused was on trial for  false swearing. 
The trial counsel chose not to cross-examine the accused when the 
latter took the witness stand. Responding to  the defense coun8e1'8 
criticism of such failure on his part, the trial counsel said he did 

80 SB. comment, Penniastble soope ot  Sum-tian, 36 k l u m .  L. ROY. sa1 
(10361, 

91 Supm note 26. 
a l  United S t a t e  Y. Raining, 167 F.2d 362 (5th Cir. 10481: United Stater Y. 

88 sup70 note 27. 
8 4  7 U S C I A  126, 21 CMR 252 (18661. 
31 ACM 8406, Wdler,  18 CMR 473 (19641. 

ACM 6826, Bryant, 12 CMR 833 l1953l 
*i ACM 7395, Weatergren, 14 CMR 560 (18531. 

Durbin, 83 F.2d 409 ( Id  Cir. 19371 
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not like to hear lies uttered from the witness stand.88 In holding 
that  the crime charged plays a decided part in the thrust of 
counsel's argument and that in a false swearing ease where the 
accused's testimony was diametrically apposed to that of the 
prosecution witnesses, the trial counsel is within the limits of 
reasonable persuasion if he calls the accused a psychopathic liar, 
Judge Latimer, speaking for the Court, said: 

Trial c~unse l  has the duty of proeeeuting B case and he in permitted to 
comment earnestly and forcefully an the evidence, 88 well DS on any in. 
fereneea which are tivpparted reasonably by the testimony. He may strike 
hard blows, but they must be fail. I f  hi8 cloains arsumant ha8 a tendency 
to  La inffammators, we muit makc oertoh it  28 bomd 0% mattera iound 
tn the record. Otherwise, it  ia improper. The issues, facta, and eiTcum- 
stances of the ease are the governing faetors 8s to what may be proper 
or impropei.lD 

The italicized portion reiterates the view expressed in Day that 
inflammatory argument is not per se improper. 

Another large problem area is created by the trial counsel's 
burning desire to make absolutely certain that no member of the 
court overlooks the fact that the accused has not testified. The 
Manual states that he may not comment on the failure of the 
accused to testify.10 Clearly, this proscription extends to a direct 
statement by the trial counsel that  the accused can take the 
witness stand and explain the questioned events." So also does 
it apply to an attempt to accomplish this end by inference or 
conjecture.'* 

If the trial counsel cannot comment directly or by inference, 
to what extent may he comment tangentially on the failure of the 
accused to testify by utilizing such remarks as, "In the absence 
of contradiction the government has established the elements of 
the offense charged beyond a reasonable doubt", or "The defense 
has offered no evidence to explain this charge"? A remark that  
the evidence is uncontroverted does not constitute error where the 
facts are  such that other evidence besides the accused's denial is 
available to the defense to refute the prosecution's evidence." 
However, where no one except the prosecution witness and the 
accused were present when the alleged offense was committed and 
where the acts charged were of such B nature that only the 

38 The rubjfft of retaliatory comment upon a i a m e n t  of opposing counsel 
w d  be eonaidered at the text accompanying note 13 intra. 

80 United State8 Y .  Doctor, a u p m  note 34, at 133, 21 CMR at 259 (emphasis 
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accused could reasonably have been expected to furnish testimony 
contradicting the prosecution's, such comment by the trial counsel 
is 

A different situation exists where the accused has made a pre- 
trial statement or maintained a pregnant silence prior to trial. 
Reference to  the accused's prior statement that  he had a right to 
refuse to answer any questions under Article 31, UCMJ, where 
such reference would amount to asking the court-martial to con- 
sider this statement on the part of the accused as direct proof of 
a t  least one element of the offense charged, is erroneous.'6 How- 
ever, when the accused testifies a t  the trial and attempts to explain 
away his pretrial silence, the trial counsel may argue that the 
accused's prior silence when he should have spoken constituted 
a tacit admission of guilt." 

With regard to the pretrial silence of the accused as compared 
with his failure to testify a t  his trial, the late Chief Justice Von 
Moschzisker of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court had this to say: 

I t  has long been established in the English law tha t  when one is ac. 
euaed of crime and stands silent, tha t  tha t  fact  may be oRered in evi- 
dence in any criminal court. Now why, when one i i  secured of crime 
outside the court and stands silent, and tha t  may be offered in el.idenee, 
why. when he ia secured of crime inside the courtroom, should the  prose- 
cutor,  and the judge, be denied the  privilege of a common sense comment 
tha t  this man or woman who is aecuaed has offered no explanation? The 
jury muat think of tha t ,  and why should i t  not be argued to them? I t  
seems to me not only the  isek of the emenee of common sense, but  non- 
sensical. I t  i~ an old mle t h a t  a i m  in different times.47 
This issue has been debated f a r  many years. The proponents 

of such comment state, as Judge Von Moschzisker, that it  is in- 
evitable that  the juror of average intelligence will draw an in- 
ference in any event, so why should it be avoided? To this the 
opponents reply that  if it  is in fact so obvious and inevitable no 
comment is necessary to parade the fact before the court. The 
second argument advanced by the proponents is that  an innocent 
defendant cannot have any goad reason to refuse ta testify and 

44 Barnes V. United States. 8 F.2d 832 (8th Cir. 1826) :  United States Y .  
Linden, 286 Fed. 104 (3rd Cir. 1824); CM 401802, Casenave, 28 CMR 536 
(1868). 

46 Umted States Y Brooke, 12 USCMA 423, 31 C P R  9 (1861) i United 
Ststee V. Hiekman, 10 USCMA 563, 28 C P R  134 (1858).  

(d MCM, 1851, pars 1400: United S t a b s  V. Sins, 5 USCMA 115, 17 CMR 
116 (1854). But 8ea Umted Stntea V. Brooks, supra note 45, in which the 
Court  held tha t  It W B Q  prejudicial error (1) to receive in evidence teatimany 
from two CID agents tha t  accused relied upan hia rrghts under Article 31 
during the pretrial  investigation and ( 2 )  to permit tr ial  counsel to trois- 
examine the accused PS to the reasons fa r  his pretrial  slience. 

47 56 A.B.A. Rep. 137, 140 (1831). Until  relatively recent timas the accused 
could not be B witneaa m his own behalf in most juriadietmna; this is the old 
rule a g a m t  comment on accuaed'ri failure to testify to which Chief Justice 
Van Morchzirker referred. 
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that  juries are inclined to be sympathetic to one who testifies, 
The opponents counter by stating that  juries are not sympathetic 
a t  all after the accused has been subjected to a searching cross- 
examination into his past offenses. In this point appears to lie 
the crux of the conflict. Here, each proposal is capable of eliciting 
even more controversial counter-proposals. Far example, if it  is 
in fact a fear  of cross-examination on prior offenses that compels 
an innocent accused to refrain from testifying, then why not 
prohibit such cross-examination of the accused and then allow 
comment upon a failure to testify? This, in turn, amounts to re- 
warding the accused for  his prior transgreasions and enhances his 
credibility by placing him on a higher plane than other witnesses, 
whose prior offenses, if pertinent, may be inquired into on cross- 
examination. 

Those in favor of comment argue that  there is no compulsion 
to testify and that  by testifying or choosing silence the accused 
acts voluntarily and this act of volition is the proper subject of 
comment. This runs counter to the argument of the opponents 
that  the accused has a constitutional right to choose between 
silence and cross-examination and comment upon his choice is a 
violation of this constitutional right. 

The real or imagined fear of those opposed to such comment 
that  to allow it would be to cause prosecutors to become less dili- 
gent in their conduct of the ease is allayed by the proposal that 
such comment not be allowed unless and until the prosecution has 
made out a prima facie case against the accused. This latter 
proposal is entirely logical for, when the tactical situation has 
reached this point, the accused probably will have to take some 
action if he is to escape conviction. The failure of the accused t o  
testify under these circumstances is even more notable and fur- 
nishes stronger grounds far  allowing comment upon his failure. 

Finally, the opponents argue that  to permit comment upon 
the failure of the accused to testify amounts to a shifting of the 
burden of proof or, in the alternative, that if the burden of proof 
is not in fact shifted, to allow comment would be to add con- 
siderable weight to the prosecution’s position in a close case and 
could raise distracting collateral issues which would only tend 
to confuse the jury. 

Bath sides of this controversy are well preaented through the 
medium of collections of cases, statutes and opinions in the law 
review articles and comments set forth below.48 
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I t  appears obvious and inevitable that  the court members will 
draw an unfavorable inference, if only subconsciously, from the 
failure of the accused to take the stand in his own behalf. This 
being the case, the strongest argument in favor of allowing com- 
ment by the trial counsel upon this is that  founded on common 
sense. However, to  permit indiscriminate use of this tactic 
by the prosecution might give rise to some of the dangers en- 
visioned by its opponents. Therefore, aueh comment should be 
allowed, subject to the restriction that  it be permitted only after 
the prosecution has made aut a prima facie case. Of course, were 
comment permitted, the necessity f a r  proper instructions by the 
law officer under the circumstances of each case would be of the 
utmost importance. 

3. Matters Not In Evidence 

The Manual provides that  counsel may not comment in argu- 
ment upon matters not in evidence before the court." The most 
obvious examples of facts not in evidence and upon which counsel 
may not comment in argument are those which the law officer has 
ruled inadmissibleso and those upon which no evidence has been 
presented.6' 

The rea1 danger in permitting counsel to  argue facts not in 
evidence is that  the jury in its deliberations will consider such 
argument a s  worth as much as evidence properly admitted. As Mr. 
Justice Maxey of the Pennsylvania Supreme Court noted in his 
dissenting opinion in Commonwealth 21. Mwserelli:6a 

Jurors are not trained to discriminate between fsets legally proved 
and ailegsd facta lodged in their minds by rrkleaa and Y D S W O I ~  rtate- 
menta.a* 
This propensity of counsel to attempt to bolster his case 

by means of "testifying" a8 to a fact apparently within his 
personal knowledge during argument without taking an oath 
or being subjected to cross-examination was noted with dis- 
approval in United States Y. Spangelet." wherein defense counsel 
sought to impeach the testimony of the major prosecution witness, 
who was also under indictment, by showing that the witness' bond 
was reduced from $50,000 to $1,000 after B conference with the 
prosecutor and that the witness had every reason to lie to benefit 
himself. By way of rebuttal, the prosecutor said, "I have never 
made a deal with anybody." This put Into issue the personal in- 

4 s  MCM, 1951, p a n .  72). 
1 0  United Statpa v. Porter, 10 USCMA 427, 37 CMR 601 (1959).  
SI Unitad S u b s  Y. Anderson, 8 USCMA 803, 25 CMR 107 (1968).  
IZ304Pa.335.156 Ati. 101 (1931). 
53 I d .  at 348, 156 Ati. at 104. 
64 258 F.2d 338 (Pd Cir. 1968). 
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tegrity of the prosecutor and, in a case where the crux is the 
credibility test between the government witness and the accused. 
constituted reversible error. When confronted with this type of 
situation, the prosecutor must rely upon rebuttal matter other 
than his own unsworn statements. 

I t  might be noted parenthetically that there is no prohibition 
against counsel being sworn and taking the witness stand just  as 
any other person. Canon 19 of the Canons of Professional Ethics 
limits this by providing, in part, ". , . Except when essential to 
the ends of justice, a lawyer should avoid testifying in court on 
behalf of his client," Where the trial counsel testifies, for him 
to subsequently argue that his own testimony rebuts that  of the 
expert witness of the defense, while not reversible error, in- 
dicates poor judgment and is highly The various 
reasons assigned f a r  its impropriety a re  that the jury has dif- 
ficulty in discriminating between the evidence the counsel has 
given under oath and his comments in argument;66 that the counsel 
la liable to be prejudiced in favor of his cause;5' that  the functions 
of witness and advocate should be and that such 
practice offends against the Canons of Professional Ethics. IB 

Another case concerning itself with the issue of comment upon 
mattera not in evidence, as well a8 posing a question of ethics, was 
presented to  the Court of Military Appeals in United States v .  
Beatty.60 Bath the trial counsel and defense counsel knew of prior 
acts of sexual intercourse on the part  of the sixteen year old pros- 
ecutrix which might have had a bearing on her credibility in a 
case of assault with intent to commit rape. While neither side 
delved into her purple past, the defense counsel attempted to cast 
her in the role of a trollop. Trial counsel countered this by 
saying, "There has been no one to testify that they ever knew 
of her having ~exua l  relations with anyone. As fa r  as we know, 
she la a virgin. . , ." 

Chief Judge Quinn, for the majority, held that the trial counsel 
exceeded the bounds of fair  argument and deliberately conveyed 
to the court the false impression the prosecutrix was a virgin. 
He was of the opinion that a military prosecutor should not be 
allowed knowingly to  convey a false impression to the court 
even though defense counsel apparently acquiesces. However, he 
held that the misconduct was not reversible error where the 

United States Y MeCanta. 10 CSCMA 3 4 6 , 2 1  CMR 420 (19591, 
66 5 8  Am Jur. Witneesea 5 155 (1948). 
11 I b i d .  
$8 Robmson Y. United Srstea, 32 F 2d 505 (8th Clr. 1828) 
5nCanonr of Profeaaional Ethics 18: Zeidier V. State,  188 Wia. 44, 206 X.W. 

872 (19261 

70 *GO 48108 

60 io USCMA m 2 i  c m  385 (1959). 
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evidence of guilt is clear and compelling.6' Judge Latimer, con- 
curring in the result, with regard to this question, said that  the 
trial counsel only met the innuendos created by the defense, and 
his statement, "As f a r  a s  we know. . . .", was merely an imper- 
sonal commentary on the evidence before the court. Judge 
Ferguson dissented on other grounds. 

I t  appears clear that  the trial counsel's remark, as phrased, 
does not convey to  the court matters exclusively within his knowl- 
edge. If he had said, "As f a r  88 you know. . , .", it  would have 
been improper by implying that  he had facts to  the contrary, but 
his use of "we" did not carry this connotation. His remark does 
not appear to fall within Judge Maxey's objectionable category 
of "alleged facts." Rather, it  appears that  the trial counsel urged 
the court members to utilize what they observed in the courtroom 
and to draw upon their common experience in ascertaining the 
likelihood of the prosecutrix' virginity. 

Obviously, the proper method for  counsel to employ when there 
are facts upan which he desires to argue is ta get them into 
evidenee.'B As a corollary, when the trial counsel has no admis- 
sible evidence of prior offenses of the accused, it is prejudicial 
error for him to imply in argument that  the accused was in fact 
guilty of other offenses.68 

Similarly, when the trial counsel in United States 21. Allen" re- 
ferred to the recent best-selling novel "Anatomy of a Murder" 
as depicting the manner in which a shrewd attorney may fabri- 
cate a defense of insanity through the medium of the "lecture" 
to his client, the Court of Military Appeals found such innuendo to 
be improper argument which, together with other errom, required 
reversal. Judge Latimer dissented, stating that  it was clear that  
trial counsel was presenting his argument in the farm of a 
similitude and that his inference found considerable support in 
the record.'E 

4. Person01 Meliefs, Feelings and Opinions 
Canon 16 of the Canons of Professional Ethics and the Manual" 

employ nearly identical language in stating that it is improper for 
6 1  This aspect of the effect8 of forensic misconduct WII be eonaidered at the 

text accompanying note 146 injra. 
62 United States V. Anderson. B U D T ~  note 51: NCM 340,  Sehriver. IS CMR 
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counsel to assert in argument his personal belief in the guilt or 
innocence of the accused or in the justice of his cause. In this 
area the courts are confronted with the qil-tion of whether the 
remarks of counsel are in fact B statement of his personal opinion 
or merely intended to be argument that the government had, or 
had not, met its burden of proof. 

A statement by the prosecutor which was susceptible of being 
interpreted as an expression of personal opinion af the guilt of 
the defendant was held to be not unfair or prejudicial in Cnited 
States v ,  Bat t i~ to .~ '  This result was reached because the prose- 
cutor did not intimate that he had personal knowledge of facts 
showing the defendant's guilt. A similar view was expressed 
by the Sixth Circuit Court of Appeais in Henderson 9. l'nited 
State@when it  stated: 

It ia not misconduct on hi8 [the pmsecutor'a] part t o  express his indi- 
vidual belief in the guilt of the accused if such belief is based solely on 
the widenee introduced and the july i8 not led to believe that there is 
other evidence, known to the prosecutor, but not introduced, justifying 
that belief.lQ 

However, Circuit Judge McAllister filed a strong dissent in which 
he said of the pnxecutor, "He is not, however, justified in thrust- 
ing his personality into the case and expressing his opinion that 
the defendant is guilty. , . . If he violates this rule, he is guilty of 
misconduct. . . . " T o  The Second Circuit Court of Appeals in 
L'nited States u .  Kinmie" expressed disturbance with the pros- 
ecutor stating his personal opinion of the guilt of the accused. 
However, the court was confronted with the situation of the pros- 
ecutor's remarks having been elicited in retaliation to expressions 
by the defense counsel of his personal belief in his client's in- 
nocence. In this context the court found no error, thus in- 
dicating that in this area it is permissible to fight fire with fire. 
Two wrongs may not make a right, but the judicial sentiment 
seems to be that if the defense counsel has violated Canon 16 it 
would be unfair to allow him to invoke it against the prosecutor. 
I t  is submitted that the Canan and the Manual provisions were 
not intended to be this malleable and that the proper procedure 
a t  the trial level would be for the nresidinn iudee or law officer . .. . 

17 204 F.2d 717 (7th Cir 1953). The statement was "If I. ~n my own mind, 
thought for m e  minute that these defendants were not parties to this ease, 
I certainly would not hare the coursee to stand Y g  here and argue before 
you tha t  they were gudty. If i a  never our intention t o  prosecute and try 
innocent men." 204 F.2d at 719. C i  C M  363993, Shipiey, 14 C M R  342 (1954) 

68 218 F 2d I4 (6th Cir 1955).  
b e  I d .  at  19. 
90 I d .  at 22. 
7 1  268 F 2d 824 (2d Cir 1958)  ; e j .  Stste V. VanLuven, 124 Wsah. 222, 163 

P.2d 200 (10461 
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to stop improper argument which injects personal opinions 
into the ease thus leaving no room for  the retaliatory opinion of 
the opposing counsel. 

The prosecutor’s characterization of himself a s  a “thirteenth 
juror’’ and vigorow expression of his personal opinion a8 to the 
trustworthiness of the government’s evidence and the consequent 
guilt of the defendant was found highly improper and reversible 
error in Greenberg II. United States.‘P The court cited Canon 16 
to the effect that  it is improper for caunsel to  assert in his argu- 
ment his personal belief in the justice of his cause. I t  continued 
with a discussion of aeveral specific reasons why such argument 
is improper. First, to allow it would be to permit the prosecu- 
tor to testify without cross-examination. Secondly, it  would create 
a false impression of reliability and credibility of counsel and 
would give the prosecutor an edge because of his official backing. 
Thirdly, a ticklish problem would be presented where the de- 
fense counsel does not believe in his client’s innocence. Thus find- 
ing himself impaled upon the hams of a dilemma, must he none- 
theless argue that  he does believe in his client’s innocence in order 
to counter the argument of the prosecution? The court noted 
with reluctance that  special circumstances, such as that  in 
Kiamie, supra, may justify thia sort of argument by the prosecut- 
ing attorney, but that it will not be allowed as a matter of course. 

The clear determination of impropriety of the prosecutor’s ex- 
pression of his personal opinion of the guilt of the accused con- 
tained in the Greenberg case and in Circuit Judge McAllister’s 
dissent in Henderson presents a better and more workable view 
than the hazy rules permitting such comment announced by the 
Henderson majority and in the Battinto case. I t  is submitted that  
fewer problems will be created in the future by a rigid adherence 
to  Canon 16 and the applicable Manual provisions than by an 
attempt to circumvent or ignore them. 

5. Retaliatory Comment a Argument b y  Defense Covnsel 

I t  will be recalled that  in United States v .  Doct07,’~ the trial 
counsel responded to defense counsel’s challenging criticism of 
his failure to cross-examine the accused by saying that  he did not 
like to hear lies uttered from the witness stand. This statement 
was precipitated by the defense counsel’s comments, and, while it 
would have been improper initially, the defense eoun~el opened 
UP the subject and the trial counsel may reply-even though his 
argument goes outside the evidence. The general rule with regard 

71280 F.2d 472 ( 1 s t  Cir. ISSO). 
7 3  supra note 94. 
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to retaliatory argument was summed up by the Court of Military 
Appeals as follows: 

Mattera which ordinarily are not the subject of  comment may become 
relevant if they m e  opened up by defense counsel . . . . [Wle  mention the 
fact that defense counsel do take some n r k .  If they seek to make capital 
out of asserted failure8 on the part af the prosecution, they must be 
prepared to be met by an explanation far the ~ m i m ~ n .  There are numer- 
OYB authorities to the effect that a prosecutor's reply to arguments of de. 
feme may become proper. even though. had the argument not been made. 
the subject of the reply would hare been objeetionsbh.7i 
However, there iB a t  least one area where the rule of retaliation 

is inapplicable. Where the defense counsel in argument first men- 
tioned a Secretary of the S s v y  policy instruction with regard to 
the punitive discharge of thieves and asked the court to make an 
exception to its application in the accused's case, the trial counsel 
was held to have erred when he retaliated by asking the court to 
take judicial notice of and to enforce the policy.76 

A more recent c m e  in this area is L'nited States c.  De Bell,'* 
in which the Court of Military Appeals held that i t  was error for 
the trial counsel, in replying to a defense objection to admission 
of secondary evidence, to point out that the defense had refused to 
produce certain original checks. However, i t  was held that there 
was na possibility of prejudice in these remarks, since there wan 
sufficient evidence in the record ta support the prosecution's case 
against the accused without the additional evidence. Accordingly, 
i t  was concluded that the members of the court would not draw any 
adverse inferences from the refusal of the defense to produce the 
original checks. 

6. Comments on the  Duty of the Court 

The trial counsel is unlikely to enjoin the court to  do its 
duty unles8 he figures that that would be tantamount to convic- 
tion of the accused, and if  he desires to couch his argument ~n 
terms of a call ta duty, he may do so. Generally. the prosecutor 
may illustrate to the court the effect of its findings an the eom- 
munity or society generally with respect to obedience to the 
law, but comments in that regard become improper when they are 
unreasonable, intemperate or extravagant in portraying the con- 
sequences of an  acquittal." An example of improper argument 

7 4  7 USCMA at 184. 21 C M R  s t  2 6 0 :  aeeord. Unlted States , Klamle. s i i p ~ a  
note 7 1 ,  Oehos V. United States, 167 F.2d 341 19th Cir 1848) ,  U n i t e d  States 
Y Anderson, 12 USC>lA 223, 30 CMR 223 (1961):  K C Y  373,  Tainpeah. 18 
C M R  382 118611. 

75 Cmted States v Davis, 8 USCXA 1 8 5 .  21 CMR 236 11957)  
7 4  11 USCMA 45, 38 CMR 268 (19581 (Opmlon by Chief  Judge Q u i n n  an 

uhleh Judge Latimer concurred in the reivlt  (on groundr of U I I Y ~ T I .  Judge 
F e i ~ u r o n  dissenting). 
7 A C Y  8768. Doyle. 17 ChlR 615 11864). 
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upon the duty of the court to convict was contained in L'nited 
States 8 .  Cook,is in which the accused was being tried far in- 
voluntary manslaughter of a Filipino arising out of a fight in a 
Philippine bar. The prosecution testimony was weak and suf- 
ficiently conflicting 80 as to be capable of creating a reasonable 
doubt. The trial counsel in his argument stressed the importance 
of the ease to United States-Philippine relations and its impact on 
the Philippine community with its consequent effect on American 
farces there. The Court of Military Appeals stated that where 
the evidence is in conflict an untoward incident could sub- 
stantially influence the deliberations of the court-martial. The 
Court found that the statements of the trial counsel supplied the 
untoward incident and stated that an appeal to a court to predicate 
its verdict upon the probable effect of its action an relations be. 
tween the military and civilian community is improper. 

I .  Stating-"7 Misstating-the Leu; 

The Court af Military Appeals has stated that counsel may 
argue any legal theory he so desires consistent with the facts af 
the case, and it  is clear that trial counsel has the right to discuss 
the law applicable to the case.ia While the Court of Military 
Appeals has not been confronted with the issue. a t  least one board 
of review has indicated that the defense counsel similarly ha% this 
right by holding the law officer to be in error where he prevented 
the defense counsel from entering upon a discussion of applicable 
legal principles concerning reasonable doubt.8o 

The extent to which counsel may go in discussing the applicable 
law has been the subject of careful judicial scrutiny. I t  is clear 
that the court is to receive the law from the law officer, or in the 
case of a special court-martial, from the president, and counsel 
must be careful not to encroach upon this prerogatiwg1 However. 
trial counsel before a special court-martial has also been character- 
ized 88 an ''oracle" from which the court receives advice on mat- 
ters of law and as such is subject to an even greater duty of care.82 

78 11 USCMA 99, 28 CMR 323 (19591; c i .  United States Y. Msmduy, 10 
USCMA 102, 37 CMR 176 (1959) (alrnilar language contained I" iaw officer's 
,"afr"etlo"sl. 

i s  United States v Adama, 6 USCMA 563, 18 CMR 1 8 i  (1955):  Dnited 
States V. Fair, 2 USCMA 521, 10 CMR 19 (1953).  

BO CM 867813, Beachiey, 13 CMR 392 (1953) .  
0 1  United Staten s Strong, 1 CSCMA 627, 6 CMR 55 (18521; United States 

Y Fair, 8upro note 79. 
88 United Staten V.  Hatter, 8 USCMA 186, 23 CMR 410 (1957): accord, 

United States Y .  King, 12 U S C I A  71. 30 CMR 71 (19601. n'hm the president 
of a special court-martial 1s in doubt as to the law, he map request the t n d  
~ o u n i e l  to obtain legal authoritres MCII.  1951, para. 449(1). C j  United 
States V. Fair, BUVC note 79.  
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When counsel reaches for the Court-Martial Reports or ather 
authorities to read an excerpt from an opinion to the court-martial, 
he runs the risk of judicial disapproval of his actions, for here he 
comes closest to interpoaing himself between the law officer and the 
court as the source of the law. A preferable procedure would be to 
have the law officer include the desired language in his instructions 
to the court. The least that can be demanded of the trial counsel 
who feels compelled to read anything to the court is that he permit 
the law officer to examine it first.l3 Judicial disapproval of the 
nation of counsel reading authorities to the court-martial was 
summed up in L'nited States 8 .  O'Brien.64 where. in B ease in which 
the trial counsel read from a board of review decision, it was said, 
"Perhaps, strictly speaking. this action may have constituted 
error; certainly, it did not accord with the preferred 
However, in this case, the Court found no prejudice. 

Regardless of what ather tactics have been approved by the 
Court of Military Appeals, it will not countenance a misstatement 
of law by counsel in his 

B. BY T H E  D E F E N S E  
Since in proper argument by defense counsel generally will not 

prejudice the accused, obviously this issue is not often raised on 
appeal. The theory seems to be that if the defense counsel exceeds 
the bounds of proper argument, which are applicable a8 well to 
defense counsel a8 to trial counsel, and the accused is acquitted. 
whatever detriment the government might suffer, the accused can 
scarcely complain. On the other hand, if  he is convicted in spite of 
his counsel's tactics, he cannot legally complain in that case either 
for he did have the benefit, such as i t  was. of his counsel'8 impro- 
prieties. 

A word of caution may be in order here. The foregoing should 
not be construed as allowing defense counsel carte blanche in his 
pleas to the court. In his argument, the defense counsel is subject 
t o  the same legal and ethical rules which bind the trial counsel. As 
noted, his forensic errors are seldom the subject of judicial atten- 
tion. However, certain reatrietive areas have been delineated. 
One such area involves the making of admissions contrary to the 

interests of the accused, contrary ta his plea of not guilty, or con- 
trary to the entire theory of the defense. Thin area naturally over- 
laps that having to do with the adequacy of counsel. Examples of 
this sort of comment by defense counsel which have been held to 

8 9  United Ststea v Fair, aupro note 79. 
84 3 OSCMA 106, 11 CMR 106 (1963) 
BS id at ma, 11 CMR at ioa 
%e United states V. Hatter, supra note 82. 
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prejudice the accused are an admission in a case involving failure 
to obey an order that the accused actually knew of the order,'> nnd 
a virtual concession of guilt by the appointed defense counsel in a 
premeditated murder ease in which the individual defense counsel. 
who had conducted virtually the entire defense. had stressed the 
theory of accident,sB The simplicity of these cases is beclouded 
by the result in Vnited States a. Y o u ~ g , ~ ~  There, when the defense 
counsel conceded the guilt of one co-accused in an attempt to save 
the other, a majority of the Court of Military Appeals found his 
remarks unobjectionable ainee they were intellectually honest. It 
remains to be seen to what extent the Court will carry its intellec- 
tual honesty test. However laudable it might be for defense counsel 
to be candid and intellectually honest, the propriety of his argu- 
ment and the adequacy of his representation should not be meas- 
ured by that yardstick. Ta do 80 impme8 an artificial limitation and 
an unfair burden upon defense counsel. I t  is to be hoped that the 
Court af Military Appeals, having initiated this device, will limit it 
severely and not permit wholesale concessions of guilt under the 
guise of intellectual honesty. 

In the case of an unpopular prosecution, i t  would appear to be 
improper for the defense counsel to tell the court members to "io- 
late their oaths. However, there is no need for him to do this. This 
situation provides an excellent opportunity for the employment of 
forensic skill. As in many other areas. counsel should be able to 
convince the court  to reach the result he desires by means of in- 
ference and implication without ever once straying from the limits 
of proper argument. 

Defense counsel may not utilize the argument to  unleash a 
stream af indecorous abuse, mockery and contempt. When he thus 
exceeds the limits of decency he is properly subject to punitive 
action.90 

Reference was made earlier to the value of the argument of de- 
fense eo~~nse l  and his duty to his client in that regard." While 
defense counsel can rarely prejudice his client by means of his 
choice of words, he can do 80 by a complete failure to argue.e2 

As there is with regard to  argument of trial counsel, there is a 
similar duty upon the law officer to see that the defense mumel ob- 

87 United States V .  Smith. 8 USCMA 582, 25 CMR 85 (10581 
88 United S tn t e i  v, Walker, 3 U S C M h  355, 12 CMR 111 (1953). 

QoCnited States Y .  DeAngeiii, 3 USCMA 208, 12 CMR 54 (1953); c i .  Sncher 
80 io USCMA s i ,  2 i  CMR 171 (1960). 

0 1  See text Lccomp*"yl"E note 1 "'P". 
Y. United States, 313 U S 1 (10521 

Statea Y .  Sizemore. 2 USCMA 572, 10 CMR i o  11953). 
92Umted States v McMahsn, 6 CSCMA 709, 21 CMR 31 (1956); Cnited 
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serves the legal and ethical limits of proper argument. However, 
he must take care not to overstep his prerogatives in so doing. 

He must not imDr0DWlv limit defense counsel's arnument. In 

98 M C M ,  1951, para. 6 3 1 .  
e@United Staten Y. Brown, 10 CSCMA 482, 28 C I R  48 (1959);  c i .  Cnited 

Stater Y. Walker, 9 USCMA 187, 25 CMR 419 (1968).  
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In United States 9. Bouie,lOO the attention of the Court of Mili- 
tary Appeals was directed specifically towards argument of counsel 
an motions. There, the defense caungei announced a desire to argue 
upon a motion far a finding of not guilty in open court. In sub- 
stantiation of the defense position upon the motion defense counsel 
commenced reading a headnote from a board of review decision. 
The law officer suatained the trial counsel's objection to this proce- 
dure and forbade the defense counsel from reciting the facts of the 
0888s upon which he relied in support of the motion, while allawing 
him to  argue the law. 

The Court of Xilitary Appeals, in dealing with the imue thus 
raised, said that i t  is unquestionably improper for counsel to argue 
the facts of another case to a court-martial. But, it stated, the 
reason for the rule ceases to exist where counsel's argument is di- 
rected to the law officer in support of a motion seeking appropriate 
relief. Where such argument is directed to the law officer, the pre- 
ferred practice i s  for the argument to be held out of the presence of 
the court-martial members. but with regsrd to a motion on which 
the law officer rules subject to objection by any member of the 
court,1o1 the argument must perforce be before the members of the 
court. The Court held that the law officer erred by not allowing the 
defense counsel to continue his argument, but under the circum- 
stances of the case such error was not prejudiciai.lo2 

The Court stated that in those areas in which the law officer rules 
subject to objection by any member of the court "the members of a 
general court-martial are the tr iers of the fact and. in effect. of the 
law as well."1os Obviously the Court intended a narrow interpreta- 
tion of the word "law" in this context, far the only legal question 
upon which the members of the court rule is whether the evidence 
a t  t ha t  point is sufficient as a matter of law to establish a prima 
facie case. The language of the Court should not be construed a8 a 
license f a r  the court members to usurp the functions of the law 
officer with regard to the determination of the law applicable to the 
case. This the law officer would stili do, preferably a t  an out-of- 
court hearing prior to the time the motion is argued to the court- 
martial. Then, in arguing to the court, counsel would be limited 
to the framework of the law of the case as determined by the law 
officer. Of course, as the Court states, "It would be a cumbersome 
procedure to require in these situations that counsel present his 
argument twice-once before the law officer and again before the 

1008 USCMA 228, 26 C Y R  8 (19581. 
101 U C M J ,  art. Sl(b1. 
lo*Cf .  ACM 6171, Simon, 8 C M R  783 (1953). 
103 United States V. Bouie. 8 u p r a  note 100, at 233, 26 C M R  a t  13. 
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court."'o' This would be true if  the two arguments were identical: 
however, the arguments are based upon entirely different subject 
matter. The former, before the law officer, is to establish the law of 
the case and the later, to  the court members, is upon the issue of the 
existence of a prima facie case. 

The decision in Bouie and whatever confusion it may engender 
are the result of the present system under the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice which permits the court members to  overrule the 
decision of the law officer in certain specified areas.2as It has been 
proposed that Article 51 (b ) ,  UCMJ, be amended to provide that 
the law officer rule finally on a motion for a finding of not 
This amendment is sorely needed to obviate such situations as arose 
in Bouie and their attendant problems. 

B. ON T H E  SENTENCE 

What has been said thus far with regard to the value of, and 
rule8 governing, argument an the findings is generally applicable 
to that on the sentence as weil. The subject of argument on the 
sentence was given thorough treatment in a recent isme of the 
MilitarrJ Law Review.'o' However, there have been Some new 
areas af this subject explored and some familiar ones revisited 
since the date of that article. 

Considerable attention has been paid recently to the content of 
argument on the sentence a t  a rehearing. I t  has been held improper 
for the trial counsel to inform the court members of the maximum 
punishment which the accused eouid receive if the case were an 
original trial.108 In Cnited States I .  S i r n p s ~ n , ' ~ ~  the trial counsel 
in his argument on the sentence upon a rehearing said that a bad- 
conduct discharge is not a permanent blot an the recard of the ac- 
cused and that any discharge but a dishonorable discharge could 
be wiped off the record by the Board for the Correction of Military 
Records. The Court of Military Appeals found it highly improper 
for the trial counsel to refer to possible ameliorative action by ad- 
ministrative agencies since such a comment presents a fair  risk of 
improperly influencing the sentence deliberations of the court- 
martial. This attitude concerning reference to the possibility of 

LO4 l b d  
l oaCCMJ,  art 61(b!. 
LOB U.S. Dep'! of  Army, Report of the Committee on the Uniform Code of 

10- Chileoar, Prrsrntenerng Procedure in Cour!s-.Marlicxi, Mil. L. Rev..  July 
Military Justice, G a d  Order and D m i p l i n e  in the Army 108 (1860). 
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appeal, parole. pardon or other ameliorative action finds support in 
other authorities.ll0 

Similarly, if the trial coumel conveys to the court-martial during 
the presentencing procedure the idea that the convening authority 
has already considered certain clemency factors in determining the 
type of court ta which the charges should be referred he has eom- 
mitted error.ll1 

Neither may the trial counsel in a special court-martial set out 
the maximum punishment from the Table of Maximum Punish- 
ments for  the offenses for  which the accused is on trial when this 
figure substantially exceeds the punishment power of the special 

Since the decision in United States %, Phipps,"S which held that 
courts-martial may separate persons from the service only by 
means of a dishonorable or bad eanduet discharge, defense counsel 
may not be permitted to urge the court-martial to adjudge an un- 
desirable or general discharge."' 

Among the familiar areas revisited are those of the role of trial 
counsel in the special court-martial and the question of Navy De- 
partment policy directives. 

In United States 21 King,>>& the trial counsel attempted to  in- 
fluence the court members by mentioning the sentences awarded 
in other cases. The Court of Military Appeals stated that the sen- 
tences imposed an other persons involving different facts do not 
aid the court in fitting the punishment to the person on trial. Trial 
counsel's argument was inappropriate and may well have caused 
the court  members to believe that  uniformity in punishment re- 
quired the imposition of a punitive discharge. Outlining the role 
and responsibility of the trial counsel in a special court-martial. 
the Court said that  the trial counsel is to aid the president in de- 
termining the law, and his statements, if unquestioned by the 
defense, are accepted a8 stating correct legal principles. Aceord- 
ingly, he should carefully limit his arguments to the evidence in the 
record, to fa i r  inferences therefrom and matters relevant to  the 
appropriateness of puniahment. 

The spectre of command influence again reared its head in 
Cnited States u. Leggio.'I6 There it was held to be prejudicial error 

110 See gen~rs l ly  Note, Nolure and Canaepuonccs ol Forenaio Miacondurf 

ted States Y. Cruteher, 11 USCMA 483, 29 CMR 266 (18601 : United 
Cargenter,  11 USCMA 418,29 CMR 2 3 4  (lSB01. 
ted States V. Crutcher,   SUP^ nore 111; r f .  United Stater Y. Green, 

in t h e  P ~ o e s c u t i o n  of a Ciiminol Coar, 54 Colum. L. Rev. 946 (1954) 

11 USCMA 478, 29 CMR 294 (1960). 
118 12 L'SCYA 14.30 CMR 14 (1960) 
114 United States Y .  Goodman, 12 USCMA 26, 30 CMR 25 (1960). 
111 Supro note 82. 
l l b  12 OSCYA 8, 90 CMR S (1960).  
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for the trial counsel during argument on the sentence to refer to B 

policy message concerning the removal from the service of persons 
in certain grades who have shown potential for trouble making. 

IV. THE EFFECT O F  ERROR 

A, C C R I S G  D C R I 6 G  TRIAL 

1. Generally 

Assuming that one or more of the errors outlined previously in 
this article i8 committed, the effects of the error can be dealt with 
in a variety of ways. In some instance8 the error can be coped u i t h  
effectively during trial. Theoretically, the effect of the error may 
be dissipated entirely a: that time. Among the methods which may 
be employed in the courtroom to correct error are the prompt re- 
traction of erroneous comments by the offending counsel. the 
waiver of objections ta the comment by the oppming counsel and 
the appropriate action of the law officer. Among the latter are the 
stopping of improper argument sua sponte or upon objection of 
counsel, the giving of curative instructions to the court and the 
assertion of his discretionary functions, among which IS the power 
to declare a mistrial 

2. Retraction o f  I m p r o p e r  Remarks 
To judge from the reported cases the application of the rule of 

retraction of improper argument is greater in the civilian area than 
the military.LL7 In theory the prompt retraction by the erring 
counsel expunges the error from the record 80 effectively that there 
is no iswe remaining to litigate, or the retraction coupled with 
ameliorative instructions is sufficient to  remedy any evil that  the 
remark might have worked. 

3. Waiwr  b y  Opposing  Counsel 
With regard to waiver by the actions, or lack thereof, of the 

defense counsel. it is difficult t o  detect the rule from the exceptions 
which have been engrafted upon it. The Court of Military Appeals 
in C m t r d  States L. Doctor lle enunciated the general outlines af the 
rule. However, many other cases, treated herein, in an attempt to 
protect against an mfnngement of the rights of the accused, have 
interposed exceptions. 

In Doctor the Court, after a discussion of the applicable federal 
decisions."O stated that:  
- __ 

Lli 83 Am. Jur. T r d  608 (1946) :  Comment, 36 Colum. L. Rev. 931 (1936). 
118 7 USCMA 126.21 CYR 262 (1956) 
Ils Dunlop I. United S t a l l ,  165 U.S. 486 ( 1 8 9 7 1 ;  Langiord Y Umted 

States, 178 F.2d 48 (9th Cir 18481. 
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The failure t o  object in the tr ial  arena where the harmful &seta. if 

any, might be ameliorated by prompt inatmetions fiom the law omeer, 
normally raise8 the doctrine of waive? and precludes an accused from 
asserting a claim of error on appea1.120 

The Court would not allow trial defense counsel to give silent 
assent to trial counsel's argument a t  the trial only to be "second- 
guessed" by appellate defense counsel's claim of impropriety and 

The first exception is the "miscarriage of justice" or "interests 
of justice" exception, expounded in L'nited Stetas v .  Shees.lz1 In 
that ease improper argument by the trial counsel WBB directly con- 
nected to, and the error compounded by, an erroneous ruling by the 
law officer on an important issue raised by a defense objection. In 
these circumstances, reasoned the Court of Military Appeals, i t  
would be a miscarriage of Justice to disregard the error on the 
ground of waiver. 

In Cnited States 8 .  Cook,'21 where it is not clear whether the de- 
fense counsel desired to object to the argument af the trial counsel 
or to reply by additional argument, the majority of the Court re- 
fused to hold against the accused where there was no clear indica- 
tion of waiver. Judge Latimer would adhere to an earlier, unen- 
cumbered rule, and in dissenting said : 

error. 

Certainly I experience B O ~ D  difficulty in finding tha t  arguments incite 
anger, animosity. OT ill will and divert the minds of the court w a y  from 
their  primary dvty when the t n a l  defense counsel is 80 little concerned 
by what is being m i d  tha t  he sits in ~ i l enee  and asks for  no curstwe 
messures by the law officer 123 

In  special courts-martial where counsel are nonlawye2-s and ob- 
Vlously not trained to either recognize the error involved or intel- 
ligently waive its harmful effects, the Court of Military Appeals i s  
properly le88 inclined to apply the doctrine of waiver. So, in a case 
where nonlawyer trial counsel mentioned matters not in evidence in 
his rebuttal argument on the sentence, nonlawyer defense counsel 
was held not to have waived an objection to the error,l24 

The theory of non-imposition of the doctrine of waiver in special 
courts-martial was extended to cover cases with lawyer counsel 
participating in Cnited States v .  Hettei.,125 where the Court said:  

We have not been disposed t o  enforce the doetrine of waiver in ~pec ia l  
coult-martial  tr isis ,  and the  facta of this eaie eon~inee  us to stay within 
tha t  doetnne. True i t  IS tha t  lswyera tr ied the ease, but the presiding 
officer was not trained in the law, and undoubtedly trial e o u i i d  waa the 

120 United States Y.  Doctor, m p m  note 118, a t  135, 21 CIIR a t  261. 
121 10 USCYA 285, 27 CMR 359 (19591. See a l ~ o  Cnited States V. S m s ,  

121  11 USCMA 99, 28 CMR 323 (1969). 
1 2 3  I d .  at 104,  28 CXR at  328 
121  Dnited Srstar V. Andewon. 8 CSCMA 603, 25 C M R  107 (1958). 
'21Supro note 82. 

6 USCMA 115, 17 CMR 115 (1964) 
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The Court recently reaffirmed this position in United States u. 
King . ' X i  

Hatter and King mark the logical culmination of the path fol- 
lowed by the Court of Military Appeals since it first departed the 
straight and narrow of Doeta,. The Court has shifted from a wil- 
lingness to allow waiver to the point where it now finds itself grasp- 
ing for grounds to refuse waiver. Previously, waiver was meas- 
ured by the yardstick of ability of counsel: now, in Hatter,  the 
Court has decided it is rather a question of the qualification of the 
presiding officer which is determinative. The ability of counsel to 
look out for himself no longer is a factor. The logic of Judge 
Latimer's dissent in Cook is much more compelling than his opin- 
ion for the Court in Hatter.  I t  i s  submitted that the doetrine of 
waiver should be invoked in accordance with the rule of Doeto? 
and the spirit of the dissent in Cook. If this were done, reasonable 
rules would return to this area. 

oracle through whieh the court received ita inatruetiana on the iaw.I26 

4. Functions of the Lato ORiiecr 
The law officer must play an active, rather than passive, role in 

setting the limits of argument. He need not wait f a r  counsel's 
objection to improprieties on the part  of opposing counsel, but, 
when the occasion demands, should stop improper argument on his 
own motion. Among those occasions which have been delineated by 
appellate tribunals are a misstatement af law by the trial 
counsel and improper arpummt with regard to inferences to be 
drawn from the silence of the a~cused . '~ '  A Circuit Court  of Ap- 
peals case, which has been cited with approval by military authori- 
ties, states that  not only should the trial judge stop improper 
argument, but his prompt and emphatic condemnation ma? cure an 
improper argument of government counsel.130 Other federal cases 
conform to the rule requiring immediate correction and rebuke in 
aggravated cases even where defense counsel does not rise to 
objeet.lsl 

Once improper argument is made i t  appears incumbent upon the 
law officer to take some action with regard to it. Usually this will 
be in the form of curative instructmns by means of which the law 
officer attempts to salvage something from the wreckage wrought 
by counsel's unfortunate choice of words. The law officer's efforts 

I*S 0 USCMA et 189 23 CYR at 413. 
s.& note 02. 

118 United States Y.  Fair, 2 CSCMA 521, IO CMR 19 (1953). 
18s ACM 11275, Nelson, 20 CMR 848 ( 1 8 6 6 ) .  
130 Knowles V.  Cnited States. 224 F.2d 168 (10th Cir. 1955! i c i  ACM 

13005, Abernathy, 24 CMR 765 (1967): A C M  11275, le iron,  mpra note 128. 
131 Greenberg Y. L'nited Stater, 280 F.2d 472 ( 1 s t  Cir. 1860!. 
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usually receive appellate blessing if he completely counters the 
erroneous statement and instructs the court upon the proper rule of 
law to appiy.131 However, should he neglect to correct erroneous 
comments left with the court-martial by counsel, reversal will gem 
erally be necessary.'aa 

In spite of all the law officer can do, there are occa.+ons when 
cautionary instructions are insufficient to undo the damage that 
has been done and there remains a fair risk that the court-martial 
will be improperly inRuenced.la' Aim, there is the danger that the 
law officer's so-called curative instructions may create more prob- 
lems than they cure. I t  is entirely possible that the instructions 
will serve to highlight the error and imbed the erroneous remark 
even more firmly in the minds of the court members. A possible 
remedial device would be to  inquire of the defense counsel out of 
the hearing of the court whether he desired that  the curative in- 
struction be given, but this act, in itself, may tend to highlight the 
error in the mind of the alert court member. For the present there 
is a duty on the law officer to instruct sua sponte regardless of any 
possible adverse side effects.'ah 

An interesting situation exists with regard to the class of cases 
involving reference to policy directives during the course of court- 
martial proceedings. In United States w .  Fowle 186 and Dnited 
States v.  Estrada the majority of the Court of Military Appeals 
stated that no cautionary instruction to the members of the court 
that they may disregard the announced policies of their commander 
can relieve the error from prejudice. Judge Latimer. concurring 
by separate opinion in the former and dissenting in the latter, 
maintains that such an instruction is sufficient if the members of 
the court are  aware of the policy directive prior to any reference to 
it a t  the trial and the instruction makes it clear that the policy is no 
more than a guide and the court members are  entitled to use their 
o m  unfettered discretion as to the appropriateness of the sentence. 

Perhaps this area is not entirely closed, for in Gnited States v .  
C~rnrnina.'~8 the Court, with Judge Ferguson dissenting, upheld the 
argument of trial counsel in which he referred to a policy with 
regard to punishment set forth in the Manual, but made it clear the 
court was free to adjudge any permissible sentence. Chief Judge 
Quinn, writing for  the majority, appears to have adopted Judge 

111; A C M  6711, stowe, 12 cnn 
__ 

IZP vnlted ststel ". carpentor, avpro 
657 11863) 

198 united States Y. cox, 8 USCMA 276, 26 CMR 55 (1958) i r i .  United 

134 Urnfed Ststen V. Britt, 10 USCMA 557, 28 C M R  123 11968). 
states ". porter, 10 USCMA 427, 27 cnn 501 (1958).  
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Latimer's test of whether the court understands i t  is free to exer- 
cise ita discretion and award any legal and appropriate sentence. 
There would appear to be scant logical distinction between the trial 
counsel and the law officer informing the court-martial that it is not 
bound by the policy directive. Therefore, it is believed that,  in the 
future, the Court of Military Appeals will depart from a rigid in- 
terpretation of the Fowle and Est?& cases and hold that there 
are situations in which curative instructions by the law officer are 
effective in this area. 

The law officer has a fairly wide range of discretion as to just  
exactly what steps he will take to counter improper argument. 
Several of the avenues open to him were mapped in Cnited States 
v .   lackey,'^^ a case which involved the possibility of command con- 
trol. The Court said:  

The fadure of the law officer LO take acuon SUB sponte IS crucial If 
he had felt  that there w a i  no validity in the elsim of command control, 
he should have taken steps to correct the ~mpression. On the other 
hand if he sensed that the comment would lead the court members to 
eonelude that the eommanding general had authorized trial emnsel to 
advise them of his wishes, the Isw ameer's duty required that he either 
csil for  a retractm and instrvet the members to dinregard such inean- 
tatians, or declare a mi~triaI.L40 

The effect of cautionary instructions upon a motion for mistrial 
after an erroneous remark by trial counsel is discussed in l'nitad 
States v .  Shamlian.141 

The law officer runs a risk of being accused of abusing his dis- 
cretion when he grants trial counsel too broad latitude in his argu- 
ment,L4Z or when he unduly limits the argument of the defense 
C'JU"Sel.1'~ 

B. SCBSEQCEYT TO TRIAL 
The test fa r  prejudice in argument employed in the federal 

courts was advanced in William c. l 'nitrd  state^.^<^ As enunciated 
therein the inquiry is simply to ascertain whether the improper 
comments af the prosecutor may reasonably be considered to have 
prejudiced the defendant by affecting the court's deliberations. 
This rule has been followed subsequently in both civilian and mill- 
tary t r ib~nals .1 '~  Stated somewhat differently, if the appellate 
court determines tha t  the misconduct is substantial. then reversal 

1 3 9  8 CSChfA 718,  25 C M R  212 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .  
160 I d  a t  7 2 0 .  25 ChlR at  221. 
161 8 USCMA 28,  25 CMR 290 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .  
142 Cnited Stater V. Fair, 8upra note 128. 
148 Cmted States v Bauic, 9 USCMA 228. 26 C M R  8 (1958);  United Ststen 

V. Walker. 3 USCMA 355,  12 C M R  111 (1953). 
1 4 6  168 US. 382 (1897).  
14; Unlted State8 V. Antonelli Fireworks Ca., 165 F.2d 631 (2d Cir. 1946) : 

ACM 8406,  Wilier, 18 C M R  413 ( 1 9 5 4 ) ;  ACM 8768.  Doyle. 17 C M R  615 
(19543; ACM 7385, We~tergren, 14 CMR 560 (1953) 
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will follow unless it appears that  the same verdict would have been 
returned if the improper argument had not been m~ade .~~e  

A slight extension of the foregoing rule, and the one most often 
followed in the military cases i8 what might he called the ''clear 
and convincing" test. This was first pronounced by the Court of 
Military Appeals in C'nited Stotes II. Valeacia,l47 in which i t  was 
said that even where the trial coun8el's actions constituted miscon. 
duct, i t  did not result in substantial prejudice to  the accused, since 
the evidence of guilt of the offense charged was overwhelming, 
clear and convincing. This reluctance to reverse an otherwise valid 
conviction in spite of prosecutor forensic misconduct if the evi- 
denc of guilt is compelling is now a well-settled r ~ l e . 1 ~ ~  

A further test for prejudice deviaed by the Court of Military 
Appeals, or perhaps it is merely a means of applying the first men- 
tioned te8t above, ia whether the sentence imposed is considerably 
helow the maximum punishment far the offenses found and below 
the maximum imposable by the eourt.1<8 

Obviously, where, because of the nature of the case, i t  cannot be 
ascertained whether the trial counsel's remarks were prejudicial in 
fact, the accused is entitled to the benefit of the d o ~ b t . ~ ~ O  

Thus we are left with the highly anamoloua conclusion that the 
only case in which it may he permissible for trial counsel to employ 
improper argument is the very case in which he has no need of such 
questionable tactics to ~ e c u r e  a conviction. 

The detection of prejudicial error in the conduct of defense ar- 
gument is somewhat easier to delineate. If the defense counsel re- 
fuses to argue m or if, during the course of his argument, he makes 
admissions inimical to the interests of the accused which remain 
uncorrected,"2 reversal is required. In the event the defense coun- 
sel makes an argument detrimental to his client the law officer 
should take steps to have him retract it and then give curative in- 
structions in much the same manner as if the trial coun8el had cam- 
mitted the error. Presumably, since retraction and curative in- 
structions will operate to cure an error where the trial counsel is 
concerned, 80 will they in this case. 

1'0 Paeman V.  United States, 144 F.2d 662 (9th Cir 1844) 
> 4 i , T - Q ' - r . r b d l i  I C M P ?  i l F l i l i  . II_ .... ..", ._ .... . /_""_, .  
148 United Stater Y. Anderson, 12 USCDIA 223, 30 CMR 223 (1961): Umted 

States V. Hickman, 10  USCXA 568, 28 CYR 134 (1959) :  Unrted States Y.  

Beatty, 10 USCYA 311, 21 CMR 385 (1959) (Unlawful command influence 
IS an exception to this rule) 

140 United States V. Carnenter, ~ u p r a  note 111 
1 5 0  United Staten Y.  Crutehcr, aupra note 111. 
111 United States V. MleMahan, 6 USCMA 708, 21 CMR 31 (19561. 
"%United States Y .  Smith. 8 USCMA 582, 25 CMR 86 (1958) ;  United 

States V. Walker, supm nota 143. 
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If error is committed a t  the trial and remains uncorrected, i t  is 
possible f a r  prejudice to be removed by modification of the findings 
and reassessment of the sentence by the convening authority or 
subsequent reviewing authorities. The prejudicial impact of trial 
counsel's remarks concerning the accused's failure to testify con- 
cerning alleged family problems in his trial for desertion was held 
to be effectively removed by the action of the convening authority in 
reducing the finding of desertion to one of absence without leave, 
with appropriate reduction of the sentence in United States 8 .  

Bowen."' Reassessment of the sentence by a board of review was 
held sufficient to expunge trial counsel's erroneou8 argument with 
regard to factors to consider in arriving a t  the sentence in 
Schiavo."' However, efforts to reform the sentence by reducing 
the amount of confinement are ineffective when the error goes to 
the punitive discharge.>" 

The remedy to be employed when the errors are so aggravated 
that their prejudicial effect permeates the entire case and cannot 
be alleviated by the ameliorative action of the reviewing authorities 
may extend from the ordering of a rehearing 166 to the reversal of 
the conviction and dismissal of the charge.lb' 

Where the error extends only to the sentence a rehearing limited 
to reassessment of the sentence is the appropriate corrective 
vehicle.'&' 

V. COSCLUSIONS 
Argument is a valuable ally of evidence in achieving success a t  

trial. However, its value is greatly diminished if error is permitted 
to creep into it. Whether the error results from ignorance of the 
rules governing argument or, worse, a consciously calculated effort 
on the part  of counsel ta improperly secure his ends, i t  is equally 
inexcusable. If counsel is conversant with the rules, as enunciated 
in judicial decisions, and observes them, he may avoid the com- 
mission of error which may serve to negate an otherwise successful 
result. 

In atriking hard blows in the coume of argument, counsel must 
avoid foul blows. He may not engage in infiammatary argument 
for its own sake, but he need not avoid legitimate argument merely __ 

168 10 USCMA 74, 27 CMR 148 (1968) 
I5G A CM 9773, 18 C I R  858 (1965). 
1% ~ ~ ~ t ~ d  States s .  Lackey, ax~prm note 138: L'mted States Y. Fawle. mpra 
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because i t  may tend to have infiammatary side effects. Vilification 
of the accused, such as characterizing one accused of homicide as a 
"cold-blooded murderer," is of questionable propriety and should be 
avoided. Forensic skill is more than an acceptable substitute for 
vituperation. 

Up to the present time the proponents of comment upon the 
failure of the accused to testify in his own behalf have not made 
great inroads into the rule which prohibits such comment. Even 
with regard to what might be called tangential references to this 
subject the trial counsel must exercise extreme caution. However, 
there is much to be said in favor of permitting such comment and 
it is felt that  i t  should be, and eventually will be, allowed subject 
t o  certain limitine conditions. But for the present, counsel must 
avoid any statement which directly or inferentially may be taken 
as a comment upon the failure of the accused to testify in his o w n  
behalf. 

Counsel must not "testify" or introduce facts not in evidence 
during his argument. He should not intimate to the court that  he Is 
in possession of matters which have not been introduced in evidence 
which would tend to support his side of the case. Should he desire 
to testify, he may do so as any other witness, but there are a variety 
of reasons why he shouid not do so. 

While the simile is recognized as a valid device in argument, its 
use in the military unfortunately is apparently limited and counsel 
should exercise care in painting too vivid a word picture for the 
court. 

A statement of coun8eI's personal belief in the guilt or in- 
nocence of the accused or in the justice of his cause is best avoided 
entirely or stopped by the law officer. Judicial attempts to  cir- 
cumvent this rule and to allow such a statement are vague and 
ambiguous in theory and cumbersome in practice. 

The defense counsel may point the finger of acorn and derision 
a t  the prosecution and contend that its case is pitifully inadequate, 
but he opens up areas not otherwise properly the subject of argu- 
ment by trial counsel a t  his peril. Trial counsel should be quick to 
grasp any opportunity to engage in retaliatory argument and he 
can often employ i t  with telling effect where he is forbidden to 
touch an the subject initially. 

Both counsel may argue applicable legal principles t o  the court, 
but must be careful not to usurp the prerogatives of the law officer 
or to misstate the law in 80 doing. The trial counsel of the special 
court-martial is under an even greater duty of care, having been 
characterized as the oracle from which the court derives its law. 

The fact that  there are not as many decisions relative to argu- 
ment of the defenae counsel should not be interpreted to mean 
*GO 4BlOB 89 
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that  his argument is subject ta no boundaries. He i6 bound by 
the same legal and ethical rules as the trisi counsel. The approval 
of intellectual honesty on the part  of defense counsel by the Court 
of Military Appeals is subject to abuse and may create the prab- 
lem of having ta determine whether the defense counsel is being 
intellectually honest or is merely conceding guilt without trying to 
provide a defense for the accused. 

Both sides may argue the law and facts to the court upon a 
motion for a finding of not guilty. As the system exists under the 
Uniform Code of Military Justice, the influence of the law officer 
in this area has been reduced ta a minimum. I t  is ta be hoped 
that the proposal to amend the Code to provide that the law officer 
rule with finality upon the motion far a finding of not guilty will be 
adapted. The amendment provides for a procedure more orderly 
and logical than that now in existence. 

Once errom occur in argument they may be cured a t  trial by 
retraction, waiver by the opposing counsel and appropriate action 
by the law officer. The latter must act promptly and where there 
is no objection by the opposing counsel, he must take action in the 
appropriate case an his own mation. He is invested with broad 
discretionary powers with regard to  the regulation of argument. 

With reference t o  the rules governing waiver by opposing 
counsel of errors in argument i t  is felt that  there should be a re- 
turn to an earlier position where the doctrine was invoked absent 
good and sufficient reasons to the contrary rather than that of the 
present extreme reluctance to permit waiver to occur. There is 
no need far exces~ive judicial paternalism in this area. 

If error occurs a t  the trial and remains uncorrected i t  will not 
necessitate reversal upon review if the Bame result. i . e . ,  conviction, 
would have fallowed in any event. 

Xany of the problems in the area of argument to the court- 
martial are brought about because the rules of oral argument 
have not been enunciated sufficiently clearly or adhered to suf- 
ficiently Strongly by appellate tribunals to impress upon counsel 
their importance. Counsel have been permitted to become careless 
and complacent and dependent upon the doctrine of waiver or the 
corrective action of reviewing authorities to cure their mistake. 

What is needed is more than a judicial wringing of hands and 
plaints about the poor quality of oral argument. Rather than 
lowering the judicial standards to permit continually poorer 
and more erroneous argument to d ip  by, the rules should be 
rigidly enforced and counsel should be made to adhere to higher 
standards of professional conduet w,hen arguing before a eourt- 
martial. I t  is not impossible to secuw the desired results while 
still abservmg the rules of argument. 
90 A 0 0  U i O B  



A SUPPLEMENT TO THE S T V E Y  OF MILITARY 
JUSTICE 

BY 
CAPTAIN JOHN W. CROFI * *  

AND 
FIRST LIEUTENANT ROBERT L. DAY ***  

I. FOREWORD 

The original survey of military justice entitled "The Survey of 
The Law-Military Justice: The United States Court of Military 
Appeals-29 November 1951 to 30 June 1958" appeared in  the 
January 1969 issue of the Military Law Review.' That survey 
represented the collective efforts of several officers of the Govern- 
ment Appellate Division, Office of the Judge Advocate General, to 
Present a summary of Cour t  of Military Appeals landmark cases. 
The first supplement to the survey appeared in the April 1960 
issue of the Military Law Review9 and was written by two officers 
assigned to the Government Appellate Division. The second sup- 
plement was written by two officers assisned to the Military 
Justice Division, Office of the Judge Advocate General, and i t  was 
published in the April 1961 issue of the M i l i t m y  Law Revww.3 
In the latter supplement, the authors considered the work of the 
Court on a court term basis rather than on a fiscal year basis. 
The authors of this supplement also consider the court term a 
more practicable period with which to work. Consequently, the 
cases discussed in this supplement will be those decided during the 
October 1960 Term (1 October 1960 through 30 September 1961). 

I t  should be noted that Judge Latimer's term ended on Xay 1. 

* T h e  opinions and eoneiudona eipreased herein are those of the authors 
and do not necessarily represent the YEWS of The Judge Advocate General's 
School or any other governmental agency. 

* *  JAGC, U S Army;  Opinions Branch. Military Justice Division. Office 
of the Judge Advocate General: Member of the Texas Bar: Admitted to 
Practice before the United States Court  of Military Appeals: LL.B., 1968, 
rniveraity s f  Texas. 

* * *  JAGC. U.S Army: Opinions Branch, Military Justice Division, Office 
of t he  Judge Advocate General: Member of the Illinois Bar. Admitted t o  
Practice before the r n i t e d  States Cavrt  of Military APBeaisi J.D., 1965, 
Northwestern Dniuersity. 

1 Mil L Rev.. January 1565, p. 87. 
1 Fischer and Sides, A Supplement to the Surmy of Mdttary Justice, Mil.  

3 Davis and Btdimsn, A Supplement f o  the Sun,ey of Yditary Justtee. Mil 
L. Rev., April 1560, p 118. 

L. Rev., April 1561, p. 215. 
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1961, during the middle of the Court's term. His succe~sor, Judge 
Paul Kilday, did not qualify and take his seat on the Court until 
the beginning of the October 1961 Term. Accordingly, all of the 
decisions of the Court after May 1, 1961, represent the v i e w  of 
only the two remaining judges. Likewise, the dissenting opinions 
of Judge Fergosan and Chief Judge Qdinn during this term may 
take on an increasing importance, depending upon Judge Kildag's 
views. Where important, these dissents will be noted in the foat- 
note references to the case. Important opinions handed dawn 
by the Court since Judge Kilday's assumption of his position will 
also be indicated, where they have affected the previous holding of 
the Court. 

11. PRETRIAL AND TRIAL PROCEDURE 

A. CHARGES A N D  SPECIFICATIONS: INVESTIGA- 
T I O N .  SUFFICIENCY. MULTIPLICITY 

1. Article S? 
The Court of Military Appeals continued to emphasize the need 

for a completely impartial Article 32 investigation. In Cnited 
States c .  Cunninglam,' it was held that, where the investigating 
officer was also the accuser, and sixteen important government 
witnesses were not called at the Article 32 pretrial investigation, 
the officer was disqualified to act as the investigating officer, and 
there was incontestable harm t o  the accused. 

2. Sudcieney 
The test of the sufficiency of a specification is not whether it 

could have been made more definite and certain but whether i t  
contained the elements of the offense intended to be charged and 
sufficiently apprised the accused of what he must be prepared to 
meet, and whether the record enables him to avoid a second pros- 
ecution for the same 0ffense.l With this in mind, the Court con- 
sidered the legal sufficiency of charges and specifications in six 
cases during the October 1960 Term. A specification alleging that 
the accused ". . . wrongfully appropriated lawful money and/or 
property of a value of about $765.51. . . ." wa8 held to  be void for 
uncertainty in its description of the property appropriated.' The 
Court, in effect, condemned the use of the conjunctive-disjunctive 
"and/or" in any place in the specification. Pnor cases had elearly 
established that the offense could not be charged in the conjunctive 

6 United States v Autrey, i2 USCMA 252, 30 CMR 262 (1861) 
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or the disjunctive.? It was held in Cnited States 21. M a n s  that 
an allegation that an act (use of marijuana) was committed in 
a specified city was a sufficient allegation of the place of occur- 
rence, as would be an allegation that the offense was committed 
a t  a military installation. No further particularization was neces- 
aary, although, the Court painted out, the accused is free to de- 
mand further particulars if he believes he has insufficient in- 
formation. The iswe of duplicity was also raised in Means, with 
reference to the allegation that the aceused used marijuana "from 
on or about 1 April 1959 to on or about 30 September 1959." The 
Court rejected accused's contention that because use of marijuana 
is not a continuing offense, but a one-time type of offense, the 
specification was duplicitous, and it upheld the farm of the speci- 
fication. The allegation of the time of the offense in the manner 
in which i t  was alleged in Meons redounds to the benefit of the 
accused f a r  purposes of the maximum punishment,s and the 
accused could not later be tried for the use of marijuana a t  any 
specific time within the general period first alleged,lo The speci- 
fication in United States u. Brown," alleged that accused ". , , 
wrongfully, willfully, maliciously, and without justifiable cause, 
communicate[d] , . . a defamatory statement . . , concerning 
Lieutenant . . . ." On petition, and upon the issue of the deficiency 
of the specification in failing to allege the falsity of the statement, 
the Court "looked to the four ~ o r n e r ~ ' '  of the specification and 
held that i t  alleged in express words or by necessary implication 
the falsity of the statement. Specifications alleging perjury in 
violation of Article 131 were involved in United States v. Cheney,lz 
and United States u. Warble.ls The Court held simply that a 
specification which follows the language of the statute defining 
the offense. and the form of specification prescribed therefor, ia 
legally sufficient. Finally, specifications alleging that the accused 
"wrongfully and indecently" induced an enlisted man to disrobe, 
and attempted to induce another enlisted person to disrobe, in 
violation of Article 133, were upheld by the Court in United 
States 8 .  The Board of Review had set aside the find- 
I I d .  ~t 263, 30 CMR a t  253. 
8 12 USCMA 290,30 CMR 290 (1961). Judge Ferquaon diaaented. 
S The effect of jmning s e v e ~ s l  violations SI one reduce8 the maximum 

punishment which msy be sdiudged. See United States V. Means, aupm note 
8 st 294, 30 CMR a t  294. 

10 United States Y .  Mamasarian, 12 USCMA 484, 31 CMR 70 (1961). This 
opmmon wa8 rendered m the October 1961 Term. 

11 12 USCMA 368,30 CMR 368 (1961). 
12 12 USCMA 378, 30 CMR 378 (1961). 
IS 12 USCMA 386, 30 CMR 386 (1861), 
l 4  12 USCMA 444, 31 CMR 30 (19611. 
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ings of guilty on the basis that  the quoted words were insufficient 
to show the criminal nature of the accused's acts.Is 

3. M d t i p l i e i t y  

One transaction, or what is substantially one transaction. should 
not be made the basis for an unreasonable multiplication of charges 
against one person,'e but ordinarily, i t  is not prejudicial to the 
accused to allaw the court-martial to return a finding on each of 
the multiplicious eharges.11 However, the maximum punishment 
for each offense may not be aggregated where the separate charges 
are multiplicious.'8 The test of whether the offenses of which 
the accused has been convicted a re  multiplicious for sentence 
purposes or whether they are punishable separately, set forth in 
the Manual is this:  if each offense requires proof of an element 
not required to prove the other, the offenses are separate.lS Thus, 
i t  is multiplicious, and error, to treat  breach af arrest  and absence 
without leave as Beparate far punishment where they occurred 
a t  the same time.20 Similarly, charges alleging that the ae- 
cused submitted a false official report in violation of Article 107 
and Article 134 (see 18 U.S.C. 8 1001 (1958)) and two charges 
alleging the same offenses as violations of Article 133, were 
held to be multiplicious in United States z'. Midd1eton.l' However, 
i t  was also held that the rewltant prejudice would have been 
cured had the law officer correctly instructed the court that the 
maximum punishment was limited to the punishment imposable 
for the most serious of the offenses found.12 In L'nited States v .  
Stanas~ek ,~3  the accused was ordered to report back to his station. 
He failed to obey the order and he remained absent without leave. 
Later. he was convicted of failure to obey a lawful order and 
desertion. The Courr concluded that the offenses were multi- 
plieious for punishment purposes. I t  is difficult to reconcile the 
holding in Stonaszek with the test of separability previously an- 
nounced by the Court and as set forth in the Manual.#' 

15 NCM 60-01761, Holland (undated). 
IS Para. 26). MCM. 1951. 
11 United States V. Middietan, 12 USCMA 54, 30 CMR 54 (19601 
l i  I d .  at 58, SO CMR at 58. 
18Para. 7611(8), MCM, 1961.  
10 United Stater v Franklin. 12 USCMA 477, 31 CMR 63 (1961) 
11 11 USCMA 54,30 CMR 54 (1960) 
22 I d .  at 59, 30 CMR et 59.  
I8 12 USCMA 408, 30 CMR 408 (1961). 
11 Mindful of the rule that eharqea will be held to be mulriPiiClOuI far 

sentence purpaa~a where proof of each charge requires proof of an element 
not common t o  the other charge if the differences I" elements are illusory 
OF both charges are predicated on B m g l e  act, (see note 67,  m t r u ) ,  it would 
stili neem that failure to obey an order and desertion are reparate for puninh- 
ment DYrgoaes. 
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B. COMPOSITION OF T H E  COURT-MARTIAL 

Decisions of the Court during the last term include the follow- 
ing holdings concerning the composition of the court-martial. 
The proceedings were declared a nullity where two members of 
the court to which charges were originally referred were present 
and participated in the actual trial although they never were 
appointed to  the second court which actually heard the case.*' 
The mere fact  of prior knowledge of the circumstances surraund- 
ing an accused's case, gleaned through official duties, does not 
constitute a ground for challenge against a member.n6 An accuser 
should not be used as the official reporter for proceedings 
against the accused, but on the facts no prejudice ta the accused 
resulted.2' Finally, the presence of the command legal officer in 
closed sessions of a court-martial is erroneou~ and presumptively 
prejudicial.lB 

C. COMMAND INFLLVENCE 

Subsequent to trial, and prior to action by the convening au- 
thority in United States z.. Betts.lB the accused submitted a peti- 
tion for probation to the convening authority. Attached to the 
petition was the indorsement of the station commanding officer 
which referred to SECNAV Instruction 1620.1, a directive that 
known homosexuals "must be eliminated from the service." 80 

The convening authority denied the petition for probation and 
approved the sentence. If the convening authority was under the 
belief that  the SECNAV instruction was mandatory, or if the 
Court determined a8 a matter of law that the instruction was 
mandatory, the holding in United States D. D o h e r t p  would re- 
quire the return of the record to the convening authority fo r  
reconsideration. The Court, Judge Ferguson dissenting, did not 
reach such a conclusion. Rather, it held that the advice of the 
staff legal officer to the convening authority, that  he should 
not approve the sentence unless he found it  to be legal and ap- 
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propriate, and two letters from officers of the command rec- 
ommending probation, affirmatively showed that the convening 
authority was properly informed. The opinion does repudiate 
dictum in Cnited States 8 .  Jemisona2 to the effect that  administra- 
tive policies should form no part  of the basis for the convening 
authority's action. I t  is questionable, however, whether a general 
rule can be formulated as to what constitutes sufficient evidence 
to compel a conclusion that the convening authority fully under- 
stood the weight of the instruction and his discretion with respect 
to the sentence. Would, for example, the advice of the staff legal 
officer in the Betts situation, alone, suffice to dispel an inference 
that the convening authority was not aware of the latitude he 
possessed? 

In prior cases wherein trial counsel's argument in court had 
reference to an administrative policy unfavorable to the accused, 
the Court has held such argument to be prejudicially erroneous,33 
and in Cnited States 9, Leggio,34 the Court made no exception to 
the rule. 

Cnited States I. DanzineSd involved lectures by the convening 
authority and his staff judge advocate given to the members of 
the court which tried the accused. The lectures were delivered 
from written statements, previously submitted to the defense for 
comment, approximately four weeks before trial. Defense counsel 
a t  trial made a motion for appropriate relief asserting the unlaw- 
ful command infiuence arising from the lectures. The motion 
was denied, and, on petition, the Court affirmed the conviction 
and held that the lectures did not constitute unlawful command 
influence, Judge Latimer, in the majority opinion, stated that it 
is the subject matter of the lecture and not by whom it is de- 
livered that is the important consideration. However, language 
in the opinion portended a finding of unlawful command infiuence 
in several c a w  pending before the Court during the October 1961 

82 10 USCMA 472, 28 CMR 38 (1969).  Notwithstanding Judge Ferguaon'a 
referenee to the Court's "declsranon" I" Jemison, it is submitted that the 
poiicy expresaed was neither forceful nor a decimation, but rather an ex- 
p ~ e m o n  of doubt. See 10 USCMA at  474.28 CMR at 40. 

38 Unnted Stater V. Coffield. 10 USCMA 7 7 ,  27 CMR 161 ( 1 9 5 8 ) ;  United 
Stater V. Lackey, 8 USCMA 718, 25 CMR 222 (1958) 

84 12 USCMA 8, 30 CXR 8 (1960). See 8 1 s ~  the more recent decision in 
United States Y .  Rrera ,  12 USCMA 501. 31 CMR 93 (1961). in which Judge 
Kliday joined Chlef Judge Quinn's affirmance of aecuaed'a coni'>ction. Judge 
Fergunon again diaiented ~ieorousIy. 
9512 U S C l A  350, 30 CMR 350 (1961).  See aim L'mted States V. Davis, 

12 USCMA 676,  31 CMR 162 (1961). in which Judge Klldsy expressed his 
agieement with the opinion and the result reached in Daniine. 
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Term.$' Chief Judge Quinn concurred in the result, and Judge 
Ferguson dissented, expressing his view that, "a convening au- 
thority may not lawfully address members of a court-martial with 
respect to the principles of law which they are to apply or the 
sentences which they should impose." 

D. PLEAS A N D  MOTIONS 
1. Speedy Tridl 
Apparently, the concern which the last survey expressed for 

the future of the rule of United States II. BrownSe was justified. 
Briefly, the Court in Brown held that whenever it affirmatively 
appears that  officials of the military services have not complied 
with the requirement of Articles 10 and 33, Uniform Code of Mili- 
tary Justice, and the accused challenges this delict, the prosecution 
is required to show the full circumstances of the delay. In 
United States v ,  Will iarn~,~'  the total time between the accused's 
return to military control and the date of trial was 124 days. 
At the trial, the law officer peremptorily denied the accused's 
motion for dismissal of charges on account of the delay, but, sub- 
sequently, he held an out-of-court hearing to  determine the merits 
of the motion. The majority opinion states as follows : 

Looking at the record of the proceedings as P whole, it elearly appears 
tha t  the Government was ae t iwlg  engaged throughout the period in 
preparing the ease against  the accused in order to bring him to triai.40 

Thus, i t  was apparent that  a majority of the Court had chosen 
to  follow the rationale in United States v .  Davis," i.e.,  if i t  appears 

88 The Court implied that,  mtcr olio, the following would be improper for 
comment before prospective eourt  members: (1) an indication tha t  the court 
members should abdicate their  r ightful responsibilities in reliance upon cor- 
rective action upon subsequent review, ( 2 )  the suggestion of B specific 
sentence, w e n  by indirection. 12 USCMA a t  353, 30 CMR a t  35s. In CM 
405993, BarTett, lectures by an asa is tmt  ataff judge advocate reminded po- 
tential court  membera tha t  the eon~ening authority eouid lower B sentence 
but eouid not mi80 it, and in CM 405690, Kitchens and Smith,  ran in Bomeltl 
a iet tei  was sent to prospeetiye court members by an ass i s t in t  staff judg; 
advocate calling attention to l ight sentences in the command and comparing 
them to more severe smtences which had previously been given for similsi 
offenses. On 2 2  December 1961, the Court of Miiitsry Appeals, in a unsnimou 
deciaan, decided the above casea and held tha t  the letter constituted unlawfvi 
command influence, and the C B Q ~ E  were returned far submission to a board 
of review for "reasaissment of the sentence by elimination of the pumtive 
discharge, or for P rehearmg." United Staten v Kitchens, 12 USCMA 639, 
31 CMR 176 (1961).  Aoeord, United States V. Smith,  12 L'SCMA 684, 31 
CMR 180 (1961): United States V. Barrert ,  12 L'SCMA 693. 31 CMR 184 
(1861 j .  

81 12 CSCMA a t  354, 30 CMR a t  364 (emphasis added).  
SI 10 USCMA 488, 23 CMR 64 (1968) i see discussion m Davis and Stillman, 

8 1  12 USCMA 81, 30 CMR 81 (1961). Judge Ferguson dissented. 
40 Id. a t  33, 30 C M R  st  83. 
41 11 L'SCMA 410, 29 CMR 226 (1860). 

Bup7a note 3, a t  p. 237. 
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from the record of trial and allied papers that there was no op- 
pressive design or lack of reasonable diligence, the rigid rule of the 
Brown decision would not be applied. Even prim to their decision 
in Williams, the Court indicated the course they could be ex- 
pected to fallow. In Cnited States v .  Batson,'* the Court rejected 
the argument that, in ruling on the accused's motion to dismiss 
f a r  lack of a speedy trial, the law officer could not consider as 
evidence B chronology af events detailed and submitted to the 
commanding officer by the investigating officer. I t  i s  hoped that 
the rationale of the Willlams decision will be followed in the 
f ~ t u r e . ' ~  The rule of the Brown ease is unnecessarily restrictive 
and, unless there is nothing in the proceedings to enlighten the 
law officer or president, it is neither necessary to protect the 
substantial rights of the accused, nor of assistance to the court 
in its function of punishing the guilty. 

2. Motion for Severance 

In Ciiited Sta tes  c. Payne,  e t  ai." the Court, in dictum, con- 
curred in the proposition that, ". . , a trial so massive and [so] com- 
plicated that no jury could follow the evidence or separate de- 
fendants from each other vould be B deprivation of due 
process."'i Severtheleas, in this case. which involved four ac- 
cused, numerous witnesses, hostility between witnesses, fifty 
assignments of error an appeal, and charges alleging conspiracy, 
larceny, false claims, impersonation of an officer, and wrongful 
possession of false credentials, the Court held the law officer 
properly denied the motion for a severance. 

3. Mistrial 
Discretion to deciare a mistrial, sua sponte ,  has been vested 

in the law officer. H a w w e r ,  the remedy i i  draatic, and in the 
case of incompetent evidence being admitted, only where such 
testimony is inflammatory or highly prejudicial t o  the extent that 
its impact cannot be erased reasonably from minds of ordinary 
persons i s  there occasion for  the law officer to grant a motion far 
a mistrial. In United States v .  Johnpier.'B the law officer became 
convinced that the ease was proceeding under inappropriate 

4 2 1 2  USCMA 48. 30 ChlR 48 (19601. Jvdee Fergvson concurred in the 
resulf without opinion. 

13 VTntri Judge Kdday has an opportunity t o  address himself to this prab- 
Ism, however. it xi11 be difficult t o  discover a firm rule ~n this ares, m Vie% of 
Judge Ferguaon'r diinenr in Williams and his adherence t o  the strict rule of 
the B i a w n  ease 

44 12 USCYA 415, 3 1  CXR 41 119611 
~ ~ I d , a f 4 6 0 , 3 1 C M R a t d S  
t b  12 ESCMA 90,  30 CYR 90 (19611 
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charges. Accordingly, he suspended the trial under the provisions 
of paragraph 55 of the Manual for Courts-Martial pending 
further direction by the convening authority. The court re- 
convened one month later. At that  time, the law officer declared 
a mistrial on the grounds that the action of the convening au- 
thority, which obviously overruled the judgment of the law officer, 
wouid influence the court, and because of certain evidence before 
the court which should not hare been considered. The Court held 
that the latter reason alone was sufficient to support the ruling 
of the law officer. Additionally, and gratuitously since i t  was not 
necessary far the decision, the Court overruled its prior sanction 
of the procedure provided in paragraph 55 of the Manual, ex. 
pressed in L'nited States v .  Turkali.47 "We are convinced," the 
Court stated, "that the paragraph 55 procedure for suspension 
of trial in order to obtain the views of the convening authority is 
both archaic and injudicious. I t  i s  contrary to the express 
language of Article 51, and violates the spirit of the Uniform 
Code and the purposes far which it was ena~ted." '~ 

E. C O S D G C T  OF TRIAL 

1. Argument of Counsel 

In Cnited States 2). King.'g the Court held improper the argu- 
ment of the trial counsel, before a special court-martial, in which 
he informed the court of the sentence given accused for absence 
without leave in six cases he had defended, the implication being 
that this was an appropriate consideration far the court in ad- 
judging the sentence. Where the defense coumel stated in open 
court that there were witnesses whom the prosecution had not 
called who might testify favorably to the accused and trial counsel 
stated he would call these witnesses if defense desired and they 
would testify favorably to the prosecution's case, the majority 
opinion in Cnited States v .  Anderson50 held trial counsel's state- 
ment to be advocacy in reply to the defense intimation of de- 
ficiencies in the case and not improper presentation of unsworn 
testimony. Moreover, the Court pointed aut, reversal of a canvic- 
tian an the ground of improper argument by trial counsel is not 
justified if the evidence of guilt is clear and compelling. 

2. Inadepz~eey of Representatton 

Where, on rehearing, the accused pleaded guilty to the offense 
4, 6 U S C h l A  340,ZO CMR 5 6  (1955) .  
48 12 CSCMA at 84, 30 CMR nf 8 4 .  
40 12 USCDIA 71, 30 C M R  71 (1860) .  
so 12 USCMA 223, 30 C I I R  223 11961). Judge Ferguion conevrred ~n the 
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charged, and defense counsel refused to present any evidence 
in mitigation or extenuation in order to  eliminate any possibility 
that the accwed might again repudiate his plea, the Court held 
that the inadequacy of the defense caunsel. and the error generated 
by his actions, impugned the validity of the entire trial and not 
just the sentence.61 In Cnited States 9. W i n c h e ~ t e r , ~ ~  individual 
military counsel, in open court, accused his client of having per- 
jured himself. Accused did not object to  the continued partlcipa- 
tion of individual counsel and counsel did in fact continue in the 
case. The Court held that the accusation, taken together with 
later remarks to the effect he would t ry  to make a fair state- 
ment in mitigation but that  he would be laboring under certain 
mental difficulties, showed inadequate representation which could 
not be cured by a reduction in the period of confinement. 

111. MILITARY CRIMISAL LAW 
A. S C B S T A N T I V E  O F F E S S E S  

1. Conspiracy, Article 81 

In United Stetas 2'. . I ' a t h a ~ , ~ ~  the Court held that where bath of 
the accused's alleged co-conspirators were acquitted of the offense 
of conspiracy, i t  was error to try the accused far that offense. 

2. Failure to Obey Order OT Reflulotion, Article 92 

All activities which are reasonably necessary to safeguard and 
protect the morale, discipline, and usefulness of the members of a 
command, and which a re  direetiy connected with the maintenance 
of good order in the services, are subject to the control of the offi- 
c e r ~  upon whom the responsibility of the command r e ~ t s . ~ '  With 
this in mind, the Court decided three case8 involving the issue of 
the legality of an order or a regulation promulgated by command- 
ing officers. In L'nited Statea II. Wils0n.6~ the accused admitted that 
he had stolen B tape recorder while under the influence of alcohol. 
The squadron commander immediately arranged a conference with 
the accused a t  which he "restricted , . , [the accused] to the billets" 
and ordered him "not to indulge in alcoholic beverages." Appellate 
defense counsel argued that, because the order was unlimited as to 
time or place 01 the reasonable requirements of the Service, the 
order was illegal. Government counsel countered with the arm- 
ment that since the order merely required the accused to refrain 
from drinking while on dutv and while in the barracks. the onls  

5 1  United State8 Y Rose, 12 USCiMA 400, CMR 400 (1861). 
6 %  12 USCMA 74.  30 CMR 74 (1861). 
LJ 12 USCMA 398. 30 CMR 388 (18611 
5 4  United State8 Y .  Msr tm,  1 USCXA 674, 5 CMR 102 (18521 
b5 12  USCMA 166, SO CMR 166 (1861). 
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two places he was authorized to be, it was directly connected to the 
needs and purposes of the military. The Court noted that there 
was no suggestion that the accused had been drinking during duty 
hours, and that the order was not intended to prevent misdeeds 
during :hat period; and, since drinking in the billets was already 
prohibited, the order was unnecessary insofar BB i t  was intended 
to apply to the time spent in the billets. The Court concluded that 
"the order WBB to apply in all places and on 811 occasions," and, 
"in the absence of circumstances tending to show its connection to 
military needs, an order which is so broadly restrictive of a private 
right of an individual i s  arbitrary and illegal."6o 

The second case, United States 21. Wheeler:' involved a general 
regulation which prohibited the marriage of naval personnel in the 
Philippines without the written permission of the Commander, 
U.S. Naval Forces, Philippines. Appellate defense counsel at- 
tacked the legality of the regulation on four grounds: (1) it was 
an intrusion into religious practices, as i t  required the counsel of 
a chaplain: ( 2 )  it could not be asserted against a civilian (the in- 
tended spouse) : ( 3 )  i t  was unreasonably restrictive because it 
required presentation of a medical certificate showing the applicant 
and the intended spouse to be free from specifled illnesses and 
diseases, and it required the written consent of a parent or 
guardian for parties under twenty-one years of age: and (4 )  i t  
was invalid because i t  required an arbitrary "cooling.off period." 
In United States v .  Nation,be the Court had declared illegal the 
predecessor regulation because it then included a mandatory six 
month waiting period between submission of the request for per- 
mission to marry and the time when the request would Rrst be 
considered, but the Court expressiy avoided the question of 
whether the right of servicemen to marry while serving overseas 
was the proper subject of reasonable control and regulation by 
military commanders. Thus. the significant aspect of Wheeler 
is not that the Court distinguished the Nation decision and held 
the terms of the regulation to be reasonable, but that  i t  held that 
a military commander, in foreign areas, may impose reasonable 
restrictions on the right of military peraonnel of his command to 
marry. Apparently because of Judge Ferguson's vigorous dissent 
in the Wheeler case on the principal issue (the amenability of 
service personnel baaed overseas to regulations promulgated by 
military commanders restricting the right to marry) and the ex- 
piration of Judge Latimer's term, the issue in Wheeler was reliti- 

I B  I d .  st 166.61, 30 ChlR at  166-67. 
h i  12 USCMA 387. 30 CMR 387 (1961) 
$ 8 9  USCMA 1 2 4 . 2 6  CMR 604 (18681. 
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gated in Cnzted States B .  Smith,58 and the Court, Judge Kilday for 
the majority, reaffirmed the holding in Wheeler. 

Failure ta obey an order to perform work on a golf course x w s  
held to establish an offense under Article 92 where there was no 
evidence in the record indicating that the golf course was privatelr 

3. Larcenv, Wrongiul Appropriation, Artieie 121 

In L'mted States F .  the Court distinguished its holding 
in Cnitrd States u ,  MeFarIa.nd.6z and held that where an individual 
was not the actual thief, but only B statutory principal to the crime 
of larceny, this connection with the larceny does not bar his pros- 
ecution for receiring the stolen goads. The providence of a plea 
of guilty to the offense of larceny was in issue in Cnited States 8 .  
D o s a l - M a i d o n a d ~ . ~ ~  There the accused took money from the locker 
of a man whom he believed had cheated him in a card game. The 
Court held the plea was provident insofar a8 the amount taken 
exceeded the amount lost by the accused in the card game, but that 
there uould be serioud doubt as to the providence of the plea had 
the amount taken equalled the amount lost. The Court sustained 
the plea of guilty of larceny of an amount ~n excess of the accused'a 
losses and returned the record far reconaideration af the sentence. 

In O a k e ~ , ~ '  an Army board of review set aside findings of guilty 
of the wrongful sale of government property in riolation of Article 
108, Uniform Code of Military Justice, and i t  refused to affirm a 
finding of guilty of larceny in the belief that the latter ,vas nut B 
iesser included offense of the crime charged. On certification from 
The Judge Advocate General of the Army, the Court affirmed the 
decision of the board of review and held that larceny is not a lesser 
included offense of wrongful sale of government property in the 
absence of allegations which would fairly embrace the elementa 
of the former offense.es In addition. the Court distinguished its 
holding in Cnzted States i.. Brotcn.65 pointing out that  in Brown 
the issue was whether findings of guilty of bath wrongful aale of 
government property and larceny, baaed on the same act, were 
multiplicious for sentence purposes. Although the teat for separ- 
ability is whether each offense requires proof of an element not 
required to prove the other, where the drfferences were "illusory," 
[e.g., where there was but one act b s  the accused] separate 
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charges were held to be multiplicious for punishment in Broun 
even though the separate offenses each contained an element not 
common ta the other and did not necessarily have a greater and 
lesser 

In United States u .  Roark,68 and Cnited States u.  Bridges.68 an 
opinion originally authored by Chief Judge Quinn as a dissent in 
an earlier case,ro which later became the opinion af a majority 
of the restricted further the scope of the offense of wrong- 
ful appropriation. In L'nited States v .  Krull,'2 s, majorit>- of the 
Court held that the accused's assertion that he only intended to 
barrow the item in question did not state a defense to wrongful 
appropriation. Chief Judge Quinn entered a lengthy dissent in 
which he stated, "Thia statement [that he only intended to bor- 
row] completely negatived the existence of an animus furandi and, 
therefore, conclusively demonstrated a fatal deficiency in his un- 
derstanding of the charges , . :'is Later, in Cnited States v .  
Krau,cyiii,r' the Court held that unless the identical property taken 
could be returned, no issue of iwongful appropriation \vas raised, 
and only the offense of larceny was in issue. Chief Judge Quinn 
agaiq diasented. Approximately four years later, the dissent in 
Km?l and Krawcyzk became the majority opinion in Ciitted States 
v .  Hayes.'l In this case, Chief Judge Quinn extended the rationale 
of his previous dissents to it8 logical conclusion by requiring an 
additional finding; the intent to deprive temporarily "must in- 
clude a mens rea." The opinion stated that ". . . the mere 'borrow- 
ing' of an article of property without the prior consent of the 
owner does not make out either of the offenses defined in Article 
121."7a The Court in Hayes expressly overruled the Krul? and 
Kraweyzk c a ~ e s  insofar as they held that only the issue of larceny 
i s  raised when money is taken and the same money could not be 
r e t ~ r n e d . ' ~  

In the Bridges case, supra, the accused was convicted of wrang- 
ful appropriation of a motor vehicle. Evidence revealed that the 
owner of the ear had informed the accused that because he (the 
owner) %'as not saber, he planned to leave the car a t  the hotel, and 

(7 I d .  a t  20, 23 CMR at 244. 
6 8  12 USCMA 478. 31 CMR 64 (18611. 
60 12 USCMA 96, 30 CMR 96 (1961) 
7 0  See United States Y .  Krawcyzk, 4 U S C P A  265, 260, 13 C P R  265,  260 

(1854); United States Y Krull, 3 USCMA 129, 134-36, 11 CMR 129. 134-36 
(1963). 

7 1  Unlted States Y. Hayen, 8 USCMA 627. 25 C P R  131 (1368). 
1% 3 UBCMA 129.11 CMR 129 (1963) 
1 8  I d .  a t  136, 11 CMR at 135. 
74 4 USCMA 266.16 CMR 256 ( 1 9 5 4 ) .  
T l  8 USCMA 627. 25 CMR 131 (19581. 
78 I d .  at 629-30, 25 CMR at 133-34. 
11 Id.  at 629, 26 CXR a t  133. 
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he refused the accused's request for a ride to another village. Ac- 
cused had, in the past, been denied the use of the car. During the 
owner's temporary absence from the room, the accused took the 
car kers and left with the car. There was some question as to 
whether the accused had intended to return the car to the base or 
whether he was on his way to  8ee a female acquaintance, but this 
was not important in the case. The Court held, on an instructional 
issue, that  the court-martial could reasonably have found that the 
accused lacked the criminal frame of mind necessary for a convic- 
tion of wrongful appropriation.'s Seven months later, in Roark, 
aupra, the Court found that the accused had taken money from the 
locker of a friend whom the accused had warned about keeping 
money in his ( the friend's) locker. The accused testified that he 
took the money only to  teach his friend a lesson. "This," the Court 
ruled, "is a wholly innocent purpose, not a criminal or evil one 
. , . . Accused's disclaimer of any criminal intent i s  B 'total defense' 
to a prosecution under Article 121." 1 9  Canspiciaus by its absence 
%'as any reference to the case of L'nited States u .  McC0y.eQ In that 
case, the accused testified that he found a wallet which he knew 
belonged to Private L., but that he kept it to teach the owner a 
lesson. Judge Brosman stated, "The claim by the accused that he 
was merely seeking to 'teach . , , [the owwerl a lesson' constitutes 
no sort of justification . . . The following passage from the 
majority opinion is noteworthy, if no longer the law: 

. . . [Tlhe  policy of military law t o  protect the w n e v  of property to 
the utmost >s very much to the paint. Yareover, the K ~ l l  eaie seems 
to repudiate for  the military establishment any element of the outmoded 
concept of lucri c a m - t h a t  13, the nation tha t ,  t o  be guilty to larceny, 
m e  raking an other's goads must have had ~n mind some gain TO himself. 
. [ I l t  is plain tha t  the owner of the goads suffered a legally cogniisbie 
harm of mjury, m tha t  he lost the use of tha t  property. Under the e m  
cumstances of the present ease, This i s  all tha t  IS required to suitsin 
hndmgs of guil ty t o  a charge af wrongful appiapriatian II 

The Bridges and Roark cases stand far the proposition that 
Article 121 does not proscribe all wrongful takingg even where the 
statutory intent to deprive is present. In addition to the intent 
to deprive, a "criminal" or "evil" intent must be found to exist. 
The Court cites 8s authority for such a proposition the case of 
L'nited States z .   son.^.^^ However, the .Vorris case held only that 
there is no offense under Article 134 known as wrongful taking 
nhich does not require an element of specific intent. I t  i s  quite 
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another matter t o  say that not all wrongful takings with the 
specific intent ( to deprive temporarily) constitute a violation of 
Article 121. If, by enactment of Article 121 without the mention 
of a requisite "evil intent" or "men8 rea'' ather than "temporarily 
to deprive," the Congress intended to proscribe a so-called "public 
welfare offense," then the Court has, by judicial legislation, trans- 
formed an offense mala prohibita into an  offense punishable only 
when the offender may be considered to  be a "bad man." 

In MorCsette v ,  United States," the Supreme Court was pre- 
sented with a situation analogous to the issues presented in the 
Bridges and Roark cases. Petitioner Morissette was convicted of 
stealing and knowingly converting property [bomb casings] of the 
United States in violation of title 18, United States, Code, section 
641.86 At the trial. the accused testified that he believed the cas- 
ings were castoff and abandoned, that  he did not intend to steal 
the property, and that he took i t  with no criminal intent. The trial 
court charged the jury that, if the accused took the casings, with- 
o u t  any permission, from property of the United States Govern- 
ment, he is guilty of the offense. On appeal, the Court of Appeals 
affirmed the conviction and ruled that this particular offense re- 
quires no element of criminal intent.8s The conclusion reached by 
the Court of Appeals was premised on the failure af the Congress 
to express a requisite criminal intent within the language of the 
statute. On writ  of certiorari. the Supreme Court traced the 
development of the "public welfare offenses," and the legislative 
history of the statute involved, and reversed the decision of the 
Court of Appeals because they found 'I .  . , no grounds for inferring 
any affirmative instruction from Congress to  eliminate intent from 
any offense with which this defendant was charged."S' 

I t  is clear that, a t  least during the early years of the Cniform 
Code of Military Justice, and subsequent to the .Morissette decision, 
the Court of Military Appeals construed the offense of wrongful 

84 342 U. S. 246 (1952). 
" 641. Public money, property or records '' SWharver embezzles, steals, purlomn, or knowingly emrerti  to hli use, 
or the use of another, or without anthmity, IZIIP, eonvey~  or disposes of 
any record, voucher, money or thing of Value of the United States or of 
any department or agency thereof. or any property made OT bemg made 
under contract far the United Stater or any department or agency 
thereof; or 

Whoever ~eeeives, conceals, OT retams the lame with intent to convert 
It to his w e  or gain, knowing it to have been embezzled, stolen, pur- 
loined or converted- 

S h d l b r  . . . .  " 1 8 U . S . C . & 6 4 1  (1958).  
88 181 F. 2d 427 (Sth Clr. 1861). 
I? 342 U.S. a t  213. 
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appropriation to be an offense mala prokibtta.s8 I t  is equally clear 
that  this construction has been repudiated, and, in view of the 
Morissette decision, perhaps rigntly so. Honever, in the absence 
of a elear axpression of the intent of the Congress to  adopt the 
common law concept of larceny. there is substantial justification 
in the military for the former construction. Circumstances in- 
herent within military life require that personal property be re- 
spected to a much greater degree than in civilian jurisdictions. 
Xoreover, the practical problems encountered in applying the test 
of whether certain conduct constitutes wrongful appropriation 
stagger the imagination. Certainly, no one should argue with the 
inherent justice in Chief Judge Quinn’s example of the book- 
borrowing friend.is Suppose, however, the item borrowed was 
money or something more valuable than a book, and, in reliance 
an the apparent loss of the missing property, the victim changes 
his legal status to his disadvantage; e.g., forced to borrow funds 
at  substantial cost, or he is unable t o  do something he would other- 
wise have been able to do, such as taking advantage of a bargain 
purchase. These circumstances in no way affect the innocent 
motivation of the borrower, yet, in the communal form of life 
found in the military, i t  is hard to imagine that this practice could 
be condoned. Where, then, lies the locus poenitentiae a t  which an 
innocent intent becomes criminal, and what factors are determina- 
tive? 

4. Housebreaking, Artzele 190 

Article 130 dsnounces the offense of unlawful en t r r  into the 
building or strzieture of another with intent to  commit a criminal 
offense therein. The property protected by this statute is limited 
ta real property and such farm of personal property as is usually 
used for storage or habitation,OO and the Court has held that an 
automobile is not a building or structure within the meaning of 
Article 130,’: During the term here considered, the Court held, in 
United States c. Taulor and Barnes,92 that  an aircraft  is not such 
property as was intended to be cloaked with protectlo” agamst 
unlawful entry under Article 134, nor, therefore, is i t  properly 
the subject of the offense of housebreaking under Article 130. 

I S  See United Stater Y. Krawcyzk, note 7 0  ~upra,  in which the fallawlng 
statement IS found: Presumably with regard for certain eonditlonn eonduelve 
of thievery which inescapably ehsraeterize the commnnal life of the Armed 
Services, those draftsmen selected rule6 which in mast mtances  are stnngent . . . ” 4 USChlA s t  258, 15 CYR at 258. See also the K i d 1  and McCoy C B S ~ J ,  

nates 72 and 80 svpro 
80 See United States Y. Hayon, 8 USCMA 621,  630, 25 CMR 131.  134 

(1958). 
80 United States V. Gill in ,  8 USCMA 868, 26 CMR 173 ( 1 9 5 8 ) .  
0 1  Ibid 
92 12 USCMA 44, 30 C M R  44 (1960).  Chief Judge Quinn dissented. 
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However, in dictum contained in the majority opinion, Judge 
Latimer suggested that, if a plane was loaded with goods in inter- 
state or foreign commerce, so as to come within the terms of title 
18, United States Code, Section 117, "that section might properly 
provide the foundation fo r  charging a crime or offense not capital 
under the third category in Article 134." Furthermore, the Court 
pointed aut that  the result reached did not prevent the government 
from punishing the accused if property within or part of the air- 
craft was damaged or taken. In Cnzted States 9. the Court 
held that a railroad freight car is a structure within Article 130. 

5 .  Assault and Battery Upon a Child Under Age of Sixteen 
Years, Article 1S4. 

In United States v ,  McCormick,P~ the Court of Military Appeals 
held that it is error to charge an assault and battery upon a child 
under the age of sixteen a8 a violation of the general article. The 
holding does not preclude charging indecent assault as a violation 
of the general article, nor does it specifically apply ta an assault 
with intent to commit certain offenses of a civil nature.g5 The rule 
of pre-emption applies, Judge Ferguson concluded, even when all 
of the elements of an offense plus an additional factor are alleged 
and proved, end, writing for the majority, he rejected the conten- 
tion that pre-emption applies only when the services attempt to 
strike an element from an offense and punish the remaining mis- 
conduct as service discrediting. The decision of the board of re- 
view was affirmed an the basis that the error involved in the in- 
structions on the maximum sentence was d e  minimis Chief Judge 
Quinn concurred in the result, pointing out only that to establish 
the offenses charged, circumstances s h w i n g  discredit to the 
Armed Farces must be proved and that the difference in pleading 
and proof is wholly immaterial in this case. Judge Latimer also 
concurred in the result, but dissented from Judge Ferguson's con- 
clusions as to  the issue of pre-emption.ss 

6. Kidnapping, Article I S 4  
In United States v .  Picotte:' and companion ca8es:n the Court 

held that the offense of unlawful detention, proscribed by Article 
97, does not pre-empt the offense of kidnaping under Article 134. 

. .  
ernptlon. 

07 12 U S C M A  1 ~ 6 , a o  CMR 196 (1961). 
8 8  Umled States V. Harkcorn, 12 USCMA 217. SO CMR 267 (1961) ;  United 

States Y Wnpht ,  12 USCMA 202,30 CMR 202 (1961).  
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In Picotte, the accused was convicted of kidnaping under the terms 
of the Colorado criminal statute which was assimilated into 
Federal law under the Assimilative Crimes Act" and charged 
under Article 134, crimes and offenses not capital. The maximum 
punishment for the offense i s  that  provided by the state law inas- 
much as the Assimilative Crimes Act assimilates not only the 
offense but also the punishment. Chief Judge Quinn's unqualified 
concurrence in Judge Latimer's opinion further indicates his 
agreement with Judge Latimer an the issue of pre-emption. How- 
ever, Judge Ferguson, although concurring in the result, reiterated 
his views on pre-emption as expressed earlier in the MoCormick 
case, supra, 

7. Mail Offenae, Adiele  134 

In Cnited States Y. Manausa,l'o the Court, for the flrst time, 
expressly held that mail is protected until delivery to the addressee 
o r  his duly authorized representative. I t  had been clear that mail 
in the United States Postal Service channels was protected by 
title 18, Cnited States Code, section 1702. What was not clear 
w8s whether similar protection was afiorded to mail in military 
postal channels, either prior to entry into United States Postal 
Service channels or after removal therefrom. In .Manausa, the 
accused had received written authorization to pick up the per- 
sonal mail of his superior noncommissioned officer. This partic- 
ular function formed no part  of the accused's official duties. On 
these facts, the Court found that the accused was the duly con- 
stituted agent of the addressee of the letters, and held that the 
letters were therefore no longer mail matter within the protection 
of the mail statutes and regulations since the letters were delivered 
within the meaning of the statute.1@1 Four months later, a variant 
of the factual situation in Manataa was presented in a case certi- 
fied to the Court by The Judge Advocate General of the Air Force. 
In rnited States  0, Rayfield,L02 the accused had the official duty ,  
as first sergeant, to open, evaluate, and diatribute as appropriate, 
all incoming mail addressed to his commanding officer. In this 
capacity, the accused secreted certain letters pertaining to his 
personal indebtedness. The Court, distinguishing Mamusa ,  
pointed out that accused was not acting as B peisonal agent for the 
conwmenee of his commanding officer, instead, he had the official 
military duty to transmit further the correspondence to the proper 
office, and, 3 0 ,  he was a part of the military postal system. Ac- 
cordingly, the conviction and the decision of the board of review 

09 18 US C. & 13 (1868) 

101 I d .  at 41-42, 30 CMR a t  41-42. Chief Judge Quinn dissented. 
102 11 USCMA 307, 30 C M R  301 (19611 

100 12 USCMA 37.30 C m  3 7  (1960). 
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were affirmed. The dissenting opinions of Chief Judge Quinn in 
M a m u s e  and of Judge Fergusan in Rayfield present a decided risk 
in evolving a general rule from these cases. 

8. Mailing Obsenee Matter, Article 134 

The Federal Mail Obscenity Statute provides that every "ob- 
scene, lewd, lascivious . , . matter, thing, device. or substance" is 
nonmailable matter. Sergeant Eobhy G. Holt, a married, thirty- 
one gear soldier, deposited several letters in the mail to his thirteen 
year old girl friend, which letters contained expressions of ardor 
substantially unlike those normally used. Sergeant Halt pleaded 
guilty to the offense of mailing obscene letters in violation of 
Article 134, and the board of review, adopting the "prurient in- 
terests" test of obscenity, held the plea of guilty to be improvident 
in view of Holt's testimony, after findings, that he intended the 
letters as love letters.104 On certification from The Judge Advocate 
General of the Army, the Court reversed the decision of the board 
of review and affirmed the conviction.10b "Purity of motive:' the 
majority opinion stated, "is no defense to impurity of writing; 
consequently, unless the language of the letters i s  not obscene as 
a matter of law, nothing in the accused's testimony . . . i s  incon- 
sistent with . . . his plea of guilty."108 The Court concluded that 
by any standards the letters were obscene. Incidental to the prin- 
cipal holding were the holdings of the Court that  the word 
"matter" in the statute embraces letters, and that the fact that  
the letters concerned were personal love letters or that  they were 
"private communications between two people who [have] B close 
and personal relationship" does not take the letter out of the opera- 
tion of the statute. 

9. Worthless Cheoks, Article I S 4  

Paragraph 138a of the Manual for Courts-Xartial provides in 

Some example8 of those Presumptions which are nothing more than 
justifiable inferences are: 

part  as follows: 

When it is shown that 8 s  L result of  his own act a person did no t  
have sufficient funds in the bank available to meet payment upon 
presentment in due eourae of a cheek d r a m  agaimt the bank by 
him, st may be pTenum4 that at the time he uttered t h t  check, and 
thereafter, he did not intend to have sufficient funda m the bank 
available to meet payment of the cheek upon its prelientment in 
due course. 

109 18 C S.C. 9 1461 (1968) 
106 CM 406340, Holt (March 29,1961).  
105 United States V. Holt, 12 USCMA 411. SI CMR 67 (1861) 
108 I d .  at 472.7%. 21 CMR at 68-69. 
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Nevertheless, in L'nited States u .  Groom,'o' the Court held that 
evidence that the accused overdrew his account on three occasions 
and subsequently redeemed each check, without more, was insum- 
cient in lair to permit an inference that the accused dishonorably 
failed to maintain sufficient funds an deposit to cover the returned 
checks. Evidence that the accused redeemed the bad checks or 
evidence of other extenuating factors, should be admissible in 
rebuttal of the inference permitted by paragraph 138a of the 
Manual. Such evidence should not, however, prevent the inference 
from coming into existence. nor should it destroy the inference 
after it has come into existence.108 The problem of proving bad 
check offenses in the military, which was further complicated by 
case* such as Groom, may have been lessened when the President 
aproved H.R. 76E7.10@ This act, which became effective on 1 March 
1962, provides a specific statutory inference of the requisite intent 
ta defraud or deceive and knowledge of the inaufficiency of the 
funds available far payment af the check. It appeari clear from 
statements made in the course of the congressional hearings on 
the bill that It was the intention of the framers of the statute that 
if an accused fails to redeem a worthless check within the five day 
statutory period, such failure canatitutes prima facie evidence of 
intent t o  deceive or defraud and of the requisite knowledge and 
this evidence continues to exist regardless of any evidence admit- 
ted in rebuttal.:.O 

B. DEFESSES  

In Trosel l .  a Navy board of review held that an accused could 
not waive his rights under the Statute of limitations, and the board 
set aside the findings and sentence. Upon certification of the case 
to the Court by The Judge Advocate General of the Navy, the 
accused, for some unexplained reason, joined government counsel 
in contending that the statute of limitations may be waived, and 
prayed far reversal of the board's decision. The Court obliged the 
accused by holding that an accused must interpose the statute in 
order to gain the benefit that it confers, that the law officer must 
advise an apparently uninformed accused of the terms of Article 

10- 12 USCMA 11. 30 C M R  11 (19601 : see also United Staten I Brand, 10 
CSCMA 431, 28 C M R  3 (19501. and eases c i t e d  therein, United Statal  V. 

Milam, 12 USCMA 413, 30 CMR 413 (1961) ;  United Statla V. Bullack. 12 
USCXA 142, 30 CMR 142 (1961) 

io* See Comment. Uniform Rule af Evidence 14 
109 Pub L. No. 87.385, 87th C a n g ,  1 s t  Sesa ( O c t  4 ,  19611,  now eodined 

BQ Article 123(aI ,  Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10 U.S.C. I 923(a )  
(Supp 10611. 

ll0Hearings B e j o i r  Subrommitlrr .To. 1 of the Xouee Cornmiller on A n e d  
S e m o e s .  87th Cone, 1 s t  Seas. 1981 (1961) 

111 NCY 60-00106, Troxell, 30 ChlR  586 (19601. 

110 A00 4810B 
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43, and tha t  an accused who, with full knowledge of his privilege 
under Article 43, "fails ta plead the statute in bar of Prosecution 
or imposition of sentence, thereby w i v e s  his rights there- 
under," 112 A negotiated plea of guilty was involved in Troxell. 
Presumably, if the accused had pleaded not guilty, he could have 
asserted the statute as an affirmative defense and would not have 
been required to plead the statute "in bar of prosecution or im- 
position of sentence." In United States v .  Aau,llS the Court held 
that the trial of the accused after he had participated in the an- 
cient Samoan custom of "Ifoga," by which he iB forgiven in 
the family of the victim, did not twice place the accused in 
jeopardy where (1) the offenses were committed in Hawaii, and 
(2) there was no evidence the offense could be prosecuted in a 
Samoan court or that  "Ifoga" was a recognized defense in Samoa 
to the offenses charged. In United States z). Pruitt,I1' the defense 
of entrapment wa8 asserted a t  the trial level to a charge alleging 
the making of a false official statement. The Court held that the 
defense of entrapment was not presented because, "the evidence 
compellingly shows that the accused was not enticed, induced, or 
compelled to lie and to falsify , , . .''115 In a "bad check" case in 
which the accused testified he had been drinking heavily and could 
not remember writing the checks, the Court ,  in l'nited Statea 8 .  
.Uiiarn."B held that a genuine inability or failure to recall the 
making and uttering of a check would, in an appropriate case, 
negate the existence of had faith. The Court found, however, that 
this was not an "appropriate case" Since the claim of amnesia 
related only to the issuance of the checks and offered no insight 
into the accused's state of mind or intent upon discovery that the 
checks had been written but prior to presentation and dishonor. 
This, the Court held, is a neutral circumstance. In a special court- 
martial in which the issue of self-defense was raised, and the 
preaident instructed the court that  a person may lawfully meet 
farce with a like degree af farce, the Court held that the instruc- 
tion did not prejudice the accused because there was no fair risk 
that the court-martial understood the principle to mean that the 
defender was limited to the identical amount of force threatened 
by the attacker.11' In Cnited State8 9, Chansy,118 the Court held 
that evidence that the accuaed WBB intoxicated a t  a certain Deriad 

111 United S t a b s  V. Troxell, 12 USCMA 6, 30 CMR 6 (1960). 
i l* 12 USCXA 332, 30 CMR 332 (1'361). 

111 I d .  s t  527, 30 CMR at  327. 
116 United States V.  Milam, note 107 nupro. 
1 IT  United States Y. Stmub, 12 USCMA 166, 30 CMR 166 (1'361). Judge 

1 1 8 1 2  USCMA 378, 30 CMR 378 (1961). Judge Fergmon dmsented on 

X I S  12 USCMA 882.30 c M n  322 (18~1). 

Fergvson dissented. 

thia i s m e  in the case. 
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of time and that he later testified concerning this period was not 
a defense ta a charge of prejury based on the testimony but did 
raise the defense of mistake. The defense of mistake was also 
raised in United States  21. Pi f t s , l ' g  wherein the Court held that no 
issue of mistake was raised where the accused took rations from 
his o w n  organization intending to give them to others in another 
unit in reliance on a "custom" of the Navy [sometimes referred to 
as "moonlight requisitioning"] which would sanction such a prac- 
tice. A mistake must be honest to be a defense to larceny, and the 
Court noted that there was no contention by the accused that what 
he did was legal or defensible. In a prosecution far the wrongful 
and dishonorable failure to  maintain sufficient funds to cover 
checks, it was held that instructions by the law officer that  "a mis- 
take as to  the existence of adequate funds must be both honest 
and reasonable," and, later, "that . . , [if] the court was not satis- 
fied beyond a reasonable doubt that  his mistaken belief was the 
result of gross indifference on his part, you must acquit the ae- 
used." \\ere not misleading when considered as a whale.'la 

IV. EVIDENCE 
A. S E A R C H  A N D  SEIZURE 

l'nited States e. Harmen 121 presented a complicated factual 
situation. Without warning the accused of his rights under Article 
31, Uniform Code of Military Justice, Sergeant H directed the ac- 
cused to paint aut his bunk and get his equipment. The accused 
complied with the order. The stolen property was discovered, and 
the accused was given an Article 31 warning. Later that  after- 
noon, the accused executed B written confession. The defense 
counsel contended that the confession WBB involuntary and inad- 
missible since it was a direct result of a prior illegal search and 
seizure and an illegal interrogation. The board of review held that 
the law officer erred in admitting the accused's pretrial confession, 
set aside the findings and sentence, and ordered the charges dis- 
missed.:z2 In reversing the board, the Court held that the search 
and seizure were not illegal due to the failure to give an Article 
31 warning. 

In Cmted States v ,  Se1lers,la the aceused had on Several aeca- 
sions failed to comply with directives to produce certain govern- 
ment fund records. The accused's commanding officer and an 
investigator were aware of the location of the records and went 

110 12 WSCYA 106, 30 CMR 106 (1061). Agam Judge Fergvaan disaented. 
110 United Stales Y .  Bullock, 1 2  WSCMA 142, 30 C M R  142 (1'361). Judge 

121 12 CSCMA 180, 30 C M R  180 (1'3611. Judge Ferwaon disaented. 
122 CM 404301, Harman (Xarch 2, 10611. 
1 2 3  12 VSCIlA 262, 30 CYR 262 (10611 

Fureunon dmamted. 
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to the accused's quarters t o  obtain them. The accused's wife Un- 
locked the accused's automobile in which the records were located, 
and the records were removed therefrom. The Court held that 
the evidence did not demonstrate that  there was any search in- 
volved in the ease inasmuch as the precise location of the missing 
records was known. The seizure was legal since the United States 
was indisputably entitled to the property attached, and the man- 
ner of seizure was reasonable. 

Relying on United States Y. Williams.124 United States u. Bunt- 
ing,lZb and Army Regulations 600-20.'pfl the Court held in United 
States 9. Munay,lP1 that under the factual situation presented, a 
Chief Warrant Officer was the commanding officer of the accused 
and lawfully could search the accused's quarters. The command- 
ing officer was temporarily absent from duty and, with the knowl- 
edge of the commanding officer, Lieutenant S (next in command) 
advised CWO 24 that  he (the Lieutenant) would be gone far the 
day and that the CWO was in charge. Evidence that the accused 
wa8 involved in a mail offense came ta the attention of CWO M 
and he searched the accused's quarters. Upon returning, the 
Lieutenant directed another search of the accused's quarters. 
Evidence tending to incriminate the accused wan discovered during 
both searches. Upon being confronted with the incriminating 
evidence and after being warned pursuant to  Article 31, the ac- 
cused confessed. The Court held that the Chief Warrant Officer 
was actins as unit commander and had authority to  examine the 
accused's belongings. The Court had no doubt that the CWO had 
probable cause to suspect that the accused had committed a mail 
offense. 

The Court held in United States 21. Whitaere1s8 that  it WBB not 
necessary to  give an Article 31 warning in order to  obtain consent 
to search. I t  was further held that it was unnecessary to  advise 
an accused of his right not to consent to a search without a war- 
rant or its military equivalent before a search so predicated may be 
found to be lawful. The Court went on to find that the accused 
had consented to  the search; and the seizure remlting therefrom 
was lawful. 

I*, 6 USCMA 248, 18 C M R  368 118651 
126 4 USCMA 84, 16 CMR 84 (1864) 
111 Pars. 90 of Army Rega. No. 600.20. Personnel-General, Command, 

dated 16 February 1867. BQ changed, provides: "In the event of the death. 
disability, or temporary absence of the commander of any element of the 
Army. the next senior regularly assigned officer present for duty . . . will  
assume command until relieved by proper nufhonty." 

I*? 12 USCMA 434, 31 CMR 20 (18611. 
188 12 USCMA 846.30 CMR 646 (1961).  
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B. SPOA'TANEOCS EXCLA.MATl0X.S 

In L'nited States v .  Knight,1zB the Court had occasion to deter- 
mine the admissibility of a witness' testimony concerning the 
utterance of an eight year old girl. A limited recitation of the 
facts is necessary in order to better understand the Court's 
decision. A little girl came running aut of the men's restroom with 
flushed cheeks, excited and crying. There wss testimony that a 
few minutes earlier, she had appeared happy and friendly and 
laughing. The witneas asked the child what was wrong, and 
the girl related the events of an indecent assault. The Court held 
that the evidence wad sufficient to establiah that a "mental dis- 
turbance" had occurred and that the child volunteered her ut- 
terance under conditions which guaranteed that i t  was related 
ta an unusual event, was spontaneous, without reflection, and not 
the product of imagination. There was the required independent 
evidence of the exciting or unusual event; therefore, the utterance 
was not used merely as a predicate for its own admission. 

C. PAST RECOLLECTIOA' RECORDED 

In L'nited States v ,  U'ebb,130 the Court held for naught some of 
the most cunning and expert detective work ever performed by an 
amateur. The victim, Specialist B, who had recently received his 
pay, noticed that three of his newly acquired $20 bills were miss- 
ing. The victim informed Lieutenant C [the victim's company 
commander] of his misfortune. Lieutenant C recalled that he had 
paid his men in alphabetical order and had used new $20 bills, 
the serial numbers of which were in numerical sequence. Lieu- 
tenant C telephoned the two men paid immediately prior to the 
victim and the two men paid immediately after the victim. The 
Lieutenant directed each of the four men called to read off the 
serial numbers of their $20 bills. The Lieutenant recorded the 
numbers and verified them by having the men repeat the numbers, 
and by reading back the numbers he had recorded. After the list 
was completed and checked, the Lieutenant had recorded a group 
of serial numbers with three figures missing in the middle, 
obviously the victim's currency. Then memory failed, far s t  the 
trial neither Lieutenant C nor any of the four men telephoned 
by him could recall the numbers. Lieutenant C testified that he 
recorded correctly the information given him. and each of the 
men whom he telephoned testified that he had read correctly the 
serial numbers from his bills to Lieutenant C. The Court held 
the evidence was not admissible as B memorandum of past rec- 

1% 12 VSCYA 229, 30 ChlR 228 (19611. Judge Fereuran dieaented 
110 12 USCMA 276.  30 C l l R  216 11861). Chief Judge Qulnn dmsented. 
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collection recorded. The requisite predicate for admission of such 
evidence includes knowledge by the witness that the facts were 
correctly set forth a t  the time of recording, even though they be 
presently forgotten. The Court noted that the adventure was a 
Joint enterprise, but concluded that the resulting memorandum was 
nevertheless inadmissible since it had not been prepared in the 
regular course of business, and no factual pattern of that  nature 
was involved. 

D. O P I N I O N  TESTIMONY 

In Cnited States v .  Lindsay,'al the law officer asked a witness 
whether a German police station sign labeled "Landpolizei" could 
be mistaken far a gasthaus sign by a person who could not read 
German and whether the shape of the sign wa8 similar to a 
gasthaus sign. Chief Judge Quinn and Judge Ferguson considered 
the questions by the law officer improper requests far opinion 
testimony. However. they found no prejudicial error since the 
purpose of the question and the state of the evidence did not 
show that the law officer was biased against the accused or pre- 
disposed toward the prosecution, Judge Latimer concurred in the 
result, but he would widen further the permissible scope of the 
law officer's inquiry. 

I t  was held prejudicial error in Cnited States u .  Jefferiesl3* 
fo r  the president of a special court-martial to permit the trial 
counsel t o  adduce testimony from an air  police investigator that 
the accused intended to  steal certain property. The Court held 
that the prejudice went to the sentence only, since the accused 
judicially confessed to the lesser offense of wrongful appropria- 
tion. 

E. TESTIMONY OF OTHER ACTS OF 
rMISCONDCCT 

In Cnited States Y. Bryant.1SJ the Court  considered the admis- 
sibility of testimony concerning certain acts of misconduct of 
which the accused was not charged. Citing United States u .  
Land~urn,'~' the Court held that the evidence of the other trans- 
actions13j reasonably tended to show a plan or design an the 
part  of the accused to purchase exchange items for unlawful 
resale. The Court noted that the time interval between the 
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earlier sales and those charged was reasonably close, and that 
the number of sales was sufficient to show purchases of a sub- 
stantial quantity of exchange items. 

The Court found error, although non-prejudicial, in Cnited 
States 1. W o ~ M e y , ~ ~ ~  where the law officer admitted into evidence 
a prosecution exhibit which contained incompletent remarks 
concerning the accused's poor conduct and efficiency. 

In United States v .  Sellers,la' wherein the accused was charged 
with wrongful appropriation, inter alia, all three judges agreed 
that testimony concerning the accused's frequent gambling, aver- 
drawn checking account, and indicating that he had written bad 
checks in the amount of $149, was admissible to establish motive 
of the accused. 

A pretrial statement, in Cnited States v .  Pa~ne.13~ a common 
trial, contained remarks by one of the accused which were un- 
favorable to his fellow miscreants. The statement was admitted 
into evidence, and the portion pertaining to the other accused was 
not masked. The law officer instructed the court-martial members 
not to consider the statement as evidence against the other accused. 
The Court held that the record of trial convincingly indicated that 
the court members understood the limitation upon them, that 
they conscientiously followed the instruction, and that there was 
na reversible error. 

F. ARTICLE SI, CONFESSIONS A N D  SELF-  
I??CRIMINATION 

The admissibility of the result of a blood alcohol test af the 
accused was questioned in Cntted Stetes v .  Ht1l.lBo It was held 
that an order to provide a sample of blood for clinical purposes is 
valid. Further,  the Court held that the accused's Consent t o  the 
procurement of the evidence so obtained made the evidence ad- 
misaible against him, I t  noted that the evidence was sufficient 
to support a finding that the accused was advised of and under- 
stood his rights under Article 31, and that the accused consented 
to the taking of the aample in the belief that he might obtain a 
favorable result. 

In Cnited States II. Aau.140 the accused had been injured; and, 
while he was still in serious condition, B civilian policeman inter- 
rogated him without giving an Article 31 warning. The resulting 
statements were admitted into evidence. The next day civilian 

136 12 USCMA 123, 30 CMR 123 (1961). Judge Fer~uson dissented 
131 12 USCMA 262, 30 C M R  262 11961). 
181  12 USCMA 455, 31 CMR 4 1  (1961), 
139 12 USCMA 9, 30 CMR 9 (1860).  
140 I 2  USCMA 332,30 CMR 332 (1861). 
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policemen and an armed forces policeman interrogated the accused 
without giving an Article 31 warning; however, no statements 
resulting from this interrogation were offered into evidence. A 
few days later the accused made a full oral confession to civilian 
and armed services police investigators after being warned under 
Article 31.  This confession was admitted into evidence. The de- 
fense showed that  an agreement existed between the civilian 
police and the armed services police that servicemen suspected 
or accused of a serious offense would be turned over to the 
military, and that  the civilian policeman who first interrogated 
the accused was aware of the agreement and was "pretty well 
aware" that the accused was a sailor. Whether the relationship 
between the civilian police and the armed forces police constituted 
the civilian police instruments of the military was a question of 
fact, and the Court held that  there was sufficient evidence to sup- 
port a finding that the civilian police were not instruments of the 
military. 
In Cnited States 8 .  Acfalle,L'l the Court again was faced with 

the issue of whether a confession was properly received in evi- 
dence. The accused, a native of Guam, was apprehended by Air 
Police a8 he left the airplane upon his arrival in Guam. He was 
allowed to see his wife, provided they spoke only English in the 
presence of an Air Police agent. The accused was confined and 
removed from Guam to Japan for the admitted purpose of isolat- 
ing him and to have available facilities for a polygraph examina- 
tion. Accused denied that he was warned of his rights under 
Article 31 or advised of the nature of the investigation. He also 
contended that  he WBB ill during the interrogation. The Court 
concluded that  there WBB evidence in the record of trial from 
which the law officer and members of the court-martial could infer 
that the confession did not result from his removal from Guam 
l o  Japan, airsickness, illness of relatives, lack of full cammunica- 
tion with his family, and the other circumstances depicted, but 
because of an overwhelming consciousness of guilt. The Court 
went on to reverse for an instructional deficiency by the law officer 
in not tailoring his instructions to the peculiar situation presented 
by this record and far  apparently failing to recognize possible 
considerations of constitutional due process involved in the eourt- 
martial's ultimate decision an the statements. 

I t  is well settled in military law that to sustain findings of 
guilty in a case where a confession by the accused has been ad- 
mitted into evidence, such confession must be corroborated by sub- 
stantial, independent evidence tending to establish the existence of 

141 12 USCMA 465, 31 CMR 51 110611. 
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each element of the offense charged.142 Such corroborating evi- 
dence may be direct or circumstantial.1~8 In Cnited States 2.. 
Young?" the Court noted that in larceny cases the testimony 
needed to corroborate a confession is B showing that property of a 
gi\wn value is missing, under circumstances indicating that it 
probably was s t ~ l e n . " ~  The Court held that there was sufficient 
proof of record to corroborate the voluntary confession of guilt, 
since the cash register was shown to be short, and the use of 
fraudulent vouchers to conceal that  deficiency was a circumstance 
indicative of the probability of theft. 

In a landmark case, United States v .  Brooks."' an Army Crim- 
inal Investigation Detachment Agent testified a t  the trial that  he 
advised the accused of his rights under Article 31 and informed 
him of the nature of the offense of which he was suspected. He 
also testified that the accused became visibly upset and "at that  
time he told me he did not wish to talk about i t  any more." An- 
other CID agent, after giving the Article 31 warning, testified 
that he also questioned the accused. In r e~ponse  to this questian- 
ing, the accused replied that "he didn't wish to make a statement." 
At this paint, defense counsel objected; and the testimony was 
ordered stricken from the record and the court was instructed to 
disregard the testimony. Similar instructions were given by the 
law officer when the second agent testified that the accused refused 
to make a statement and that the accused had been requested to 
take a polygraph examination. The accused took the stand to tes- 
t ify on the merits and was cross-examined regarding his exercise 
of rights afforded by Article 31. The Court reversed, holding that 
the accused's pretrial reliance on Article 31 may not be "paraded" 
before a court-martial in order that guilt may be inferred from his 
refusal to comment on charges against him.>" I t  was also held 
that i t  was error to cross-examine the accused, upon his taking 
the stand to testify on the merits, regarding his previous exercise 
of Article 31 rights. The Court relied heavily on Stewart 9. United 

14% United State3 V. McFerrin,  11 USCMA 31. 25 CMR 255 (1858):  Umted 
States V. Mims. 8 USCMA 81%. 2 4  CMR 126 (1957!:  United States V .  
Viliasenar, 6 CSCMA 3, 18 CMR 128 (18551 : Cnited States V. Landrum, 4 
USCMA 707, 16 C Y R  281 ( 1 9 5 4 ) ;  United States Y Isenberg, 2 USCMA 348, 
P C V R  I d 0  1191.4) . -. . .. . . . , . . -. , 

148 united stares V.  Petty,  a USCMA 8 7 , ~  CMR a 7  (18531 

1 4 s  12 USCMA 428. ai C M R  8 (1961) 

1 4 4  12 USCMA 211, 30 CMIR 211 (1961).  
146 See United States Y. Evans. 1 USCMA 207. 2 CMR 113 (1852) .  

147See United States Y. Beyea, 11 USCMA 761, 28 CMR 583 (IBSO!; 
United States V. Kowert. 1 USCMA 678. 23 CMR 142 (1951):  United States 
V. Armstrong, 4 USCMA 248, 15 CMR 248 (1854!. Compare United States 
\.. Bolden, 11 USCMA 182. 28 CMR 406 (1860). 
118 .A00 4PiOB 
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States,"s a recent Supreme Court decision involving a similar 
factual situation. 

In United States v .  King."n the Court held that there was a fair  
risk that the accused had been prejudiced by a comment of a dis- 
gruntled court-martial member (who wanted to ask improper ques- 
tions) to the effect that  a court-martial had s l w a y ~  been given the 
right to ask questions and, if the accused wanted to remain silent, 
it meant something to him [the member]. The president of the 
special court-martial did not correct the erroneous statement of 
law or instruct the member that he could not draw unfavorable 
inferences from the accused's silence. 

G. TESTIMONY BY THE ACCCSED 

In L'nited States w .  Wannenuetsch,"O the defense announced the 
intention af the accused to testify. The law officer warned counsel 
for the aceused that the accused would be subject to cross-exami- 
nation if he testified. Accused took the stand and testified that he 
was the author of a letter that contained bizarre statements, 
which he hoped would bolster his defense of mental irrespon- 
sibility. Over defense objection, the trial counsel cross-examined 
the accused on the merits. The Court held that the accused had 
placed his mental responsibility in issue, and the trial counsel was 
within his rights to develop testimony which rebutted, was in- 
consistent with, or raised doubts about the testimony offered by 
the accused. Once the accused sought to bolster his defense from 
the witness stand, he became a witness for the purpose of estab- 
lishing a lack of criminal intent. The Court noted that the accused 
was not seeking to keep adverse evidence out of the record but was 
seeking to  bring before the court-martial testimony which would 
and did rebut the prosecution's evidence on intent. 
In l'aited States 9. Stiuers,'61 it was held that the testimony of 

an accused in extenuation and mitigation could not be used a t  B 

rehearing to establish guilt on the The Court stated that 
testimony by an accused in extenuation and mitigation is designed 
only to ameliorate punishment. 

148366 U.S. 1 (1961). 
1 0  12 USChlA 11.30 CYR 71 (1960). 
110 12 USCMA 64, 30 CMR 64 (1860) 
l b l  12 USCMA 316, 30 CUR 316 (1961). 
111Para. 1 6 0 ( 2 )  of the Manual provides in part, "Statement of a c c u d -  

Whether or not he testified on the iwue of zullt or innocence or as to matters 
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V. SENTENCE AND PUNISHMENT 

A, INSTRUCTIONS ON MAXIMUM PUNISHMENT 

1. Generally 

An instruction to the effect that normally the maximum punish- 
ment will be reserved for a case in which there is evidence of a 
previous conviction involving an offense a t  least a s  serious as the 
one for which the accused is on trial is "unwise and impractical." 
However, unless there exists some basis from which i t  can fairly 
be said the instruction harmed the accused by adversely influ- 
encing the deliberations of the court members there is no risk of 
prejudice. In United States v .  Slock,"8 such an  instruction was 
given, and, after three minutes deliberation on the sentence, the 
court did impose the maximum punishment. The Court found 
"substantial justification in the surrounding circumstances for the 
sentence imposed" and held that the nature of the entire instruc- 
tion on the maximum punishment was such that the court-martial 
understood it wa8 not b u n d  by conscience, law, or practice to 
adjudge the maximum sentence because of accused's previous 
convictions. Instructions based on paragraph 76 of the Manual 
are apparently viewed with suspicion by the Court, and they 
should not be used without some refinement.164 
In Cnited States t'. Middletonpi the law officer instructed the 

court that  the maximum sentence included confinement a t  hard 
labor for five years. In fact, the Court determined, the maximum 
punishment included confinement for only one year. The court- 
martial adjudged a sentence of dismissal and total forfeitures but 
no confinement. The Court rejected government counsel's conten- 
tion that since no confinement was adjudged i t  would he purely 
speculative to suppose the court was adversely infiuenced by the 
instructional error and the Court properly distinguished the 
ease of Cnited States v .  Thorpe;se cited by government counsel. 
Accordingly, the Court set aside the sentence and ordered a re- 
hearing thereon. I t  is interesting to compare the Middleton 
factual situation with that in other eases involving overstatement 
of the maximum sentence by the law officer. Where the law officer 
instructed that the maximum period of confinement impasable 
was one year, and on appeal it wag determined that the maximum 
was only four  months, the Court held that because of the great dis- 

168 12 USCMA 244. 30 CMR 244 114611 

. -. ... 
statement of the 
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p a n t y  between the instruction and the actual maximum, redeter- 
mination of the sentence by court-martial was justified."' As in 
Middleton, the sentence adjudged by the court-martial did not 
include confinement. On the other hand, where the maximum sen- 
tence was found to include confinement for fifteen years, the law 
officer overstated the maximum by ten years, the court-martial 
adjudged confinement for two years, and the convening authority 
reduced this to nine months, the Court held that the error was too 
slight to justify remand.'js 

2. Binding on Court 

In United States 21. Crawford,l6Q a special court-martial ad- 
judged a sentence well within the jurisdictional limits of a special 
court-martial and the maximum punishment for that offense. On 
review before a Navy board of review, appellate defense counsel 
contended that the reduction portion of the sentence to B bad con- 
duct discharge and reduction to the grade of private could not 
stand in view of the failure of the president of the court to men- 
tion reduction in grade a s  part  of the maximum sentence. The 
board of review affirmed the sentence and The Judge Advocate 
General of the Navy certified the case to the Court on the issue 
o f :  "Whether the reduction in grade portion of the sentence is 
legal." Chief Judge Quinn, writing for the majority, stated ". . . 
in the absence of correction even erroneous instructions mark aut 
the legal framework within which the court may properly exercise 
its powers."16o Cases cited to  support the proposition set forth 
involved instructions to the court on the elements of the offense, 
and, as Judge Latimer pointed out in his dissent, the result reached 
in Crawford must be predicated on the conclusion that the rules 
which govern instructions prior to findings a re  equally applicable 
to instructions on the maximum sentence. 

3. On Rehearing 

The Court had two occasions during the October 1960 Term ta 
consider the effeet of instructions on the maximum punishment 
to a special court-martial, an rehearing, which informed the court 
af the reasan for the limited punishment that could be adjudged, 
i.0.. that the convening authority had approved a particular sen- 
tence on the original trial.'Ol In both instances this advice, in one 

167 United States Y. Melville, S USCMA 587, 26 CMR 101 (1868). 
168 United States V. Reams, 8 L'SCMA 696, 26 CMR 476 (1858). 
169 12 USCMA 203, 30 CMR 203 (1961) : see alao United States V. Powell, 

110 I d .  st 204, 30 CYR at 204. 
l b l  United States V. McCoy, 12 USCMA 68, 30 CMR 68 (1860); United 

Statea Y. Witherspaan, 12 L'SCMA 177, 30 CMR 177 (1861). 
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case by the president and in the other by the trial counsel, was 
condemned and the eases were returned for further action. To 
summarize, an rehearing, the court-martial should not be informed 
of the maximum punishment authorized under the Table of Maxi- 
mum Punishments,laz the jurisdictional limits of a special court- 
martial for punishment purposes,loa or of the reason why the court 
may not exceed the sentence which is stated to be the maximum 
punishment in that case.164 The maximum sentence which may be 
adjudged on rehearing is, of course, ", , . the lowest quantum of 
punishment approved by a convening authority, board of review, 
or other authorized officer . . . unless the reduction is expressly and 
Solely predicated on an erroneous conclu~ion of law." 165 

B.  IMPOSITIOh' OF Ah' ADMlh ' lSTRATIVE DISCHARGE 
BY COURT-MARTIAL 

In Cnited States v .  Phipps,"a after findings, the president of 
the special court-martial inquired of counsel whether or not the 
court was limited to a bad conduct discharge in sentencing the ac- 
cused and if i t  could impose a general discharge. Trial eaunsei 
advised the court that  i t  could adjudge a discharge of a punitive 
nature only. On petition of the accused after affirmance by 
intermediate appellate authorities, the Court held that the advice 
of the trial counsel was correct. I t  is significant, Judge Ferguson 
pointed out in his majority opinion, in which Chief Judge Quinn 
concurred in a separate opinion. that Congress provided fo r  review 
only in the case of bad conduct and dishonorable discharges, and 
that other appellate rights were accorded the accused without 
reference to any ather type of discharge. On the same day the 
Phipps case was decided, the Court a190 handed down its decision 
in L'nited States v .  Bedgood.'6T There, the accused was sentenced, 
inter alia, ta be "dismissed from the service . , . with a general 
discharge," and the convening authority "modified" this portion 
of the sentence to read, "to be dishonorably discharged from the 
Service . , , ." The board of review held the substitution by the 
convening authority to be illegal and approved only reduction and 
total fo r f e i tu re~ .~6~  The Judge Advocate General of the Army 
certified the C B B ~  to the Court which held that,  in view of the 

. . . . . . . . . . . , . . -. . .. . . , . . . . , , 
106 CM 403477, Bedgood (Apnl  4, 1060).  reoonaidrmtion denied ( M a y  17, 

1960) 
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action taken by the board of review, the isme was moat. Subse- 
quent cases have held (1) that  since a court-martial cannot ad- 
judge an administrative discharge, neither can a convening au- 
thority convert a punitive discharge ta one intended only for ad- 
ministrative issuance,168 (2) that a law officer is correct in refus- 
ing to instruct a court-martial that it might adjudge an un- 
desirable or a general discharge,1r0 and (3) that a law officer was 
correct in refusing to permit a sentence work sheet furnished the 
members to be revised to indicate that  permissible punishments 
included an undesirable or general discharge.'il 

C. AUTOMATIC REDUCTIONS:  A R T I C L E  SSfo) 
A N D  T H E  S H U M A T E  C A S E  

The last annual "Supplement to the Survey of Military Justice" 
contains a detailed discussion of the circumstances leading to the 
enactment of Article 68(a), Uniform Code of Military Justice.1'2 
During the October 1960 Term, the Court had occasion to analyze 
Article 58(a)  in only one case. I t  is believed that, although this 
case did not present the exact issue of whether a reduction under 
Article 6 8 ( a )  wss invalid as in United States II. Simpsa,l's the 
language of the Court conclusively indicates that  when the Court 
is presented with the issue, such a reduction will not be set 
aside. In Cnited States e. Powell,"' the accused was sentenced 
to a bad conduct discharge, forfeiture of $40.00 per month for six 
months, confinement a t  hard labor for  six months, and reduction 
to the grade of Airman Basic. Intermediate appellate authorities 
affirmed the sentence, and the Court  granted accused's petition on 
the issue of whether the reduction portion of his sentence was legal 
in view of the failure of the president of the court to include it as 
a possible penalty in his instructions on the maximum sentence. 
Government counsel argued, and Judge Latimer agreed in his dis- 
senting opinion, that  the issue was mooted by enactment of 
Article 58(a). Secondly, government counsel argued that  Article 
58(a) had the effect of incorporating a reduction in the sentence 
by operation of law. The Court rejected these arguments on the 
basis that  it must distinguish between "administrative" and 
"judicial" action. I t  could not consider the administrative con- 
sequences of Article 58 (a ) ,  and must limit its determination to the 
legality of the sentence adjudged by the court-martial viewed at  

123 
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the time it  was adjudged. Relying on its earlier decision in 
Cratzford,176 the Court held the reduction portion of the sentence 
to be illegal and set it aside. In the opinion, the following signi- 
ficant language is found: 

Nothing . . . indicates II [Art.  6 8 i a l l  was intended to impose a 
judicial reduetion . . , . Hence, It hardly c m  be logically argued tha t  
the atatute has the eReet of inserting reduction into the sentence 8s 8" 

additional punishment. 
Rather,  it [Art  5 8 i s ) l  was intended to make the reduetion an ad- 

ministrative ean~equenee of the enumerated sentence076 
In  the last annual "Supplement," the authors summarized four 

opinions prepared by the Office of the Judge Advocate General of 
the Army. The third such cited opinion Iii concluded that where 
a court-martial sentence provides f a r  an intermediate reduction 
and confinement or hard labor without confinement, the court- 
martial sentence is legal and consistent, notwithstanding the 
Flood and Rivera decisions,lV8 and the convening authority may 
legally approve such a sentence. The opinion concluded, in such 
cases, pursuant to Article 5 8 ( a ) ,  the accused, nevertheless, is 
reduced administratively to the lowest enlisted grade effective on 
the date of the convening authority's action. The authors correctly 
pointed out that  the board of review decision in Goodmanlrs cast 
considerable doubt on the correctness of the opinion of The Judge 
Advocate General. Subsequently, an Army board of review in 
Shumate'aO specifically held that, notwithstanding the fact that 
Article 5 8 ( a )  is administrativee in nature, enactment of this 
statute breathed new life into the Flood and Rivera holdings which 
had been, in effect, suspended durine the hiatus between the 
Simpson ease and the enactment of Article 58 (a ) .  Neither Good- 
man nor Shumate was certified to  the Court, and the authors have 
no knowledge of any case pending before the Court which will 
present this issue. 

D. MULTIPLE SENTENCES 
Article 57(b),  Uniform Code of Military Justice, provides that 
1 7 5  12 USCMA 203,30 CMR 203 11961). See note 159 mpro 
l i b  12 USCMA a t  289, 30 CMR a t  289.  
I?? JAGJ 196018544 iSept.  6,  18601 
IT8 United States V. Flood, 2 USCMA 114, 6 CMR 114 (1852) ; CM 367430, 

Rwera .7  CMR 323 (19531. 
l i e  C M  404965, Goodman (Dee.  14, 19601 The board stated,  "We are 

concerned with the instructions a i  the IPW offleer . . . (he did not instruct 
the court tha t  a sentence to confinement results ~n automatic reduction to 
the laweat enlisted grade)  and . . . Thus, the court-martial was dven  the 
imprenrion tha t  i t  was permissible to adjudge confinement and rsdoctmn to 
a lower intermediate grade." The board did not expmssiy hold the ins tmer im 
to be errmems, but stated tha t  any iniuatiee to the aeevaed could be corrected 
by reassessment of the sentence. 

124 AGO 41108 

180 CM 405188, Shumate.  30 CMR 566 (1861). 
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a period of confinement contained in a court-martial sentence 
begins to run from the date adjudged but periods during which the 
confinement is suspended are  excluded in computing the seryice 
of the term. Air Force Manual 125-2, September 1, 1956, pro- 
vides that  where a person already serving a court-martial sentence 
to confinement is convicted for a second offense and sentenced 
to a term of confinement, the subsequent sentence begins to run 
as of the date adjudged and interrupts the running of the prior 
sentence. In  United States 21. B.ryant.l8l appellate defense counsel 
argued that Articles 14(b)  and 51(b)  are exclusive, and in the 
absence of other exceptions to the rule that  sentences to eonfine- 
ment run from the date adjudged, a second sentence to Confinement 
runs concurrently from the date adjudged with any existing con- 
finement the accused might then be serving. Accordingly, the 
defense argument continued. the provisions of Air Force Manual 
125-2 were in confiict with the Code. The Court (Judge Latimer 
writing the majority opinion) rejected defense's argument and 
held that  multiple sentences to confinement are  to be served con- 
secutively and that  the Air Farce Manual provisions were not 
inconsistent with the Code. Basic in the Court's reasoning was the 
historical precedent in the military for  consecutive rather than 
concurrent sentenees,lB2 and a decision of a United States Court of 
Appeals."' The Court also noted the anomaious situation which 
would result if a second sentence, imposed by a civilian court, runs 
consecutively under Article 14(b) ,  and a second sentence, imposed 
by a court-martial, runs concurrently. I t  is noted that Judge 
Ferguson entered a forceful dissent, pointing out the general rule 
that  courts may not properly go behind the plain and unambiguous 
words of a legislative enactment. If the principle of ezpressio 
unius est exclusio altedu.+' has retained any vigor, then on recon- 
sideration by the Court, Judge Ferguson's dissenting opinion 
will return to haunt military penologists. 

E. POST T R I A L  CLEMENCY RECOMMENDATIONS 

In United States e .  Huber,'B6 the Court delineated an area with- 
in which a recommendation for  clemency made by the court- 
martial which convicted and sentenced the accused will not be 
held to be inconsistent with the sentence adjudged. Previously, 
the Court had stated that  consideration must be given to the 
"surrounding circumstances" to determine whether inconsistency 

181 12 USCYA 133, 30 CYR 133 (1961). 
i s *  The Court cited W-lnthrap, Military Law and Precedent8 404 (2d ed. 

183 Edwards V.  hladigan, 281 F. I d  73 (9th Cir 1930). 
184 See Crawford. Statutory Conatruetion 8 195 (19401. 
X i 6  12 USCMA 208, 30 CYR 208 (1961). 

1920) : MCM, U.S. Army, 1917, 1921. 
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exists between the sentence imposed and that recommnded.186 
One of these circumstances was, of course, the timing of the rec- 
ommendation. However, It w m  not clear whether any one factor 
or combination of factors would be conclusive. In Hvber, the 
Court expressly adapted the Federal law that "Federal civil jurors 
may not impeach their verdicts by post-trial declarations." Chief 
Judge Quinn, f a r  the Court, stated, "The same rule should be ap- 
plied to statements by court-martial members which are made 
following adjournment and which do not form an integral part  
af the announcement of the sentence. . . ." Assuredly, by any 
test, the recommendation made here would be held not to  be incon- 
sistent, because i t  was made after trial and was initiated by the 
defense coumel. 

VI. POST TRIAL REVIEW 

A. C O M M ~ T A T I O S  

In Cnited States F. Rmso.Len the Court held that a convening 
authority or a board of review might properly commute a death 
sentence to a dishonorable discharge and confinement a t  hard 
labor. In Cntted States u .  Plummer,len the Court extended to ean- 
vening authorities the power to commute any sentence to B lesser 
punishment. This was a logical, but considerable, extension of 
the power granted by Rirsso to commute a death penalty. Plummer 
was reversed because the convening authority, who took his action 
prior to the publication of the Rvsso decision, approved a sentence 
to dismissal and total forfeitures, but he "recommended that the 
dismissal be commuted to provide for an administrative form of 
discharge under other than honorable conditions." The staff judge 
advocate, in his review, commented that "Because of his [the 
accused's] previous excellent military record and his attitude of 
sincere repentance I believe the dismissal should be commuted to 
an administrative farm of discharge under other than honorable 
conditions." The Court described as uncertain the intent of the 
convening authority in approving the dismissal and recommending 
it3 commutation; therefore. the action by the convening authority 
". . . read in light of the staff judge advocate's review and the 
Rwso  decision, is sufficiently ambiguous to demand its return." 
The convening authority was adjured to consider the ful l  breadth 
of his duty and authority concerning the appropriateness of the 
penalty to  be approved, but the Court did not define the "full 

United States v Kaylor, 10 USCMA 139. 27 CMR 213 (1959). 
187 12 C S C I A  at 210. 30 CMR at 210 (emphasis added). 
188 11 USCMA 362. 29 CMR 168 (1960) 
189 12 U S C l A  18. 30 CMR 18 (1880).  
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breadth of his authority." In United States 21. Christensen.lgo the 
action of the convening authority in commuting to a forfeiture of 
$25.00 per month for 12 months an officer's sentence to suspension 
from rank for 12 months was approved. In discussing the con- 
vening authority's power to commute, Judge Latimer, with Chief 
Judge Quinn and Judge Ferguson concurring in the result without 
separate opinion, set out two iimitations: "[I] the punishment to 
which the sentence adjudged could be commuted must be no more 
severe than that originally imposed by the court-martial and [ 2 ]  
that  the sentence as changed be one which was within the court's 
sentencing power."181 Judge Latimer concluded that " . . . he [the 
convening authority] must be allowed m n e  latitude in selecting 
punishment which he believes is 1888 severe than that imposed by 
the court-martial. There being no common denominator in the 
many forms of permissible penalties . . . his judgment on appeal 
[should be affirmed] unless i t  can be said that, 8s a matter of law, 
he has increased the severity of the aentence.''lQs The Court de- 
termined that in this particular caae, the punishment, as changed, 
wan na greater than the original punishment. Several eases 
decided since the end of the October 1960 Termlea have provided 
certain guidelines for the resolution of this area of military Iaw.'B4 
However, all of the problems involved have not been settled. 

E. REHEARINGS 

In L=nited States u.  C0z.lg5 B majority of the Court held that a 
rehearing on findings and sentence could be ordered before a spe- 
cial court-martial where the original hearing was before a general 
court-martial. In an earlier case,l96 the Court of Military Appeals 
held that where the rehearing was on the sentence only, it could 
not be heid before a special court-martial if the original trial was 
before a general court-martial. In Coz the Court declared that 
the reversal of a conviction by an appellate authority and the 
direction of a rehearing of a ease generally leaves the proceedings 

190 12 USCMA 393,30 CMR 383 (1961). 
181 I d .  at 394, 30 CJIR at 394. 
112 I d .  at 3 9 P 9 5 . 3 0  CMR at 384-95. 
1as United States V. Johnson, No. 16,467: United Statea V. RodriguezGareia, 

No. 16,610; United States Y. Fredenburg, No. 15,864, si1 decided on Febrvary 
23, 1962. See digests of these cases in U.S. Dep't of Army. Pamphlet No. 
27-101-83, pp. 1-2 (1952) (Judge Advocate Legal Service) 

194 For B rewew of the commutation case8 and B ehronologiesl development 
of the doetrme of commutation, see U.S. Dep't of Army, Pamphlet Xo 27- 
101.95. pp. 3-11 (1962) (Judge Advocate Legal Service) 

105 12 U S C I A  168, 30 CMR 168 (1961) 
ISS United States V. Martinez, 11 USCMA 224, 28 CMR 40 (1960). 
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in the same position as before trial, with certain exce~tions. '~ '  
Judge Ferguson dissented an the basis that there was no distinc- 
tion between the Cos situation and the Martinez situation. Ac- 
cordingly, this issue may yet be relitigated and decided in accord- 
ance with his views. 

C. N E W  T R I A L  

The Court held, inter alia, in United States z). Woolbright,'Q~ 
that the petitioner had failed to show the exercise of due diligence 
to obtain the alleged evidence that he now assert6 as "newly dis- 
covered." The Court reiterated the requirement that  to obtain 
a new trial under Article 13, it must appear that  the "newly 
discovered" matters would not have been discovered by the exer- 
cise of the due diligence a t  or before the trial."' In United States 
e .  Fidle7?00 a companion case to Woolbright, the Court denied a 
a new trial on the same ground. 

D. STAFF JUDGE ADVOCATE R E V I E W  

In Cnited States zi. Blaekwrll.201 the Court denounced as in- 
sufficient that portion of the post trial review which dealt with 
the sufficiency of the evidence because i t  merely stated the "bare 
conclusion" of the staff legal officer (citing United States v .  
F i e I d P Q  and L'nited States 8 .  BenniezOa). The staff judge ad- 
vacate had limited his discussion of the sufficiency of the evidence 
as follows: 

The findings are correct I" law m d  fact, and competent evidence of 
record eitnblishes the guilt of the accused beyond a reasonable doubt 
of each affenae of which he was convicted. 

E, A P P E L L A T E  R E V I E W  

1. Review b y  Boards of Review 

The Court held in L'nited States 21. Middletonw4 that  a board of 
review has no power ta direct an accused's separation from the 
service by way of an administrative type discharge. citing United 

107 60 person a h o  was B member of the orlginsl%!ourt may serve BQ a 
member on reheannz, and the sentence on rehearing may not exceed 01 be 
more severe than that adiudged s t  the original trial. Article 6 3 ( b ) ,  UCMJ, 
10 U.S.C. 8 863(b)  (1958) See Cmted Staten Y .  Kelley. 5 USCMA 259, 17 
CMR 269 (1954). 

le8 12  USCMA 450, 31 CMR 36 (1961). 
18) United States V. Childs, 5 USCMA 270, 17 CMR 270 (1964). See 

United Stater Y Blau, 5 USCMA, 132, 17 CMR 232 ( 1 9 5 4 ) :  United States 
Y. Baurehier, 5 CSCMA 15, 17 CMR 15 (1954). 

100 12 USCMA 464, 31 CMR 40 (1961). 
201 12 USCMA 20, 30 CMR 20 11960). 
SOX9 USCMA 70, 25 C Y R  332 11958), 
PO* 10 USCMA 159, 27 CMR 233 (1958). 
$04 12 USCMA 54,30 CMR 54 (1960).  
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States Y. Phipps."E In United Stetes e .  Woods.lO6 it was held that 
a board of review has no power to suspend the execution of a 
punitive discharge. The Court based its opinion on long-standing 
precedent20' and noted that  the board was in error in discerning in 
the Russo ca8eso1 ,'an intimation" that the earlier cases were 

The Court in United States 8 .  FagnanzoQ considered an Army 
board of review'a refusal "to consider a psychiatric report and a 
letter from B confinement officer on the question of the appropri- 
ateness of accused's sentence." During its consideration of the 
cause, the board of review requested appellate defense counsel to 
secure a psychiatric examination of the accused. He was 80 exam- 
ined, and the report of such examination contained findings that  
the accused was "fully responsible for  his offenses" and certain 
findings and recommendations which were favorable to the ac- 
cused. There was also filed with the board a letter which had been 
received from the correctional officer in whose custody the accused 
had been placed. The letter was highly favorable to the accused. 
The board refused to consider either the psychiatric report or the 
letter and ultimately affirmed the sentence a s  legally and factually 
proper. The Court held that a board of review, 8s an "inter- 
mediate appellate judicial tribunal." is limited in its eansidera- 
tion of information relating to the appropriateness of sentence 
to matters included in "the entire record." The Court defined the 
entire record as "the transcript and the allied papers, as well 88  

any appellate brief prepared [by trial defense counsel] pursuant 
to . , , Article 38,"p10 and affirmed the decision of the board. 

The Court held in United States 9. Withersgoon211 that it  was 
prejudicial error not to afford an accused the right to be repre- 
sented by counsel before a board of review which had received the 
record upon remand for the purpose of reassessing the sentence, 
to purge the harm occasioned by an erroneoua instruction regard- 
ing the maximum sentence. 

erroneous. 

2 .  Review in the Court of Military Appeals 

In United States 21. Bedgood?12 the Court declined to answer a 
question certified by The Judge Advocate General of the Army on 

206 In Phippa the Court held that B court.martia1 could not adjudge an 

1 0 1  12 USCMA 61, 30 CMR 61 (1960). 
POiUnited States V. Simmona, 2 USCMA 106, 6 CMR 105 (1962). See 

United Statea V. Cavsllaro, 3 USCYA 653, 14 CMR 71 (19541. Compare 
United States V. Eatill. 9 USCMA 456, 26 CMR 138 (1958).  

administrative type discharge. See note 166 supra. 

to8 11 USCMA 362, 29 CMR 168 119601 
PO0 12 USCMA 192. 30 CMR 192 (1960). 
110 Id. at 1 9 6 . 3 0  CMR at 195. 
111 12 U S C I A  409, 30 CMR 409 (1861).  
112 12 USCYA 16, 30 CYR IS (1960). 
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the ground that the issue certified was moot. The board of review 
had disapproved the punitive discharge approved by the ean- 
vening authority but commented that a court-martial could law- 
fully adjudge an administrative type discharge. Judge Latimer 
concurred in the result on the ground that the holding in United 
States w .  PhippsZls  answered the certified question. 

The Bedpood decision and L'nited States v .  A ~ r n b r u s t e r ~ ~ ~  were 
cited by the Court in Cnited States v .  Higbie2" where i t  again 
refused to answer a terrified question. There, the board of review 
had reassessed the sentence on the ground that the convening 
authority, after disapproving one offense, might have conaidered 
the senteenee originally adjudged for three offenses as the limit 
applicable to the two remaining ones. The board 90 acted because 
of the possible infiuence which the dismissed charge may have had 
upon the convening authority when he approved the sentence, and 
upon "the entire record in this case." The Court held that where 
a board of review bases a determination of the appropriateness of 
sentence upon the entire record, one of the many factors i t  con- 
sidered may not be dissected out in order to have the Court of 
Military Appeals answer a certified issue, the answer to which 
cannot affect the board's utimste decision. 

In Cnited States e. Foti.ZLB in an opinion authored by Judge 
Latimer, the Court again heid that a certified issue was not 
properly before it. The Court said that the board, in reassessing 
the sentence on the basis of the entire record, considered certain 
matters in extenuation and mitigation, and i t  held that review of 
such B determination was beyond the scope of the Court's powers. 
Judge Fergusan, concurring in the result, agreed that the ques- 
tion submitted was hypothetical and need not be answered. I t  
 appear^ that the Court will not answer questions af law certified 
pursuant to Article 67(b) (2) of the Code where the board of 
review determines the appropriateness of the sentence on the 
basis of the entire record even through erroneous principles of law 
may be announced in the written opinion of the board. 

In United States t'. Legpio.P" the Court had another opportunity 
ta limit its review a i  certified questions. The board of review had 
reassessed the sentence, and the member who wrote the opinion 
stated that he considered the argument of the trial counsel to  be 
error which might or might not have been prejudicial. Another 
member concurred in the result, and the third member dis- 
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sented.2" Judge Ferguson, writing for the majority. held there 
was no question which the Court was empowered to review since 
the reassessment of the sentence must have resulted from a con- 
sideration of appropriateness of the sentence, inasmuch as the 
question of legal error did not appear to have been finally resolved 
by the board, even by the author of the principal opinion. Judge 
Latimer would have answered the certified question since he felt 
the board had found prejudicial error. 

In another case218 involving the power of the Court ta review 
determinations of boards of review, the Court, citing United 
States v .  Moreno,220 held that a finding of fact by a board of 
review supported by substantial evidence is not reviewable by the 
Court of Military Appeals. 

The Court had an opportunity to determine the effect of an 
honorable separation upon the appellate review procedure in 
Cnited States e. Loughery.z*l At the request of the accused, and 
after the Court of Military Appeals had granted his petition to 
review the case, the Secretary of the Savy  acted administratively 
to separate the accused under honorable conditions. The Court 
split three ways in its rationale. Judge Ferguson thought there 
was error in the record and that the judgment below should be 
reversed and the charges dismissed. Chief Judge Quinn felt that  
the proceedings had been abated by the accused's separation under 
honorable conditions; however, he concurred in the reversal and 
dismissal of the charges as a practical disposition of the case. 
Judge Latimer believed that the rights of the parties were fixed 
by their mutual agreement and would dismiss the petition for 
review; but, if the case were to be considered on the merits, he 
would find no prejudicial error. 

In Vnited States v .  W i i l i a n i ~ ~ ~ ~  the Court reversed the convic- 
tion and ordered the charges dismissed because of the existence of 
numerous errors "each prejudicial inherently and in fact to a 
greater or lesser degree" and cumulatively requiring reversal 

Finally, the Court held that a decision of The Judge Advocate 
General of the Air Force to decertify an officer a8 qualified to 
serve as law officer, trial counsel, or appointed defense counsel in 
general courts-martial is an  administrative, not a judicial, deci- 
sion and i t  is not subject to review in the Court of Military Ap. 

In referring to ita status, the Court noted that it was not 
a court of ariainal jurisdiction with neneral unlimited powers in 

so (1961) 
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law and equity. The Court also noted that the decision of The 
Judge Advocate General of the Air Farce did not deprive the 
officer of his standing as a member of the legal profession and did 
not prevent his practice before that Court. 

VII. APPENDIX-WORK O F  THE COURT 

The statistics in Tables I end I1 are the offleial statistics eom- 
piled by the Clerk's Office, United States Court of Military Ap- 
peals, pursuant to the provisions of Article 67(g), Uniform Code 
of Military Justice. The statistics in Tablea 111 through VI inclu- 
sive were compiled in the Opinions Branch, Military Justice Divi- 
sion, Office of the Judge Advocate General, Department of the 
Army, and are, thus, unofficial. 
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Table 111. Sou~ces  a i  Caaca Diepored o f  bu P%bl.ehed 0p:nional 

Petition ................ 28 1 29 22 , 0 79 
Certification ........... 
Motion to Dismiss ~~~~ .. 

Totni ............ 29 1 0 1 108 

Table V .  Revsrieis oi Specmi Caurta-.Wo~Liol Cases Vwsas  
Gsneral Cowta.Martia1 Cams Conaidwed b y  Court 3' 

Army ..................... 1 0  13 ( 3 4 % )  13 (34%) 
Navy- .................... 14 16619%) 9 (66%:) 1x3 (62%)  
Air Force ................. ' 7 158%) 5 i 3 1 % )  12  (42 .8%)  , 
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Table V I .  Action a i  Indwdual h d p a  I 

P","" La<,",.. F*IOY*on Tab, 

wrote opinla" Of court ~~~~~~~ 34 

Concur with separate opinion . 4 ti 1 i! Concur with opinion of Court 45 

Dllaent ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  4 

cancur I" resv1t ~~.~ ......... 12 
Cancur in partldirsent in par t  1 

- - 8 -  ~ 

Total .... ~ . . .~~  ........ , 100' 76. 100' 276 



COMMENTS 
THE HISS ACT AIENDMENTS.*  The so-called Hiss Act 

was substantially amended in the 87th Congress by Public Law 
87-299. Prior to these amendments, the Hiss Act had become a 
matter of concern for  the military because of its application to 
military personnel convicted by courts-martial. a The recent 
amendments to the act have special significance in this respect. 
It is the purpose of this comment to discuss the amendments in 
light of this significance. 

I.  PURPOSE O F  THE NEW LEGISLATION 

The Hiss Act, as originally passed, provided that  federal officers 
and employees, including military personnel, who committed cer- 
tain acts or who were convicted of certain offenses would be 
denied their federal retirement benefits. The act was broad in 
its language and scope of application. The legislative history of 
the act discloses that Congress was concerned principally with 
federal officers and employees who committed acts or who were 
convicted of offenses adversely affecting the national security. 
However, the legislative history also refiects a broader con- 
gressional intent to deny federal retirement benefits to any officers 
and employees who brake faith with the federal government. 

The legislative history of the recent amendments to the Hiss Act 
discloses that Congress discovered that the act, as originally 
passed, denied federal retirement benefits to persons to whom it 
had not been anticipated or intended that the act apply. How- 
ever, Congress also declared that  the act should deny federal af- 
ficers and employees their retirement benefits if they committed 
acts or were convicted of offenses affecting the national security. 
I t  is stated, in part, in the Senate report on the amendmentj: 

I *  

The original intent of iegisintion in this area vas to deny the payment 
of 1 civilian annuity 01 retirement pay to a person who committed an of- 

* The opiniona and e o n c l u s ~ ~ ~ n  presented herein are thoae of tho author 
and do not ne~essardy represent the views of The Judge Advocate General's 
School or any other governmental agency. 

168 Stst .1142 (19541, BLI amended.5 U.S.C. 55 2281-2188 i1058).  
I Act of Sept. 26,  1961, 75 Stet.  640. For B complete text of the pertinent 

amendmenta, see Mil. L. Rev..  October 1961, PP.  99-107. 
8 Far an anaiysis of the Hiaa Act prior to its amendment, see McHugheii. 

Tha Xias Acl and Ita Applionlion to  the Id i tcry ,  Md. L Rev., October 1061, 
p. 67. This comment is intended to supplement that article. 

4 H. R. Rep. No. 2488.836 Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (1054).  
I S .  Rep. No. 852,87th Cong.. 1st Seas. (1961). 
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feme involving the national security. However, because af a long series 
Of amendments the act  of September 1, 1954, has gone f a r  beyond this 
objective and h u  resulted in B ieriou9 milcarriage af justice by denying 
rightful benefits to former employees and military PerIonnPl and their  
i u r ~ i v o n  for  ~ e a m n i  havine no relation to the orimnd D Y T O O S ~  of the - . .  
legidation. 

H. R. 6141 will remedy this nitustion by providing fa r  the restoration 
of civilian annuities and retirzd militarv ISV to former emDlovees and . . .  . .  
military personnel (including ~ ~ r v i v o i i )  who have been denied nveh 
benefits under the act  of September 1, 1954, on aeeount of offense8 not 
related to national Security, I t  will not permit the payment of a civilian 
annuity or military retired pay t o  any individual whose acta 07 omis- 
d o n a  are related in m y  way to the national security of the United States.  

Clear evidence has  been developed in public hearings bath in the 
House and >n the Senate tha t  the present Isw does not refleet our t ra -  
dltional seme of juatiee. A number of individualr h a w  lost and othem 
s t l i l  m ~erv lee  are faced with the pmapect of lasing vslvahle benefits 
because of offenses not only minor in nature but in no wry related to 
escunty In many casea, the courts did not even assew penalties, yet the 
individuals l o s t  their  annuities. 

This denial of civilian annuity rights and military retired pay ox- 
tends,  d $ o .  to widows and children, who have lost valuable Purvivm an. 
nuitier in some ease8 because their  husbands OT fathers committed 
offenses having nothing to do with the national seeurrty but coming 
within the purview of the provisions of the *et a% if now stmds.8 

The reasom for denying federal retirement benefits to officers 
and employees who commit acts or who are convicted of offenses 
against the national security is clearly stated in the House report 
on the amendments: 

I *  

I t  i s  apparent ta thin committee tha t  a rignifieant principle with re- 
aped  t o  the nature of the benefits a t  iime has not been given the proper 
weight in the consideration of ex)sting Isw. This principle 1s to the 
effect  tha t  an individual who B Q Q Y ~ D Q  public office or employment BC- 

eepts ail of the obl igs tms  i e x p l n t  and ~mpl ie i t l  of such office or em- 
ployment ai  well BQ the emalvmentn thereof. When an individual enters 
the service of the Cnifed States,  he ~mpaaer upon himself an extraor- 
dinary-even B uniqu-ommifment of complete and unswerving loyalty 
to government and to country, This obligation of loyalty 18 preemptive 
of any and d l  r ights snd  beneflts aceruing from publie office or employ- 
ment Fvlfillment of rueh obligation of loyalty a t  all rimes ia 8" 
abnoivte condition precedent to the granting, vestmg, and receipt af any 
n g h t ,  benefit. OT remedy arising out of the office or employment I" the 
past, present, Or future.  

Breach of this obligation or high trust  by an indlvidusl guilty of an 
ac t  or omisaion which impairs the national security abrogates from the 
beginning any obligation of the United States to pay benefits based on 
the S ~ T V ~ C D  of such an individual All clsims for  such benefits must stand 
o r  fall  along with those of the individual whore conduct i s  at mue. In 

6 S Rep S a  862. m p r a  note 5 ,  nf 2. 
7 H R Rep. Ka 541. 87th Cong.. 1 s t  Sess. i 1 5 6 1 ) .  
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the case of such breach of tTuit. it is enti(.ely fitting and proper to deny 
such benefits and at the same time make appropriate return of contribu- 
tions made by the individual coneemed. These bentfits are, in part, in 
the nature of gratuities because of Government contributions t w w d  
such benefits. In effect. the payment of any such benefits to any aueh 
individual would be shocking to the public emieience and moral% and 
iepvgnsnt to the high principle% on which our Government is founded.8 

11. SCOPE O F  THE NEW LEGISLATIOX 

As a result of these second thoughts by Congress on the need 
for and purpose of the Hiss Act, the act now applies only to federal 
officers and employees who commit acts or who are convicted of 
offenses against the national security. This is true with reaped 
to both civilian officers and employees and military personnel. 

Prior to the amendments to the Hiss Act, a part af subsection 
l ( 2 )  of the act was the principal concern of the military with 
respect to military personnel convicted by courts-martial. This 
provision stated that a federal officer or employee was not en- 
titled to receive retirement benefits, if he was, or ever had been, 
convicted of an offense which is a felony under the laws of the 
United States or the District of Columbia, provided the offense 
was committed in the exercise of his "authority, influence, power, 
or privileges as an officer or employee of the Government." As a 
result of Several decisions by the Comptroller General and mme 
opinions of The Judge Advocate General af the Army, the rule 
developed that this provision of the act applied ta a military 
member convicted by general, special or wmmary  courts-martial, 
if the offense under the Uniform Code of Military Justice 9 of 
which he was convicted was "analagous" to a felony under the 
laws of the United States or the District of Columbia, was punish- 
able under the Table af Maximum Punishments 10 by death or con- 
finement in excess of one year, and the evidence introduced a t  the 
trial gave clear and convincing proof that the offense was com- 
mitted in the exercise of his "authority, influence, power, or 
privileges as an officer or employee of the Government." An af- 
fense was "analogous" if the specification which alleged the of- 
fense set forth in express language, or by necessary implication, 
the essential elements of an offense under the laws of the United 
States or the District of Columbia. An offense was committed in 
the exercise of some "authority, influence, power, or privileges as 
an officer or employee of the Government," if the person who 
committed the offense did so in the exercise of some duty or the 

8 H. R Rep. No. 541,  Supra note 7, at 3.  
9 10 U.S C g p  801-940 (1958). as amended. 
10 U S Dep't of Defense, Manual far Courts-Yarnal, Knited States, 1Y6l. 
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commission of the offense waa made possible by the position he 
held or the duties to which he was assigned. 11 

As a result of the above rule, subsection l ( 2 )  of the Hiss Act 
was found to apply in cases in which military personnel were can- 
victed by courts-martial of offenses such as larceny, bribery, 
wrongful disposition of government property and wrongful ap- 
propriation of government vehicles. As now amended, i t  is 
unlikely that the act would apply in such cases. 

For the military, the most significant sections in the Hiss 
Act, as now amended, a r e  subsections l ( a ) ( 2 )  and l ( b )  ( Z ) ,  con- 
cerning offenses under the Uniform Code of Military Justice re- 
lated to the national security, and section 2 of the amendments to 
the act, concerning the restoration of retirement benefits pre- 
viously denied. 18 

Subsection l ( a )  ( 2 )  provides that federal retirement benefits 
shall not be paid to any person convicted prior to, an, after 1 
September 1964" of a violation af Articles 104 (aiding the 
enemy) or 106 (spying) of the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice, or predecessor offenses (Articles af War 81 or 82).  This 
subsection also makes similar provisions f a r  persons convicted of 
any offense under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, or a 
similar predecessor offense, under charges and specifications 
alleging a violation of any of the numerous offenses against the 
national security specified in other provisions of subsection l ( a )  
of the Hiss Act, as now amended, "if the executed sentence in- 
cludes death, dishonorable discharge, or dismissal from the s e w -  
ice, or if the defendant dies before execution of such sentence as 
finally approved." 1; 

Subsection l ( b )  (2) contains provisions similar to that part  of 
subsection l ( a )  (21,  just  described, which relates to conviction for  

11 For an a n a l y s ~  discussion and citation of the decmions a i  the Camptrol. 
IPT General and the opmmns of The Judge Advocate General a t  the Army. 
see XcHughes. o p .  oi t .  8upra note 3.  a t  71-88. 

11 For a discuseion of the kind of facts involved in the eommiaaion of the 
mentioned offensir  which caused the determination to be made tha t  ths Hiss 
Act applied t o  the perrons 10 convicted. see XcHughes, op. mt n u p m  note 3, 
a t  80-& 

13 Other n ~ o v i ~ i o n s  a i  the Hiss Act as now amended relatine to the denial 
of f e h r a i  retirement benefits inwive acts 01 offenses such as perjnry (sub- 
section l ( a )  (311, eubornsfion o i  perjury ( r u b s e c t m  l ( a 1  (411,  refvsal to 
tentifv inubreetion P i a l l .  and false statements isvbseetion P i b l l .  The act 
also provides fa r  the restoration of retirement benotita based upon certain 
actions by the President (sect ion E ) .  

14 This is the effective date of the original Hiss Act. 
16 L'CXJ, a r t .  104, 10 U.S.C 5 904 (1958) 
16 UCDIJ, art. 106. 10 U.S.C 5 806 (1858). 
1: Eiampiea of the type  of offenaes set iorth elaawhere in svbaeetion l ( a )  

are: dircioruie of classified mformatmn. espionage, treason. sedition, re- 
cruit ing for  service against  the United States,  and enlistment to serve 
sea ins t  fhs United Staces 
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violations of the Uniform Code of Military Justice other than 
violations of Articles 104 and 106, ereept t lu t  this procision ap- 
plies only to convictions prior to, on, 01 af ter  the date of the 
recent amendments to the act ( 2 6  September 1961) .  This time 
limitation applies to all the provisions of subsection l ( b )  of the 
act, as now amended. The reason behind this limitation is that 
subsection 1 (b)  lists offenses against the national security estab- 
lished since the Hiss Act was first enacted or offenses against the 
national security which were not specified in the act as originally 
passed. 18 

Section 2 of the recent amendments provides that federal re- 
tirement benefits denied any person under the provisions of the 
Hiss Act prior to the amendments shall be restored. both pro- 
spectively and retroactively, unles8 the retirement benefits "re- 
main nnnpayable" a s  a result of the amendments. 

111. CONCLUSIONS 

The new provisions of the Hiss Act which relate to courts- 
martial convictions measurably lessen the impact of the act upon 
the military. Previously, the act applied in many cases of a minor 
nature which were unrelated to the national security. This is no 
longer true.  There is only one case known to have been con- 
sidered by The Judge Advocate General af the Army which con- 
cerned national security. This cam involved a n  officer who was 
convicted by a general court-martial f a r  a violation of Article 
134 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice'Y for recording 
speeches while a Korean prisoner of war  which were detrimental 
to the United States. lo 

In connection with the amendments to  the Hiss Act, The Judge 
Advocate General af the Army has stated that all cases which 
either involve (1) the restoration of retirement benefits or  (2)  
application of the Hiss Act amendments to military personnel 
who are, or have been, convicted of a violation of Articles 104 or 
106 of the Uniform Code of Military Justice (or Articles of War 
81 or 82) or any other violatiox of the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice (or similar violations of the Articles of War),  if the 
ezecuted sentence included death, dismissal, or dishonorable dis- 
charge, should be referred to his office far consideration. zL 

* *  H. R. Rep. No. 511, 57th C o w ,  1 s t  Sess. 3-4 (1961) 
11 UCIIJ. art. 134, 10 U.S.C. g 834 (1958) 
20 JAGA 196014402 ( Ju ly  27. 18601. 
Z1JAGA 1861.5461 (October 21. 18611, m US. Dsp't of Army, Pamnhlet 

No. 2i-101-84. p.  6 (19611 (Judge Advocate Legal Servlee).  The PDsrflOn 
of The Judge Advoeater General of the Navy snd Air Force in this connectlan 
I S  not mown.  
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To conclude, the Hiss Act as now written no longer presents a 
serious problem for the military. However, it is important that 
the military take prompt action to restore entitlement to retired 
pay to  those persons who are entitled to have i t  restored by virtue 
of the amendments to the Him Act. The military should also take 
action, where warranted by the amendments, to correct the 
military records of those persons to whom the act was found 
to apply, but who may not yet be eligible to retire. 

LEE M. MCHIJGHES* 

. Csplam JAGC, U S .  Army: Judge Advocate Division, Pari3 Office Head- 
quarters, United States Army, Communications Zone. Europe: LL.B , Loyola 
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